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Zusammenfassung

In nassen Gasturbinen wird der Prozesswirkungsgrad erhöht, indem dem Arbeitsmedium
aus der Restwärme des Abgases erzeugter Wasserdampf beigefügt wird. Das schnelle Last-
wechselverhalten der einfachen Gasturbinenanlage bleibt erhalten, wodurch die intermittente
Produktion erneuerbarer Energien zum Teil kompensiert werden kann. Neben dem Betrieb
mit Erdgas, ermöglicht die Verbrennung bei hohen Dampfanteilen den Einsatz von reak-
tiveren Brennsto�en wie Wassersto�. Die vorliegende Studie untersucht Ausgleichse�ekte
der Wasserdampfverdünnung und Wassersto�anreicherung auf die Flammengeschwindigkeit
von laminaren Vormisch�ammen. Der Ein�uss der Dampfverdünnung auf die Kinetik der
Hochtemperaturoxidation von Methan, Wassersto� und angereichertem Methan (10% und
50% im Volumen) wird umfassend beschrieben. Laminare Flammengeschwindigkeiten wur-
den experimentell mit einem Schlitzdüsen-Brenner aus der Ober�äche der Bunsen�ammen
ermittelt. Die Flammenfront wurde aus Gradienten der Dichtverteilung lokalisiert, welche
mittels der Quantitative Light Sheet (QLS) Methode bestimmt wurden. Die Flammenge-
schwindigkeit wird mit zunehmender Wassersto�anreicherung erhöht, wodurch die Zündgren-
zen zu magereren und nasseren Gemischen verschoben werden. Die relative Abnahme der
Flammengeschwindigkeit mit der molaren Dampfkonzentration bei konstanten Vorwärmtem-
peraturen (473K) und Äquivalenzverhältnissen (0,7-1,3) ist für die Methan-basierten Gemis-
che ähnlich, während sie für Wassersto� weniger steil verläuft. Ein vorhandenes lineares
Modell wurde zu einer exponentiellen semi-empirischen Korrelation weiterentwickelt, welche
die Abnahme der Flammengeschwindigkeit mit sehr guter Übereinstimmung wiedergibt.
Eindimensionale numerische Simulationen mit einer virtuellen inerten Spezies zeigten neben
den physikalischen, thermischen und verdünnenden, E�ekten einen nicht vernachlässigbaren
chemischen Ein�uss. Die vergleichsweise hohe E�zienz von Wasser als Stoÿpartner erhöht
den Umsatz entsprechender Reaktionen (H+O2+M
HO2+M, CH3+H+M 
CH4+M,
HCO+M
H+CO+M). Daraus ergibt sich im Wesentlichen die H-Radikalkonzentration
fr die entscheidende geschwindigkeitsbestimmende Reaktion (H+O2
OH+O). Darüber
hinaus begünstigt der Dampf die Rückreaktionsraten einiger Reaktionen (2OH
O+H2O,
OH+H2
H+H2O, OH+CH3
CH2(s)+H2O). Als Folge ergibt sich eine geringere H-
und O- sowie eine erhöhte OH-Radikalkonzentration gegenüber inerter Verdünnung. Dies
führt zu verminderten NOx Emissionen durch den thermischem, N2O und NNH Bildungsweg,
während promptes NO bei unter-stöchiometrischen Bedingungen kaum chemisch beein�usst
wird. Die genannten Mechanismen gelten in ähnlicher Weise für Methan und Wassersto�
angereichertes Methan. Die Kinetik der Wassersto� Oxidation wird fast ausschlieÿlich durch
den katalytischen E�ekt des Wassers beein�usst. Die Wahl der Betriebsbedingungen ist
entscheidend. Bei hohen Flammentemperaturen nimmt der katalytische Ein�uss des Dampfes
auf die Flammengeschwindigkeit ab. Eine Erhöhung des Äquivalenzverhältnisses bei verdün-
nten Bedingungen wirkt der verminderten H-Radikal Produktion entgegen und promptes NO
wird erhöht. Werden die wenigen relevanten Ein�üsse und Reaktionen aus dem Reaktion-
sschema entfernt, ergeben sich annähernd übereinstimmende Resultate für die Simulationen
mit Dampf und virtuellem Wasser, was auf eine vollständige Identi�zierung der chemischen
Ein�üsse hinweist.
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Abstract

In humidi�ed gas turbines the working �uid is diluted with steam, generated from exhaust
heat, for increasing the cycle e�ciency. The fast load following performance of single-cycle
gas turbines is maintained, which is bene�cial for compensating for intermittent renewable
energy production. In addition to operation on natural gas, combustion at highly steam-
diluted conditions o�ers a possibility to stabilize �ames of more reactive fuels such as hy-
drogen. The present study investigates the balancing e�ects of steam dilution and hydrogen
enrichment on the burning velocity of laminar premixed �ames. A comprehensive theory
on the fundamental in�uence of steam dilution on the high temperature oxidation kinetics
of methane, hydrogen-enriched methane (10% and 50% in volume), and hydrogen is pro-
vided. Laminar burning velocities were measured by determining the �ame surface area
of prismatic Bunsen �ames stabilized on a slot-nozzle burner. The �ame front was de-
tected from spatial density gradients, obtained by employing the quantitative light sheet
(QLS) technique. Burning velocities are increased with hydrogen enrichment, extending
the �ammability range towards leaner and more wet conditions. The relative decrease in
burning velocity with steam mole fraction at constant preheat temperature (473K) and
equivalence ratio (0.7-1.3) is very similar for the methane-based fuels, and di�ers from the
less steep decrease for hydrogen fueled �ames. An exponential semi-empirical correlation is
derived, which describes the decrease in burning velocity with excellent agreement, extend-
ing an existing linear correlation. In addition to physical, thermal and dilutional, e�ects,
one-dimensional simulations using an inert arti�cial species (virtual H2O) showed a non-
negligible chemical in�uence of steam dilution. The comparatively high chaperon e�ciency of
steam promotes third body reactions of chain terminating character (H+O2+M
HO2+M,
CH3+H+M
CH4+M) and less of chain carrying type (HCO+M
 H+CO+M), which
mainly determine the H radical concentration available for the principle chain branching re-
action (H+O2
OH+O). In addition, steam dilution promotes the reverse reaction rates
of a few reactions (2OH
O+H2O, OH+H2
H+H2O, OH+CH3
CH2(s)+H2O). As
a result, H and O radical concentrations are lower compared to inert dilution, whereas OH
concentrations are higher. Reduced O and H radical concentrations restrain NOx formation
in the thermal, N2O, and NNH pathways; the prompt pathway is only weakly in�uenced
by chemical means at under-stoichiometric conditions. These mechanisms are similar for
methane and hydrogen-enriched methane, whereas chemical e�ects of steam-dilution on hy-
drogen �ames depend pre-dominantly on the catalytic promotion of chain terminating reac-
tions. The choice of operating conditions is important. Catalytic participation of steam in
reactions becomes less e�ective in reducing the burning velocity at higher �ame tempera-
tures. Increasing the equivalence ratio at steam-diluted conditions for maintaining the �ame
temperature counteracts the reduction of H radical concentrations, and NOx through the
prompt pathway is increased. Eliminating the few relevant reactions, from which the chem-
ical in�uence of steam dilution originates, returns almost identical results for simulations
using H2O and virtual H2O, suggesting a comprehensive identi�cation of the chemical e�ects
of steam dilution.
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Nomenclature

A few uniquely used variables are de�ned only at the location of their appearance. Vectors
are printed in boldface italic.

Latin letters

a Model parameter (-)
A Pre-exponential factor (varies)
Af Flame surface area (mm2)
b Model parameter (-)
B Burner slot width (mm)
cp Isobaric heat capacity (J/K)
C Relative particle concentration (-)
D Di�usion coe�cient (m2/s)
Ea Activation energy (cal/mol)
Es Relative sensitivity coe�cient (-)
fu Mass burning �ux (kg/(m2·s))
G Gibbs enthalpy (J)
h Speci�c enthalpy (J/kg)
hf Speci�c formation enthalpy (J/kg)
hs Speci�c sensible enthalpy (J/kg)
H Burner slot length (mm)
I Light intensity (-)
kf Rate constant of forward reaction (varies)
kr Rate constant of reverse reaction (varies)
Kc Equilibrium constant (-)
L Markstein length (mm)
Lf Flame length (mm)
ṁ Mass �ow rate (kg/h)
M Total number of reactions (-)
N Total number of species (-)
p Pressure (atm)
Q̇ Progress rate (mol/(m3·s))

xii



R Universal gas constant (J/(mol·K))
Rf Flame radius (mm)
s Spline function (mm)
Sl Laminar burning velocity (m/s)
t Tangential coordinate of the �ame (mm)
T Temperature (K)
Ta Activation temperature (K)
Tad Adiabatic �ame temperature (K)
Tu Unburned gas temperature (K)
U Relative uncertainty (-)
u Axial velocity (m/s)
un Flame velocity normal to its surface (m/s)
uu Mean unburned gas velocity (m/s)
v Lateral velocity (m/s)
V Volume (m3)
Vc Correction velocity (m/s)
Vk Di�usion velocity (m/s)
W Molecular weight (g/mol)
x Axial coordinate of the Bunsen �ame (mm)
x One-dimensional �ame coordinate (mm)
xp Axial probe position (mm)
X Mole fraction (-)
y Lateral coordinate of the Bunsen �ame (mm)
Y Mass fraction (-)

Greek letters

α Thermal di�usivity (m2/s, α = λ / (ρ · cp))
β Temperature exponent in Arrhenius equation (-)
δl Thermal �ame thickness (mm)
∆ Measurement uncertainty (varies)
ε Chaperon e�ciency (-)
θ Thermal di�usion ratio (-)
κ Stretch rate (1/s)
λ Thermal conductivity (W/(m·K))
ν Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
ν ′ Molar stoichiometric coe�cient in forward reaction (-)
ν ′′ Molar stoichiometric coe�cient in reverse reaction(-)
ξ Mole fraction of hydrogen in fuel (-)
ρ Density (kg/m3)
φ Equivalence ratio (-)

xiii



ω̇ Reaction rate (mol/(m3·s))
Ω Mass ratio of steam to air (-)

Subscripts

0 Dry mixture
b Burned gas
dil Diluent
eq Equilibrium
j Reaction index
k Species index
f Fuel
ox Oxidizer
ref Reference state
st stoichiometric
u Unburned gas

Superscripts

()o Standard state

Abbreviations

CHP Combined heat and power
EvGT Evaporative gas turbine cycle
HAT Humid air gas turbine cycle
LDV Laser Doppler velocimetry
PIV Particle image velocimetry
QLS Quantitative light sheet technique
STIG Steam-injected gas turbine cycle
TC Thermocouple

Non-dimensional characteristic numbers

Re Reynolds number (Re = uuB/ν)
Le Lewis number (Le = α/D)
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1 Introduction

The worldwide energy demand has been progressively increasing. The International Energy
Agency (2014) projects a further rise by one-third in the next 20 years. At the same time,
estimations on existing fossil fuel resources predict production peaks to be reached within the
next 50 years (Fig. 1.1a). Furthermore, greenhouse gases emitted from fossil fuel combustion
are considered to be largely responsible for global warming with severe consequences for
the environment. Ensuring the security of energy supplies in this context is one of the
major challenges for the future. Despite enduring e�orts to migrate electricity production to
renewable energies, the U.S. Energy Information Administration (2013) projects a continuing
domination of fossil fuels for global electricity production in the near future (Fig. 1.1b). In
fossil fuel energies, the share of natural gas is estimated to increase from around 28% in 2010
to 35% in 2040, owing partly to the low CO2 footprint per heating value. Recent advances
in the recovery of unconventional gases (�shale gas�) might further augment the share of
natural gas in energy conversion. However, chemicals used for exploitation of shale gases are
potentially associated with a considerable environmental impact.
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(a) Global fossil fuel production
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(b) Global electricity generation by source

Figure 1.1: Projections of global fossil fuel production (Lovins, 2011) and electricity generation by
source (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2013)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Finite fossil fuel resources and the prospect of global warming demand high e�ciencies from
thermal power plants. An increasing share of renewable energies in the electricity grid poses
additional challenges. Fast load following characteristics are required in order to compen-
sate for the intermittent energy production from wind and solar power. Gas turbines are
considered to be an important bridging technology on the way to cleaner energy production.
A promising technology for improving the transient performance of gas turbines at high cy-
cle e�ciencies is the humidi�ed gas turbine cycle, which is presented in more detail in the
following section.

1.1 The wet gas turbine cycle

E�ciency increases of single-cycle gas turbines are mainly restricted by thermal and mechan-
ical material stresses, which determine the maximum turbine inlet temperature. In modern
gas turbines, complex cooling of critical combustor and turbine parts allows for an operation
at turbine inlet temperatures of up to 1500�. Compression of the cooling air and excess
air for combustion further de�nes cycle e�ciency, as well as heat recovery and intercooling
concepts; currently, e�ciencies of around 40% are achievable. A substantial increase in e�-
ciency is reached in combined cycles. Excess heat from the gas turbine exhaust is su�cient
to generate steam, which is subsequently used to drive a separate steam turbine. Here, the
cycle e�ciency increases to around 60%. However, the bottoming steam cycle lowers the load
following performance of the plant (Bahrami et al., 2013).

Stringent pollutant emission regulations largely de�ne the combustor design. Emissions of
carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxides (NOx) increase rapidly at high �ame temperatures.
One early approach for the reduction of NOx emissions was the use of water or steam injection
for cooling of the �ame (Dryer, 1977). The currently pre-dominant concept in stationary gas
turbines is lean-premixed combustion. In contrast to conventional di�usion �ames, fuel and
oxidizer are premixed upstream of the combustor in order to prevent local variations from
the optimal low emission operation window. Minimum CO and NOx emissions are generated
for high levels of excess air, typically around two times the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio. As
a result, lean-premixed combustors are frequently operated close to blow out limits of the
�ame, which poses new challenges to the combustor design regarding �ame stabilization and
susceptibility to thermoacoustic pressure pulsations (Correa, 1993).

An alternative promising technology is the humidi�ed gas turbine cycle (HGT). Similarly to
the combined cycle, excess heat from exhaust gases is used to generate steam from pressur-
ized water for increasing the cycle e�ciency. Instead of expanding the steam in a separate
turbine, it is re-inserted into the gas turbine cycle (Fig. 1.2). A higher mass �ow rate and an
increased mixture heat capacity augment the speci�c power output of the turbine (Jonsson
and Yan, 2005). Steam dilution of the air-fuel mixture e�ciently restrains NOx formation
(Bhargava et al., 2000), reducing the compressor load for excess air. A lower plant complexity
compared to combined cycles improves the load �exibility. In addition, the steam content
can be used as a control parameter for load variation (Bahrami et al., 2013). Various cycle
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2: Concept of the humidi�ed gas turbine cycle (illustration by Dr. Christina Schrödinger).

modi�cations have been suggested. Humidi�cation of the working �uid is mainly achieved by
water injection, heat recovery boilers (steam-injected gas turbine, STIG), or humidi�cation
towers (evaporative gas turbine, EvGT, or humid air turbine, HAT). For existing demon-
strator plants of the HAT cycle (Thern, 2005; Yagi et al., 2013) and commercially available
STIG plants, the steam to air ratio in mass is mostly below 10% (Jonsson and Yan, 2005;
Whitney, 2002). Stathopoulos et al. (2014) showed that retro�tting of existing gas turbines
towards higher steam contents of around 20% augments the cycle e�ciency to approximately
50%, whereas custom cycles promise e�ciencies of around 60%.

Combustion at highly steam-diluted conditions is addressed in the research project GREEN-
EST1 (�Gas Turbine Combustion with REduced EmissioNs employing Extreme STeam
injection�) at the Technical University Berlin. The research group, including the author,
demonstrated the general feasibility of wet combustion for natural gas and hydrogen �ames
diluted with 30% and 50% steam of the air mass �ow, respectively (Göke et al., 2010, 2011).
For steam dilution rates above 20%, NOx and CO emissions below 10 ppm were measured at
near-stoichiometric conditions. These results were con�rmed at elevated pressure up to 9 bar
for natural gas (Göke et al., 2014). Modeling of the emission formation in a chemical reactor
network revealed a strong chemical in�uence of steam dilution in addition to the thermal
e�ect of �ame cooling (Göke and Paschereit, 2013).

For further analyzing chemical e�ects associated with steam dilution, the present thesis takes
a step back from the non-adiabatic complex turbulent reacting �ow, relevant for gas turbines,
to the fundamental, well-de�ned laminar premixed �ame. This �ame is mainly characterized
by the kinetics of combustion, rather than by the kinematics of the �ow. This allows (1) for
the validation of existing reaction mechanisms at steam-diluted conditions by experimental
means, followed by (2) a detailed numerical investigation of the fundamental in�uence of
steam dilution on the �ame structure, the burning velocity, and emission formation. Reviews
on related previous investigations in literature are provided within the thesis.

1European Research Council (ERC) grant agreement no. 247322
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Potential of hydrogen enrichment

Hydrogen receives increased interest as a promising future fuel for thermal energy conversion
free from the greenhouse gas CO2. It can be generated from the electrolysis of water at
reasonable e�ciencies of 75% (Fig. 1.3). The idea of the power to gas concept is to overcome
intermittent renewable energy production by storing of fuel generated from excess energy at
peak production times. Hydrogen can be further converted to methane, albeit at reduced
overall e�ciencies of around 60%. The direct combustion of hydrogen at gas turbine operating
conditions is challenging, due to the higher reactivity compared to that of natural gas in terms
of autoignition time scales, �ame temperatures, and �ame speeds. Steam dilution o�ers a
suitable possibility of compensating for these e�ects (Chiesa et al., 2005).

Figure 1.3: E�ciency of the power to gas concept (Sterner, 2009). Combined heat and power (CHP)
refers to the co-generation of district or process heat.

A more realistic short-term scenario is the enrichment of natural gas with hydrogen. Exten-
sive storage capacities already exist in the natural gas grid. In Germany, the excess energy
from wind turbines on a yearly average is estimated to be su�cient for an enrichment of
natural gas supplies with a volumetric hydrogen content of 8% (Hüttenrauch and Müller-
Syring, 2010). Due to the previously described concerns, most gas turbine manufactures
currently permit operation on not more than 5% hydrogen content in fuel (Müller-Syring
et al., 2013).

There still remains a large research demand for evaluating the upper limits of hydrogen
enrichment for existing gas turbines. The present thesis investigates two levels of hydrogen
enrichment for laminar premixed methane �ames: a weak enrichment of 10% mole fraction of
hydrogen in fuel, and a fuel equally composed of methane and hydrogen in volume. The lower
enrichment level is in the range of possible short-term enrichment scenarios, whereas the 50%
hydrogen enrichment level presents a possible upper limit for hydrogen enrichment, above
which signi�cant modi�cations to existing combustors are required. Methane, hydrogen-
enriched methane, as well as pure hydrogen are studied experimentally and numerically over
a broad range of fuel-air ratios as well as steam dilution rates.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.3 Scope of this thesis

The objective of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive theory on the fundamental in�uence
of steam dilution on the high temperature oxidation kinetics of methane, hydrogen, and
hydrogen-enriched methane.

The thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the relevant theoretical background on laminar premixed �ames.
First, the numerical modeling approach for one-dimensional simulations of laminar premixed
�ames is presented. The properties of interest are the �ame structure and the burning
velocity. Subsequently, prevalent methods for the experimental determination of the burning
velocity are discussed. They are classi�ed by the �ame con�guration: (1) the Bunsen �ame,
(2) the �at �ame, (3) the stagnation �ame, and (4) the expanding spherical �ame. A special
emphasize is granted to the concept of �ame stretch, for which correction is required in
most of the methods. The last part addresses emission formation relevant for gas turbines.
Di�erent NOx formation pathways are speci�ed, which are analyzed in this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes in detail the experimental approach for the determination of the lami-
nar burning velocity. A slot-nozzle burner is used to produce a prismatic �ame with negligible
e�ect of �ame stretch. Burning velocities are derived by using the �ame surface area method.
The quantitative light sheet technique (QLS) is employed to detect the �ame front in the
measurement plane from spatial density gradients. The concept of the little known QLS
technique is provided together with the setup and speci�cations o� all employed measure-
ment techniques. The QLS technique is intrinsic to particle image velocimetry (PIV). Hence,
the velocity �eld is measured in parallel. For selected test points, simultaneous probe-based
emission and hot gas temperature measurements are conducted. An estimation of the mea-
surement uncertainty of the obtained burning velocities is provided in the �nal section of this
chapter.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental results for the Bunsen �ame. Measurements were
performed over a broad range of equivalence ratios and steam dilution rates for methane,
hydrogen-enriched methane (10% and 50% in volume), and hydrogen. The �ow �eld is used
to assess the uniformity of the �ow of unburned gases as well as the distribution of local
�ame velocities along the �ame surface. Where available, the measured burning velocities
are compared to data reported in literature. The experiments in this thesis extend the
existing database towards steam-diluted hydrogen-enriched methane; the scarce database
for methane-air-steam and particularly hydrogen-air-steam mixtures is supplemented. The
experimental data is used to validate existing reaction mechanisms at highly-steam diluted
conditions. Methane-containing mixtures are modeled using the GRI-Mech 3.0 and the Aram-
coMech 1.1; for the hydrogen fueled �ames the mechanisms of Kéromnès and Burke are used.
In the �nal part of this chapter, the results of the probe-based emission and temperature
measurements are presented.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 5 provides the results of the numerical study, which is the main part of this the-
sis. Using the validated reaction mechanisms, the in�uence of steam dilution on the burning
velocity by dilutional and thermal e�ects is characterized. Simulations employing an inert
arti�cial species (virtual H2O) are used to isolate the chemical from the physical e�ects of
steam dilution. The decrease in burning velocity with the steam mole fraction, resulting from
these e�ects, is modeled by using an exponential semi-empirical correlation. Thereafter, the
chemical e�ects are addressed in more detail, starting with methane. Sensitivity analysis
regarding the burning velocity and species concentrations is supplemented by systematic
manipulations of the reaction scheme with the aim for overlapping the �ame structure com-
puted for virtual H2O and real H2O. The mechanisms of steam dilution identi�ed in this
way are subsequently related to the burning velocity and to the formation of NOx emissions
considering a broad range of �ame temperatures and equivalence ratios. The last part dis-
cusses how the identi�ed mechanisms of steam dilution on methane oxidation are in�uenced
by an enrichment of the fuel with hydrogen, as well as by a replacement of methane by pure
hydrogen.
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2 Theoretical background

This section introduces the theoretical background relevant for the present study on laminar
premixed �ames. The �rst part is focused on the methods of numerical simulations. The
most common software packages used for the simulation of laminar premixed �ames are the
Chemkin PREMIX code (Kee et al., 2000) and the open-source alternative Cantera (Good-
win, 2003) providing the FreeFlame tool (in version 2.0), which is employed in this study.
The mathematical framework and solution method of both combustion codes is altogether
similar. The description of governing equations, transport models, and reaction chemistry
models presented in the following is mainly drawn from selected documentation of Chemkin
(Kee et al., 1986, 1996, 2000) and distinguished books on combustion (Law, 2006; Warnatz
et al., 2006; Poinsot and Veynante, 2012). The nomenclature is mostly based on expressions
in Poinsot and Veynante (2012).

Solutions of the numerical models return fundamental combustion properties, such as the
laminar burning velocity. This represents a unique property of a combustible mixture at
given temperature and pressure, and is therefore, well suited to characterize the in�uence of
steam dilution and hydrogen enrichment, investigated in this thesis, in terms of reactivity.
The adiabatic, laminar burning velocity depends primarily on combustion kinetics, which is
why it is commonly used for the validation of reaction mechanisms, which can subsequently
be adopted to more sophisticated �ows with complex �ow-�ame interactions, and heat loss
to the environment. The ignition time delay is an additional measure for the reactivity of
a mixture. It is of particular importance for the initial, lower temperature region, where
combustion chemistry di�ers from the high temperature reaction zone. The present study is
focused on the laminar burning velocity, which has been measured over a wide range of �ame
temperatures, equivalence ratios, methane-hydrogen fuel compositions, and steam dilution
rates.

The second part of this section presents di�erent experimental methods for the determination
of laminar burning velocities. Data reported in literature, obtained by these techniques, serve
as a reference for the experimental data generated in this thesis. All methods produce �ames
that di�er more or less signi�cantly from the idealized laminar �ame modeled in numerical
simulations. Main contributions to systematic errors are heat loss from the �ame, non-
uniformities of �ow velocities at the �ame, as well as �ame curvature and stretch. The
concept of �ame stretch is discussed in more detail for the di�erent methods in a separate
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Chapter 2. Theoretical background

section. It is shown that the con�guration used in the present study, the Bunsen �ame
emanating from a rectangular nozzle, is only weakly a�ected by �ame stretch.

The last part introduces brie�y the fundamental theory of emissions produced in gas turbine
combustors. Di�erent pathways for the formation of nitric oxides are presented as well as
the reaction de�ning the level of carbon monoxide burnout. It follows that the optimal
operational range is at fuel-lean conditions, leading to the current concept of lean-premixed
combustion employed in most stationary gas turbines. The concept of highly steam-diluted
combustion, studied in this thesis, o�ers an alternative promising technology for the reduction
of NOx emissions at near-stoichiometric conditions.

2.1 Numerical modeling of laminar premixed �ames

For the fundamental assessment of combustion chemistry, laminar premixed �ames are com-
monly considered owing to their relatively low complexity. In numerical modeling, a typical
con�guration is the one-dimensional planar premixed �ame propagating freely in an adia-
batic environment. The advantage of this con�guration is that combustion properties at
given operating conditions are primarily in�uenced by combustion chemistry, i.e. they are
uncoupled from heat losses, and interactions with the �ow �eld, which otherwise require
complex modeling. This section provides the mathematical framework for the description of
this fundamental type of laminar premixed �ames and presents commonly applied models.
The solution of the reacting �ow problem returns fundamental combustion properties that
solely depend on the fuel-oxidizer mixture composition at given temperature and pressure.

2.1.1 Governing equations

A schematic of a one-dimensional planar �ame is available in Fig. 2.1. The premixed �ow of
the combustible mixture convects at a velocity uu along the one-dimensional coordinate x.
The �ame sheet spans normal to uu, and propagates into the unburned gases at a propagation
speed uf . The reacting �ow is fully described by the quantities temperature T , pressure
p, mass density ρ, velocity u and species concentration Yk. Modeling of these quantities
requires a combination of governing equations and transport models from �uid dynamics,
thermodynamic equilibrium states, as well as models for the reaction chemistry.

Simpli�cation of the problem is achieved by the following assumptions:

� the system is subsonic, isobaric, and adiabatic
� no external forces are considered
� the �ame is stationary in reference frame (uf=0)
� the �ame is in thermal equilibrium
� �ame radiation is neglected
� application of the ideal gas law is valid
� the system is continuous
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a freely propagating one-dimensional planar premixed �ame of propagation
speed uf . The uniform �ow of unburned gases convects at a velocity uu.

The constant pressure assumption also implies that pressure di�usion is neglected. The
conservation equations are closed without the momentum balance, emphasizing a de-coupling
from the �ow �eld. Local �xation of the �ame eliminates the time dependences in the
balances.

The governing equations can then be summarized as follows (Poinsot and Veynante, 2012),

Mass conservation

∂ρu

∂x
= 0 , (2.1)

Species mass conservation

∂ρuYk
∂x

+
∂ρVkYk
∂x

= ω̇k , (2.2)

Energy conservation

ρcpu
∂T

∂x
= −

N∑

k=1

hkω̇k +
∂

∂x

(
λ
∂T

∂x

)
− ρ∂T

∂x

(
N∑

k=1

cp,kYkVk

)
. (2.3)

The total mass of the gas mixture is conserved, whereas di�erent species are formed and
consumed during reaction, as expressed by the source term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.2,
which is the reaction rate ω̇k of the individual species k. The sum of active species mass
fractions Yk amounts to unity. Hence, for a reaction scheme with N species, the species mass
conservation equation has to be solved for N − 1 species.

Two additional models are needed to close the presented equation set. The model for the
reaction rate term is presented later in this section. For the di�usion velocities Vk, commonly
extended correlations of Fick's law are used. They include in addition to species gradient
driven di�usion (of Fick's law) a term describing the species di�usion induced by tempera-
ture gradients, known as the Soret e�ect. Typically a high number of intermediate species
is generated during combustion, hence, a complex multicomponent transport model is the
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most suited option. This requires modeling based on all binary di�usion coe�cients Djk for
di�usion of one species in another, which usually leads to expensive computational e�orts.
Of comparably lower complexity are mixture-averaged transport models, which describe dif-
fusion of a species k into the remaining mixture by means of mixture-averaged di�usion
coe�cients Dk. The di�usion velocity is then modeled mole speci�cally depending on the
species mole fractions Xk by (Kee et al., 1986),

Vk = −Dk
1

Xk

dXk

dx
− Dkθk

Xk

1

T

dT

dx
+ Vc , (2.4)

with
Dk =

1− Yk∑
j 6=kXj/Djk

. (2.5)

The �rst term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.4 is the Hirschfelder and Curtiss approximation
for species di�usion due to concentration gradients. This approximation yields reasonable
results for diluted combustible mixtures, such like fuel-air blends diluted with air-nitrogen
(Law, 2006). However, it introduces inaccuracies, which may a�ect total mass conserva-
tion. Therefore, a correction velocity Vc is added in order to maintain total mass continuity
(
∑
VkYk = 0). Another approach is to adjust the concentration of the major species in the

mixture (Kee et al., 2000). The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.4 accounts for
the Soret e�ect using a thermal di�usion ratio θk. The Soret e�ect is important for light
species as molecular and atomic hydrogen, as well as helium.

The energy conservation equation includes a source term describing the heat released by
reaction as a function of the reaction rate ω̇ and the speci�c enthalpy h of species k. Since
adiabatic boundaries are assumed, locally generated heat is transported within the system.
Heat di�usion due to temperature gradients is expressed by Fourier's law using the thermal
conductivity λ. The last term in Eq. 2.3 accounts for enthalpy changes resulting from species
transport. The Dufour e�ect describes heat transport due to concentration gradients of the
species, i.e. it represents the reciprocal of the Soret e�ect, but is mostly not considered in
combustion processes (Warnatz et al., 2006).

The equation set is closed, and solved numerically by �nite di�erence approximations of the
presented conservation equations (Kee et al., 2000). The iteration routine is a combination of
a damped Newton method, and a transient time stepping method in order to ease convergence
of the solution. The reaction chains require a source of activation before rapid progress occurs.
Therefore, an estimated initial condition of the temperature pro�le is used. At the �cold�
boundary, pressure, temperature and mixture composition are set according to the fresh gas.
For the �hot� boundary, commonly the equilibrium temperature and species concentrations
are assessed, as described in the following sections. Di�usive transport towards the cold
boundary provides the required activation energy. Starting on a few discretized points in
the computational domain (Fig. 2.2), more grid points are added adaptively during iteration
until certain grid re�nement criteria are ful�lled.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a temperature pro�le in a one-dimensional planar premixed �ame. Dots
refer to estimated temperatures at initial grid points between the unburned gas tem-
perature Tu and the equilibrium temperature Tad; the dotted line indicates the solution
on the �nal re�ned grid.

2.1.2 Stoichiometry

For de�ning equilibrium states, �rst the combustible mixture needs to be described in more
detail. A global perspective gives the conversion of fuel and oxidizer in a single one-step
reaction, such as

H2 + 1
2 O2 → H2O ,

for the stoichiometric oxidation of hydrogen to steam, and

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2 H2O ,

for methane conversion to steam and carbon dioxide. The reactant mixture is characterized
by the ratio of fuel (�f�) to oxidizer (�ox�), which is quanti�ed by

φ =
Yf/Yox

(Yf/Yox)st
=

Yf/Yox
(νfWf) / (νoxWox)

. (2.6)

The equivalence ratio φ is normalized with the stoichiometric ratio of fuel to oxidizer de-
pending on their stoichiometric coe�cients ν, and in mass speci�c notation their molecular
weights W . Hence, an equivalence ratio of unity refers to the stoichiometric mixture, val-
ues below unity to lean conditions with an excess of oxidizer, and fuel-rich equivalence ratios
higher than unity to incomplete burnout with fuel being present in the exhaust. It is common
in practice to express the equivalence ratio mass speci�c with air as oxidizer.

2.1.3 Equilibrium state

On molecular level, from the reactants side to the products of a global reaction, a complex
chain of elementary reactions proceeds during combustion coupled to the formation of stable
to highly reactive intermediate species. Generally, a chemical system of N species with
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chemical symbol Ak reacting through M reactions is expressed by (Law, 2006),

N∑

k=1

ν ′kjAk 

N∑

k=1

ν ′′kjAk for j = 1,M , (2.7)

where ν ′ and ν ′′ are the molar stoichiometric coe�cients of species k in the reversible reaction
j in forward and reverse reaction, respectively.

If the chemical system is activated, it drives towards an equilibrium state, in which forward
and reverse reactions proceed at the same rate, and species concentrations remain constant.
The equilibrium constant Kc of reaction j is de�ned as the ratio of product to reactant
concentrations, when the concentrations of the individual species raised to the power of
their stoichiometric coe�cients are multiplied. This can be summarized by subtracting the
exponents of forward and reverse reaction (Law, 2006):

Kcj =
N∏

k=1

[Xk]
(ν′kj−ν

′′
kj) . (2.8)

The equilibrium state is characterized by minimum thermodynamic potentials. The Gibbs
enthalpy G is a function of temperature and pressure, and is, therefore, well suited for
surveying the equilibrium condition,

(dG)p,T = 0 . (2.9)

Iteratively minimizing the Gibbs enthalpy at constant pressure yields the equilibrium tem-
perature of the chemical system. In combustion, this temperature is commonly referred to
as the adiabatic �ame temperature Tad. It is a unique property of a combustible mixture at
given temperature and pressure before activation (at the cold boundary). In one-dimensional
simulations of planar premixed �ames, it serves as the hot boundary condition. The adiabatic
�ame temperature is usually reached before all species obtain equilibrium concentrations.

2.1.4 Reaction kinetics

Solving of the equation set (Eq. 2.1 to 2.3) with boundaries de�ned at the cold and hot side,
requires a model for the reaction rate ω̇k, which is the rate at which species k is formed per
unit time and space. It is the sum of individual rates ω̇kj of all reactions M in the reaction
scheme (Poinsot and Veynante, 2012),

ω̇k =

M∑

j=1

ω̇kj = Wk

M∑

j=1

νkjQ̇j . (2.10)

The reaction rate of species k in the individual reaction j depends on the progress rate of
reaction Q̇j and the net stoichiometric coe�cient of the species in reaction j with νkj = ν ′kj−
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ν ′′kj . In the species mass equation (Eq. 2.2), the mass speci�c reaction rate is presented, which
requires conversion of the molar progress rate with the molecular weight W of the species.

The progress rate of reaction depends on the product of reacting species concentrations (Xk

with νkj 6= 0) raised to the power of its stoichiometric coe�cient and an empirical rate
constant kfj (Poinsot and Veynante, 2012),

Q̇j = kfj

N∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν′kj − krj

N∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν′′kj . (2.11)

Here, the net rate of progress is presented, which is the di�erence of forward and reverse rates
of progress. This equation states that the progress rate increases with the concentration of
reacting species. This results from the enhanced collision probability of active species at
high concentrations. Frequently, the reaction rate ω̇ is used instead of the progress rate Q̇.
The notation presented throughout this study corresponds to the one used in Poinsot and
Veynante (2012).

The exponents of the species concentrations, the stoichiometric coe�cients, de�ne the reac-
tion order. For elementary reactions this is equal to the number of molecules participating in
the reaction. Mostly, not more than three molecules react with each other, as a simultaneous
collision of more molecules is unlikely. One of the collision partners can also be a catalytic
third body partner of certain collision e�ciency εkj . The progress rate then yields (Kee et al.,
1996):

Q̇j =

(
N∑

k=1

εkj [Xk]

)(
kfj

N∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν′kj − krj

N∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν′′kj

)
. (2.12)

The default chaperon e�ciency εkj of all species is unity. In that case, Eq. 2.12 yields
Eq. 2.11. Usually, the species feature di�erent e�ciencies in third body reactions owing to
their molecular properties and structure.

The rate constants are modeled using the empirical Arrhenius law, e.g., for forward reaction
(Poinsot and Veynante, 2012):

kfj = AjT
βjexp

(
−Eaj

RT

)
= AjT

βjexp

(
−Taj
T

)
. (2.13)

The required activation energy Eaj of the reaction, which has previously been mentioned
in the preceding sections, is expressed in the rate constant. In an alternative formulation,
the ratio of Eaj to the universal gas constant R is substituted by an activation temperature
Taj . For reactions that require higher activation energies, the ratio of activation to local
temperature strongly in�uences the speed of reaction through the exponential temperature
dependence of the rate constant. Third body reactions usually require comparably lower
activation temperatures, and are consequently less sensitive to temperature variations, since
collision is the principle source of activation energy (Law, 2006). An extension to the original
formulation of Arrhenius is the second temperature dependent term with the exponent βj ,
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which is usually of lower in�uence on temperature dependence. The pre-exponential factor
Aj re�ects the overall collision probability.

In some third body reactions the third body collision partner is optional under certain condi-
tions. For these reactions, two sets of rate constant coe�cients are provided, one for the low
pressure limit, where collision probability is lower, and the other for the high pressure limit,
in which collisions with a third body are more frequent. The fall-o� region in between these
limit regions requires an additional model with new empirical parameters. Examples are the
Lindemann or Troe form, which are described in more detail, e.g., in Kee et al. (1996) or
Law (2006).

The rate constant of the reverse reaction is mainly obtained from the equilibrium constants
Kcj (Eq. 2.8), which are computed from thermodynamic properties at given conditions, as
available in Kee et al. (1996),

krj =
kfj
Kcj

. (2.14)

The equilibrium constants are in�uenced by temperature, pressure, and species concentration,
which is phenomenologically expressed in the principle of Le Chatelier. It states that if
subjected to changes in these quantities, the system readjusts to a new equilibrium. For
instance, an increase in system temperature shifts the equilibrium of an endothermic reaction
in favor of forward reaction.

Summarizing, a reaction mechanism has to provide values for Aj , Eaj , βj , and where required
εjk, as well as the fall-o� model parameter for all elementary reactions necessary to describe
the oxidation of the fuel. For hydrogen, only about 25 reactions are required to reasonably
model the combustion process. For lower hydrocarbons, modern reaction mechanisms usu-
ally contain several hundred elementary reactions with more than 50 intermediate species.
Typically, only few of these reactions are rate-limiting, i.e. determine the overall speed of
combustion.

2.1.5 Flame structure

A solution of the one-dimensional planar premixed �ame in terms of the temperature pro�le
is exemplarily shown in Fig. 2.3. Di�erent regions are commonly distinguished, as reported,
e.g., by Rallis and Garforth (1980). At the onset of the preheat zone, the temperature in-
creases due to heat di�usion from the reaction zone. Simultaneously, reactive radical species,
produced in the reaction zone, are di�used upstream and initiate fuel decomposition. While
the radical pool establishes, reactions accelerate due to increasing temperatures and species
concentrations (Gardiner, 2000). The actual reaction zone, starting at the point of in�ection
of the temperature pro�le, is relatively thin, and is characterized by rapid consumption of
the fuel.

Combined, preheat and reaction zone represent the �ame front, that spans over the zone of
non-zero temperature gradients. Since the actual �ame front thickness is di�cult to assess
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Figure 2.3: Schematic temperature pro�le with characteristic regions of the �ame (based on a similar
schematic in Rallis and Garforth (1980))

accurately, commonly the thermal thickness δl is used as a characteristic �ame length scale
(Poinsot and Veynante, 2012),

δl =
Tad − Tu

max (|∂T/∂x|) . (2.15)

For methane and hydrogen, oxidized by air at atmospheric conditions, the laminar thermal
thickness δl is typically in the order of 10−4m to 10−3m. For hydrogen, the temperature
gradient is steeper leading to lower values compared to methane.

In premixed combustion, major species pro�les peak relatively late in the �ame front. The
visible, luminous zone of the �ame results from chemical excitation of these species (mainly
OH, CH, and CO2) or black-body radiation from �ne soot particles at rich conditions, and
is consequently also located relatively late in the �ame front.

2.1.6 Burning velocity

The burning velocity is among the main properties of interest for the one-dimensional planar
premixed �ame. It is de�ned as the relative velocity of unburned gases normal to the �ame
front as they move into the �ame (Rallis and Garforth, 1980). In this way, for the stationary
planar �ame (uf = 0), the burning velocity equals the velocity of unburned gases upstream
of the preheat zone Sl = uu. Frequently, the notation Su is used for the laminar burning
velocity in order to emphasize that it refers to the velocity upstream of the preheat zone,
where the gas density equals ρu.

The balance of unburned gas velocity and burning velocity de�nes local �ame stabilization in
premixed combustion. In case of exceedingly high fresh gas velocities, the �ame is lifted and
eventually extinguishes. If, in contrast, the burning velocity locally exceeds the unburned
gas velocity, the �ame can propagate into the burner in a so-called �ashback, which might
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lead to serious damage of the combustor. The burning velocity of a combustible mixture is
consequently of major concern for combustor design and operability.

With respect to reaction kinetics, the burning velocity is a measure of the overall reaction rate.
Due to the feedback mechanism of di�usion from the reaction zone needed for the initiation
of the reaction chains, the burning velocity depends on transport properties, expressed by
the thermal di�usivity in the fresh gas mixture α, Lewis number Le of the fuel, and unburned
gas density ρu, as well as a characteristic reaction rate rate term ω̇ (Law, 2006),

Sl ∝
√
αLe

ρu

√
ω̇ . (2.16)

For methane, the burning velocity peaks at near-stoichiometric conditions on the rich side
(φ ≈ 1.1). The high mass di�usivity of hydrogen strongly in�uences the transport term.
Increasing Lewis numbers raise the burning velocity of hydrogen on the rich side, despite
decreasing equilibrium temperatures that reduce the reaction rate term in Eq. 2.16 (Law,
2006). Maximum values are reached around φ ≈ 1.75.

The in�uence of fresh gas temperature and pressure is mostly characterized by the power
function using a reference burning velocity Sl,ref (Szabó et al., 2012),

Sl
Sl,ref

=

(
T

Tref

)α( p

pref

)β
(2.17)

The temperature power exponent coe�cient α is generally positive, but di�ers signi�cantly
as a function of equivalence ratio, as demonstrated, e.g., by Konnov (2010). With increasing
pressure, the laminar burning velocity decreases for methane and hydrogen. According to Law
(2006), this is mainly a result of increasing unburned gas densities. The mass burning rate
fu = Slρu increases with pressure, as the collision probability of active species is enhanced.
Furthermore, reaction kinetics are directly a�ected by pressure, as third body reactions
are promoted over two body reactions, leading to an altered average reaction order, which
modi�es the pressure power exponent coe�cient β (Law, 2006).

Equivalent to the adiabatic �ame temperature, the burning velocity is a unique property
of a combustible mixture at given temperature and pressure. It is commonly used for the
validation and development of reaction mechanisms by experimental methods to be presented
in the subsequent section.

2.2 Experimental determination of the laminar

burning velocity

Experimental realizations of laminar premixed �ames generally di�er from the idealized one-
dimensional adiabatic, planar premixed �ame modeled in numerical simulations. Neverthe-
less, the experimental assessment of fundamental combustion properties is indispensable for
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validating these models. Hence, the quality of reaction mechanisms depends signi�cantly on
the ability of the experimental method to resemble the idealized laminar premixed �ame, on
the comprehensive identi�cation of discrepancies, as well as on the assessment of possibilities
to correct for them.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of data reported in literature (Andrews and Bradley, 1972b; van Maaren
et al., 1994; Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos, 1998; Gu et al., 2000; Rozenchan et al.,
2002; Bosschaart and Goey, 2004; Selle et al., 2011; Mazas et al., 2011); laminar burning
velocities Sl are presented over the equivalence ratio φ for methane-air at Tu=298K and
ambient pressure of 1 atm.

For the experimental determination of laminar burning velocities, various experimental meth-
ods have been developed and reviewed (Andrews and Bradley, 1972a; Rallis and Garforth,
1980; Law, 2006). The currently most relevant techniques are presented in the following.
They can be classi�ed by the type of �ame established: (1) a Bunsen �ame, (2) a �at �ame,
(3) a stagnation �ame, and (4) an expanding spherical �ame. In the �rst three con�gura-
tions, the �ame is stabilized at a �xed location, whereas it propagates away from a central
ignition source in the latter method. Figure 2.4 presents a comparison of laminar burning
velocities measured by di�erent techniques for the prevalently represented standard case of
methane-air oxidation at normal conditions. It is evident that there exists some scatter in
the data, particularly at o�-stoichiometric conditions. Main contributions to uncertainties of
the applied techniques by systematic errors will be discussed in this section.

2.2.1 Bunsen �ames

One of the earliest methods for the experimental determination of the laminar burning ve-
locity is the Bunsen burner, schematically shown in Fig. 2.5. The �ow is laminarized before
passing through the outlet nozzle, which ideally provides a plug �ow pro�le. Mostly round
nozzles are used generating a cone-shaped �ame stabilized at the burner rim. In some stud-
ies, as in the present, rectangular nozzles are used producing a prismatic �ame. The �ame
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is inclined with respect to the fresh gas �ow. Theoretically, the angle of inclination α yields
together with the �ow velocity of the unburned gases uu the laminar burning velocity Sl,

Sl = sin (α)uu . (2.18)

The angle method assumes a prefect cone-like or prismatic shape. Generally the �ame devi-
ates from these shapes at the �ame tip due to �ame curvature. A non-uniform velocity pro�le
at the burner outlet introduces further uncertainties regarding uu. An alternative de�nition
following the continuity equation requires the determination of the �ame surface area Af,

Sl =
ṁu

ρuAf

, (2.19)

where ṁu refers to the mass �ow rate of unburned gases, and ρu to the corresponding gas
density.

��

����

��

Figure 2.5: Schematic of a Bunsen �ame stabilized using a nozzle burner

By de�nition of the burning velocity in the previous section, the �ame surface area Af in
Eq. 2.19 refers to the upstream boundary of the preheat zone. This initial increase of tem-
perature is di�cult to assess experimentally. Imaging of the �ame yields the luminous zone
of the �ame further downstream. An approach, which is also followed in other methods, is
the correction of the measured surface area of the luminous zone with the density ratio of the
unburned to burned gases (Eq. 2.21), as reported by Selle et al. (2011). Mostly, the Schlieren
technique is applied, e.g., by Mazas et al. (2011). It was shown using particle tracking meth-
ods that streamlines of the gas �ow remain relatively parallel upstream of the Schlieren edge
(Rallis and Garforth, 1980).

The obtained burning velocity represents an average value over the �ame surface, which might
di�er from the fundamental burning velocity of the mixture, as local burning velocities are
distributed non-uniformly along the �ame. Though local burning velocities have been shown
to remain constant over most of the �ame area, they deviate signi�cantly at the �ame tip and
base (Uberoi et al., 1958). At the rounded �ame tip, local burning velocities increase towards
uu as the inclination angle α in Eq. 2.18 approaches π/2 (Law, 2006). At the �ame base,
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�ame speeds are lower due to heat loss to the burner rim, quenching, and some air being
mixed in the �ame from the surroundings (Law, 2006; Rallis and Garforth, 1980). Heat loss
to the burner rim is an additional source of systematic error, as it reduces the measured
burning velocity compared to the one of the adiabatic simulations.

A general advantage of the Bunsen �ame method lies in its relatively low complexity regarding
the burner setup and measurement techniques. Slot-burners have the additional advantage
that they produce planar �ame sheets over most of the �ame area, whereas conical �ames
from round nozzles are curved with respect to the fresh gas �ow. An adjustable nozzle outlet
area allows for the investigation of mixtures with a broad range of reactivity.

2.2.2 Flat �ames

A �at �ame is typically realized in experiments by stabilizing the �ame above a porous
medium at the outlet of a round tube (Fig. 2.6). According to Eq. 2.19, the area of the
�ame disc yields the burning velocity. The edges of the �ame are often deformed by �ame
curvature, as well as by mixing with the surrounding medium, which complicates the exact
determination of the disc diameter (Rallis and Garforth, 1980), and a�ects local burning
velocities. Distortion of the �ame increases with the �ame area diameter, which limits this
technique to comparably low burning velocities (De Goey et al., 1995).
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of a �at �ame

Another disadvantage of the original �at �ame con�guration is that the �ame stabilizes by
di�usive heat loss to the burner, which signi�cantly lowers the �ame speed compared to the
adiabatic burning velocity. For estimating this e�ect, Botha and Spalding (1954) cooled the
porous plug to the unburned gas temperature. Varying the �ow rate, while adjusting the
required cooling rate, they obtained a correlation of measured burning velocity to heat loss,
which they extrapolated to zero heat loss (Law, 2006; Rallis and Garforth, 1980).

More recently, this technique was further improved to what is currently known as the �heat
�ux� method, introduced by De Goey et al. (1993). The porous plug is equipped with
an array of thermocouples. The burner rim is heated to a temperature above the fresh gas
temperature (usually around 50K). The additional preheating of the fresh gases compensates
for heat loss from the �ame. The radial temperature distribution in the porous plug towards
the heated rim serves as a measure for the balance of heat loss to gain. In Fig. 2.4, the data
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from van Maaren et al. (1994) and Bosschaart and Goey (2004) were obtained using the heat
�ux method.

The heat �ux method can generate a stretch-free adiabatic �at �ame, which is the closest
experimental representation of the one-dimensional planar �ame modeled in simulations. A
shortcoming is its current limitation to relatively low burning velocities, which restricts the
assessment of hydrogen-rich �ames.

2.2.3 Stagnation �ames

In this method, the �ame is stabilized in a divergent stagnation �ow. Stagnation is achieved
by an impinging �ow �eld (Wu and Law, 1985), as shown in Fig. 2.7, or by a stagnation plate
(Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos, 1998). The �rst con�guration is also known as a counter�ow
or opposed �ame. In this case, the velocity pro�le normal to the �ame front gives the local
burning velocity at the turning point between decreasing �ow velocities due to stagnation
and increasing velocities in the preheat zone of the �ame front. Measuring the local burning
velocity for various strain rates yields a correlation of stretched burning velocity to strain
rate, which Wu and Law (1985) extrapolated to zero stretch. Heat loss of the �ame is limited
to the relatively small contribution of �ame radiation. One identi�ed inaccuracy lies in the
extrapolation to zero stretch due to non-linear e�ects at lower strain rates (Law, 2006).
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a stagnation �ame

Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos (1998) (Fig. 2.4) used the transition from a negatively stretched
Bunsen �ame to a positively stretched stagnation �ame to obtain a stretch-free �ame. Mini-
mum velocities obtained locally using LDV were taken as a measure for the burning velocity.

Considerations regarding a non-uniform distribution of local burning velocities along the
�ame sheet, already discussed for the previous �ames, apply also to stagnation �ames. An-
other shortcoming is the requirement of accurate velocity measurements in a relatively com-
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plex �ow (Selle et al., 2011). From the presented methods, the stagnation �ame is probably
the least frequently employed technique for assessing of the burning velocity.

2.2.4 Expanding spherical �ames

A widespread method is the recording of outward �ame propagation in a spherical closed
vessel after central ignition of the quiescent homogeneous combustible mixture. Figure 2.8
shows a schematic of the �ame at two exemplary instances. Besides an optical method to
record �ame propagation, which is typically a high-speed Schlieren technique, e.g., in Gu
et al. (2000) and Rozenchan et al. (2002) (Fig. 2.4), the increase in temperature and pressure
is measured over time. The variation of �ame radius Rf over time at known temperature and
pressure gives the velocity of the visualized �ame front,

Sb =
dRf

dt
. (2.20)

Since the burned gas is quiescent, the visualized �ame front corresponds to the burned �ame
speed Sb that needs to be corrected with the density ratio of burned and unburned gases to
yield the burning velocity Su of the unburned gas,

Su =
ρb
ρu
Sb . (2.21)
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of an expanding spherical �ame in quiescent combustible mixture

The obtained burning velocity requires an additional correction for �ame stretch, which
is explained in more detail in the following section. The required corrections make this
technique more sophisticated compared to the Bunsen �ame method. However, correction
methods are well established. Law (2006) named other error sources to be heat loss through
the electrodes, possible distortion of the �ame shape, and potential development of intrinsic
pulsating and cellular instabilities, for instance observed at higher pressures for hydrogen by
Tse et al. (2000). An outstanding advantage of this method is that the closed vessel allows
for measuring burning velocities at elevated pressures.
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2.2.5 Flame stretch

The previously introduced methods of measuring �ame speeds are to a varying extent af-
fected by �ame stretch, whereas the one-dimensional planar �ame is stretch-free. Flame
stretch refers to local modi�cations of the burning velocity and �ame geometry induced by
aerodynamic straining, �ame curvature, and �ame motion (Law, 2006). The concept of �ame
stretch was introduced in the 1980s. Therefore, earlier studies employing stretched �ames
usually strongly mispredict burning velocities, which is exemplarily shown in Fig. 2.4 for data
reported by Andrews and Bradley (1972b). In Poinsot and Veynante (2012), �ame stretch
is de�ned as the fractional rate of change of a �ame surface element A, generally expressed
by

κ =
1

A

dA

dt
. (2.22)

The temporal change of the �ame surface element depends on the �ow velocity at the �ame
surface us and the velocity of the �ame uf . Expressed by these quantities the stretch rate
as given in Law (2006) reads

κ = ∇t · ust + (uf · n)(∇ · n) , (2.23)

where the variable t now refers to the tangential coordinate, and n to the unit normal vector
pointing into the unburned gas. The �rst term on the right hand side accounts for stretch due
to tangential velocity gradients at the �ame surface, which may vary as a result of �ow non-
uniformity and/or �ame curvature. The second term stems from unsteady �ame curvature,
and vanishes for stationary �ames.

The non-stationary spherical �ame propagates normal to its surface. Hence, the �rst term
vanishes due to ut = 0, and the second term is reduced to uf · n = uf = dRf/dt, and
∇ · n = 2/Rf in case of a spherically symmetric �ame with outward propagation, and �ame
radius Rf (Law, 2006). The stretch rate is then given by

κ =
2

Rf

dRf

dt
, (2.24)

The stretch rate is positive, whereas inwardly propagating �ames are negatively stretched.
The stretch rate varies with the burning velocity; the unstretched burning velocity So

l
is

obtained by extrapolating the linear expression

Sl = So

l − Lκ . (2.25)

The proportional factor L is the Markstein length. It depends among other quantities on the
Lewis number of the mixture (Law, 2006).

For stationary �ames, the second term vanishes, as uf ·n = 0. For the stagnation �ame, the
stretch rate resulting from the �rst term stems from �ow non-uniformity, and is equivalent to
the strain rate of the �ow. The stagnation �ame is positively stretched. The conical Bunsen
�ame is concavely curved with respect to the fresh gas �ow. It exhibits a negative stretch
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rate induced by �ame curvature (Law, 2006),

κ = −uusin2α

2Rf
, (2.26)

with uu referring to the unburned gas velocity, α to the angle of inclination of the �ame front,
and Rf to the �ame radius.

The prismatic Bunsen �ame exhibits planar �ame sheets over most of the �ame area. They
are stationary, planar, and mainly approached by a uniform �ow. Hence, the Bunsen �ame
stabilized using a rectangular slot is only weakly in�uenced by �ame stretch. Non-zero stretch
is generated at the rounded �ame tip, the slower �ame base, and at the rounded boundaries
towards the slot front edges.

2.3 Emission formation

The combustion of fossil fuels is potentially responsible for more than 90% of air pollution
(Law, 2006). Stringent emission regulations have to be met over the entire operational
range of the fossil fuel plant. Detailed analysis of emission formation is the key for the
development of cleaner combustion technology. Here, only emissions relevant for gas turbines
are considered. These are nitric oxides, responsible for photochemical smog, and the toxic
carbon monoxide.
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Figure 2.9: Mole fraction X of CO and NOx emissions including NO pathways versus the adia-
batic �ame temperature Tad in a one-dimensional planar premixed �ame (methane-air,
Tu =473K, φ = 0.4, ...1).

2.3.1 Nitric oxides

Four di�erent pathways have been identi�ed to contribute to the formation of nitric oxide
(NO), which is then further oxidized to NO2.
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Thermal NO was discovered by Zeldovich (1946). The relevant reactions leading to the
formation of NO by the thermal pathway are:

O + N2 
 NO + N ,

N + O2 
 NO + O ,

N + OH 
 NO + H .

The activation energy needed to break-up the strong triple bond in the N2 molecule in the
�rst reaction is relatively high, which is why the thermal pathway is relevant at high temper-
atures above around 1800K (Fig. 2.9). In this high temperature region, the thermal pathway
dominates the overall NO formation. The rate-limiting �rst reaction is also relatively slow.
Therefore, equilibrium concentrations are usually not reached within typical combustor resi-
dence times of a few milliseconds. The emission of thermal NO can be reduced by decreasing
the temperature, e.g., by lowering the equivalence ratio, by reducing the residence time in
high temperature regions, or by reducing the concentration of the initiating species oxygen
radicals and molecular nitrogen.

Prompt NO was introduced by Fenimore (1979), who discovered that nitric monoxide can
result from CHx radicals. This intermediate species is generated during the oxidation of
hydrocarbon fuels in the �ame front. In the rate-limiting reaction hydrocyanic acid (HCN)
is formed,

CH + N2 
 HCN + N ,

and further reacts to NO. The activation energy of this reaction is lower compared to the
formation of thermal NO. Hence, prompt NO plays a role also at lower �ame temperatures,
if su�cient fuel is present. Since the concentration of CHx radicals increases together with
the concentration of fuel, the formation of prompt NO is strongly sensitive to the equivalence
ratio. In Fig. 2.9 the equivalence ratio increases together with the plotted adiabatic �ame
temperature.

NO generation via N2O is similar to the thermal pathway as oxygen radicals are required
to oxidize molecular nitrogen. However, the initiation reaction of this pathway is a third
body reaction, which forms N2O

N2 + O + M 
 N2O + M .

In a second step, part of the N2O reacts further to NO,

N2O + O 
 2 NO .

This pathway can occur at low temperatures, since the activation energy is relatively low.
Thus, the N2O route is an important source of NO at lean conditions, where the level of
oxygen is high, and where the thermal and prompt pathways are less dominant (Fig. 2.9).
The initial third body reaction is promoted at high pressures.
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NO generation via NNH radicals: In this pathway, a NNH radical is formed from
molecular nitrogen and a hydrogen radical, and then reacts further to NO (Konnov et al.,
2000),

H + N2 (+M) 
 NNH (+M) ,

NNH + O 
 NH + NO .

The NNH route contributes to promptly generated NOx in the �ame front. Due to the
high concentration of H radicals, this pathway is particularly relevant for the investigated
hydrogen-enriched methane �ames, and for pure hydrogen combustion.

2.3.2 Carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide in the combustor exhaust results from incomplete oxidation of hydrocarbon
fuels to carbon dioxide. This occurs almost exclusively through:

CO + OH 
 CO2 + H .

The CO burnout reaction exhibits a relatively low activation energy (Tab. A.1). It is strongly
exothermic and largely contributes to the overall heat release. The strong temperature de-
pendence of the CO removal rate is due to the strong temperature dependence of OH radical
concentrations (Warnatz et al., 2006). At low temperatures, CO emissions are high due to
decreasing OH concentrations (not shown in Fig. 2.9). Near the lean blow out limit, local
quenching and �ame pulsations can further restrain CO oxidation rates. At high temper-
atures and rich conditions the equilibrium of the CO burnout reaction shifts towards CO
formation. Hence, it exists an ideal equivalence ratio range for low CO (and NOx) emissions,
at moderately lean conditions.
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3 Experimental approach

In this chapter the experimental procedure and post-processing strategy for the determination
of laminar burning velocities are explained in detail. Experiments were performed using a
slot-nozzle burner of adjustable nozzle outlet width. In this way, �ames of varying reactivity,
from steam-diluted methane �ames to stoichiometric dry hydrogen �ames, could be stabilized.
The determination of laminar burning velocities from Bunsen �ames requires a detection
method for the �ame front. An alternative method to the conventional Schlieren technique
is employed. The laser-based quantitative light sheet technique (QLS) allows for measuring
qualitative density distributions, which feature a clear detectable edge in the �ame front
induced by steep density gradients. The method is intrinsic to particle image velocimetry.
Hence, the velocity �eld is additionally available, which allows for surveying the uniformity
of the �ow at the nozzle exit.

Four di�erent fuel compositions are studied experimentally and numerically in this thesis.
Methane is the main component of natural gas and, therefore, the benchmark for current
gas turbines. Research is increasingly focusing on hydrogen as a promising alternative fuel.
It o�ers carbon-free emissions and can be generated by electrolysis at reasonable e�ciencies
for energy storage. In addition to methane, two hydrogen-methane blends are investigated:
a weakly hydrogen-enriched methane mixture with 10% hydrogen in volume, and a mixture
composed of equal volumes of hydrogen and methane. The lower hydrogen content is cur-
rently being discussed as a possible enrichment level for natural gas supplies. The higher
hydrogen content represents a potential upper limit for an enrichment with hydrogen, above
which extensive modi�cations of existing combustors are to be expected. The fuels are tested
for increasing steam dilution rates over a broad range of equivalence ratios up to wet blow
out limits for methane and hydrogen-enriched methane. For the hydrogen rich case a steam
dilution rate of 30% of the air mass �ow was reached. Hydrogen �ames were diluted with
70% steam of the air mass �ow without extinction of the �ame.

In addition to the laminar burning velocities, probe-based emission measurements were con-
ducted for selected test points. Simultaneously, hot gas temperatures were assessed using a
suction pyrometer. Both probes were positioned in parallel at equal distances to the �ame tip.
For each selected test point, emissions and temperatures were measured at three positions
downstream of the �ame tip.
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The chapter is structured as follows: First, speci�cations of the slot-burner are presented
together with the operational range and uncertainties of the relevant measurement devices.
Subsequently, the investigated operating conditions are presented in terms of characteristic
parameters used throughout this thesis. The next section provides detailed information
on the setup of the employed measurement techniques, and introduces the relatively little
known QLS technique. A shortcoming of the slot-burner is the occurrence of thermoacoustic
instabilities under certain conditions. An e�cient damping method has been identi�ed and is
discussed consecutively. Finally, the post-processing strategy is explained, and uncertainties
for the presented laminar burning velocities are assessed.

3.1 The slot-nozzle burner

The experiments were conducted using a Bunsen nozzle-burner with rectangular outlet ge-
ometry. The slot-nozzle burner was originally designed by Albin et al. (2012), a schematic is
available in Fig. 3.1. Preheated air and steam are premixed with the fuel �ow before entering
the settling chamber of the slot-burner. The settling chamber is almost entirely �lled with
glass spheres, which act as a �uidized-bed completing mixing and �ow homogeneity. The
�ow subsequently passes through a �ne grid, a honey comb, and an additional �ne grid,
which laminarize the �ow. Flow acceleration in the nozzle further diminishes turbulence
intensity, and reduces the wall boundary layer thickness. At the outlet of the nozzle, the �ow
reasonably resembles a potential �ow with plug �ow pro�le, which is shown in Sec. 4.2.

Figure 3.1: Setup of the slot-nozzle burner (Albin et al., 2012)

The slot width B is varied from 10mm, 5mm to 3mm with increasing reactivity of the
combustible mixture (Tab. 3.2). Thereby, the contraction ratio of the nozzle increases from
3.6, 6.2, to 9.7, respectively. The slot length H = 100mm is one order of magnitude larger
than the width, which ensures a two-dimensional �ow over most of the �ame area. The
in�uence of three-dimensional e�ects at the slot front edges is discussed later in this chapter
(Sec. 3.5.2). Images of the �ame from di�erent camera angles are presented in Fig. 3.2. The
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images were recorded at ambient temperature. Preheating of the burner further diminishes
slight inhomogeneities at the �ame tip visible from the side and top views.

(a) Front view (b) Side view

(c) Top view

Figure 3.2: Photographs of the �ame (recorded by Finn Lücko� during a students project)

The mass �ow rates of fuel and air are monitored by Coriolis mass �ow meters, and are
controlled using pneumatic valves. The �ame is very sensitive to minimal �uctuations of the
�ow. Even small incremental adjustments of the control valves in�uence the �ame at low
�ow rates. Therefore, the control valves for air and fuel were usually blocked independently
once stable conditions were achieved. Therefore, the actual equivalence ratio may di�er from
the set point, but the measured value is accurate. It represents a time average over 30 s.
During measurements, the standard deviation of the mass �ow rate of air amounts in average
to 0.8%, and to 0.15% for fuel. A 3 kW precision evaporator, equipped with a pressure based
�ow meter, is used to generate steam from distilled water. Previous to the measurements,
the evaporator was calibrated using a Coriolis �ow meter placed in the water supply in order
to improve its accuracy.

An overview over the operational range and measurement uncertainties is available in Tab. 3.1.
The lower limit of air and fuel mass �ow rates is determined by the uncertainty of the Coriolis
sensor, which increases exponentially at exceedingly low �ow rates. Upper limits for fuel are
determined by the maximum pressure allowed in the supply lines from the pressurized gas
bottles for safety considerations. Limits of the steam �ow rate are given by the operational
range of the evaporator.

A thin thermocouple of 0.5mm diameter is positioned 10mm upstream of the nozzle outlet
for measuring the temperature of unburned gases at the nozzle exit. The measurement
uncertainty of the thermocouple in the relevant temperature range is available in Tab. 3.1.
Placing the thermocouple closer to the exit frequently resulted in �ame stabilization at the
thermocouple after ignition. Most test points are measured at a preheat temperature of
473K, which could be maintained by ±5K. The air is preheated using a 2 kW electric heater.
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Table 3.1: Operational range and measurement uncertainty. For the �ow rates, relative uncertainties
of the measured value are given. The steam �ow is calibrated using a Coriolis sensor
previous to the measurements.

Quantity (unit) Range Meas. device Uncertainty

Mass �ow rate air (kg/h) 1 - 40 Coriolis < ±1%
Mass �ow rate methane, blends (kg/h) 0.08 - 1.8 Coriolis < ±2%
Mass �ow rate hydrogen (kg/h) 0.08 - 0.6 Coriolis < ±2%
Mass �ow rate steam (kg/h) 0 - 3.6 cal. Colioris < ±3%
Temperature nozzle exit (�) �40 - 375 TC Type K ±1.5

The temperature of the evaporator is set to 523K. Heat losses of the test rig are reduced
by insulating the supply lines, as well as the burner with several layers of ceramic �bers.
Additionally, an electric heating coil, set to 473K, is placed around the burner.

Part of the applied measurement techniques, presented later in this section, require seeding
of the gas �ow. A brush-based powder disperser allows for controlling the particle feed
independently from the air carrier �ow, which allows for initiating �ow seeding at constant
operating conditions. The accuracy of the air mass �ow is maintained by splitting the air
�ow downstream of the Coriolis sensor in a seeding air fraction, and the remaining bypass air.
A junction downstream of the seeding generator re-combines the �ows upstream of the air
preheater. The bypass ensures continuing air �ow through the preheater in case the carrier
�ow of the seeding generator is shut o�. Passing the seeded air through the preheater is
unavoidable for reaching a temperature of 473K at the burner exit. Also, controlling the
temperature at a �xed value is hardly practical without preheating of the seeding carrier air.
The seeding particles might in�uence the �ame, for instance by increased radiative heat loss,
which would manifest in a reduced �ame surface area. However, it has been surveyed, that
the presence of seeding particles has no a�ect on the visible �ame.

3.2 Operating conditions

The steam content Ω is presented as the mass fraction of steam to air,

Ω =
ṁsteam

ṁair

. (3.1)

Enrichment with hydrogen is characterized by the mole fraction ξ of hydrogen in fuel, which
is determined by the respective volumes V ,

ξ =
VH2

VH2 + VCH4

. (3.2)
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Table 3.2: Investigated operating conditions characterized by the mole fraction of hydrogen in fuel
ξ, the mass fraction of steam to air Ω, the equivalence ratio φ, the bulk velocity of
unburned gases uu, its approximate ratio to the laminar burning velocity Sl, and the
Reynolds number Re with respect to the slot width B.

Slot width ξ Ω φ uu uu/Sl Re
mm - - - (m/s) - -
10 0 0 - 0.15 0.7 - 1.3 0.9 - 2.6 3.0 270 - 780
10 0.1 0 - 0.15 0.7 - 1.3 1.2 - 3.2 3.5 370 - 870
10 0.5 0.05 - 0.30 0.6 - 1.3 1.0 - 4.0 4.0 290 - 1070
5 0.5 0 0.6 - 1.3 2.2 - 5.8 4.0 450 - 800
5 1 0.30 - 0.70 0.8 - 2.0 4.8 - 17 5.0 600 - 1840
3 1 0 - 0.20 0.6 - 1.6 10 - 36 6.0-7.5 600 - 2550

Four di�erent fuels are tested in this thesis:

� ξ = 0: methane, purity: 99.5%
� ξ = 0.1: weakly hydrogen-enriched methane, actual composition: 10.1% ± 2%
� ξ = 0.5: equal hydrogen-methane blend, actual composition: 49.3% ± 2%
� ξ = 1: hydrogen, purity: 99.9%

The equivalence ratio φ, introduced in Sec. 2.1.3, is derived from the stoichiometric global
one-step reaction for the oxidation of hydrogen-methane mixtures,

ξH2 + (1− ξ)CH4 +
(
1
2ξ + 2 (1− ξ)

)
O2 → (1− ξ)CO2 + (2− ξ)H2O .

Depending on the mass �ow rates of fuel (index �f�) and air the equivalence ratio yields

φ =
ṁf/ṁair

(ṁf/ṁair)st
, (3.3)

with the stoichiometric ratio
(
ṁf

ṁair

)

st

=
ξWH2 + (1− ξ)WCH4

(2− 1.5ξ)WO2
Y air
O2 . (3.4)

An overview over the investigated operating conditions is provided in Tab. 3.2. The bulk
velocity of unburned gases uu is varied in order to maintain a stable �ame at di�erent burning
velocities Sl. For an increasing enrichment with hydrogen, higher bulk velocities relative to
the burning velocity were needed due to the more frequent occurrence of �ashback. At the
same time, higher steam dilution rates were achieved for higher hydrogen contents in fuel.
For methane, and hydrogen-enriched methane, Tab. 3.2 presents the wet blow out limit in
terms of the highest steam dilution rate tested. For an enrichment of ξ = 0.5, a �ame diluted
with a steam content of Ω = 0.30 was stabilized at near-stoichiometric conditions.
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For pure hydrogen, limitations of the operational range are rather set by the fuel �ow supplies.
Steam dilution rates of Ω = 0.70 are easily reached without extinction of the �ame. However,
mass �ow rates of fuel have to be reduced correspondingly to the bulk velocity, when the
burning velocity decreases. The lower limit of the fuel mass �ow rate is set at around
0.08 kg/h (Tab. 3.1) due to the uncertainty of the Coriolis sensor and a decreasing stability
of the fuel �ow. The upper limit of the fuel mass �ow rate restricted the assessment of
rich hydrogen �ames at dry, and moderately steam-diluted conditions. Mixtures of even
higher reactivity might be achievable, for instance by reducing the slot length. However,
considering the imposing event of �ashback for dry hydrogen-air �ames, potentially an upper
limit of mixture reactivity is reached for this burner.

For most of the test points, the preheat temperature is kept constant at Tu =473K ±5K.
In addition to the preheated, steam-diluted test points, all fuels were measured at normal
temperature of Tu =300K ±5K at dry conditions. At these conditions, extensive data on
laminar burning velocities are available in literature, which allows for comparisons to the
present experiments.

3.3 Measurement techniques

The determination of laminar burning velocities from Bunsen �ame experiments requires
determination of the �ame surface area at the upstream boundary of the preheat zone
(Sec. 2.1.6, Sec. 2.2.1). Two di�erent laser-based optical methods were applied. The qual-
itative distribution of hydroxyl (OH) radicals is measured using OH planar laser-induced
�uorescence. This technique has been used to assess the �ame surface area in a previous
study (Göckeler et al., 2014a). An alternative method is presented in this section based on
Mie scattering from seeding particles, which allows for the detection of qualitative density
distributions in the �ow, that serve as an indicator for the �ame surface. The setup of the
quantitative light sheet technique (QLS) is intrinsic to particle image velocimetry (PIV);
a sketch is available in Fig. 3.3a. Hence, for all test points the velocity �eld is available.
More speci�cations regarding the employed measurement techniques are presented in this
section.

In addition to the PIV arrangement, a second camera is installed next to the laser for imaging
the �ame from the side. In this way, the uniformity of the �ame along the slot length H

is observed. Deviations at the slot front sides from the �ame surface area obtained in the
measurement plane reduce the accuracy of burning velocities obtained from slot-burners.
This e�ect is estimated and quanti�ed in the measurement uncertainty (Sec. 3.5.2).

In addition to laminar burning velocities, global emissions of nitric oxides were obtained
using a gas probe positioned downstream of the �ame tip. Simultaneously local gas tempera-
tures were measured using a suction pyrometer. The measurement techniques and the setup
(Fig. 3.3) are explained in more detail later in this section.
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(a) PIV and QLS setup
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(b) Setup of gas probes

Figure 3.3: Principle setup of the experiments. A water-cooled gas probe is used to extract gas for
the gas analyzer; the second probe rapidly passes hot gas around a ceramic-shielded
thermocouple (suction pyrometer). The holes in the probes are 1mm diameter.

3.3.1 OH planar laser-induced �uorescence

For triggering the �uorescence of OH radicals in the measurement plane, a dye laser operating
on Rhodamine 6G was pumped using a Nd:YAG laser of 532 nm wavelength. The resulting
laser from the dye is doubled in frequency, and tuned to an optimal wavelength of around
283 nm in order to achieve a maximum �uorescence signal. A laser power of 8mJ per pulse
was reached. The laser sheet was positioned at the slot length center H/2.

Figure 3.4: Time-averaged image show-
ing the qualitative distribu-
tion of OH radicals (Göckeler
et al., 2014a)

An image intensi�ed camera, equipped with a band
pass �lter centered at 308 nm, was positioned per-
pendicular to the laser sheet. For each case, a series
of 100 images was recorded at a frequency of 5Hz
and an image resolution of 14 px/mm. An example
of a time-averaged image is presented in Fig. 3.4.

The OH signal peaks relatively late in the �ame
front (Sec. 2.1.5), therefore an o�set exists at the
lower boundary of the image, which equals the noz-
zle exit. This o�set also partly stems from the
quenching distance between the �ame base and the
burner rim. Since the OH signal spreads radially
in the post-�ame zone, the �ame base is di�cult
to detect accurately. The laminar burning veloci-
ties presented in this thesis are measured using the
QLS technique.
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3.3.2 Particle image velocimetry

The planar velocity �eld was obtained by employing particle image velocitmetry (PIV). The
gas �ow is homogeneously seeded with zirconium dioxide particles of 2µm nominal diameter.
A laser sheet produced from a Nd:YAG pump-laser is positioned at the slot length center
H/2. Light scattering from the seeding particles is recorded at a frequency of 6Hz using a
double-shutter camera equipped with a 100mm macro lense (f2.8). A high image resolution
of 40 px/mm is achieved. For each test point 600 images were recorded in order to obtain
reliable standard deviations of �ow �uctuations in the unburned gas �ow.

A high pass �lter is applied on the raw images in order to reduce background light from the
�ame dominant on the second image snapshot (Fig. 3.5). The recorded images were processed
with a �nal interrogation area of 24 x 24 px2 with 50% overlap. Less than 2% outliers were
identi�ed in the velocity �eld and interpolated from the adjacent velocity vectors.

3.3.3 Quantitative light sheet technique

For the present experiments, the setup and equipment for the quantitative light sheet tech-
nique are the same as used for the PIV measurements. The QLS method is based on the
proportional relation of the local intensity of Mie scattering from seeding particles, I(i, j),
to the local particle concentration C(i, j) (Roehle et al., 2000),

C(i, j) ∝ I(i, j) , (3.5)

where (i, j) refers to an arbitrary position on the image. In that way, the mixing of a seeded
with an unseeded �ow can be estimated (Voigt et al., 1997; Findeisen et al., 2005; Freund
et al., 2011). Recently, the QLS technique was extended by Terhaar and Paschereit (2012)
to derive spatial density distributions in a uniformly seeded �ow. In that case, the particle
density C(i, j), and therewith the light signal, varies due to changes in gas density ρ(i, j),

ρ(i, j) ∝ C(i, j) . (3.6)

This technique yields only qualitative results, as the actual concentration of seeding particles
is impractical to assess, and a number of uncertainties exist: background noise, laser non-
uniformity, multiple scattering, light extinction, and illumination of the background (Freund
et al., 2011). The �rst two e�ects can be corrected for by recording a background image
of zero particle concentration, and a reference image of homogeneous particle distribution,
respectively.

In previous studies, the QLS technique has been applied to assess the density distribution
in a swirl-stabilized turbulent, con�ned reacting �ow (Terhaar et al., 2014; Göckeler et al.,
2014b). The spatial distribution of density features steep gradients in the �ame front due to
heat being released by combustion in the thin reaction zone. In the present case of a laminar
premixed �ame, changes in light signal at this stationary, smooth edge are signi�cantly more
pronounced compared to �uctuations by previously mentioned e�ects. It is assumed that the
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accuracy of this technique is determined in principle by the inertia of the seeding particles
with respect to the gas �ow, similarly to traditional methods of particle tracking applied to
Bunsen �ames (Rallis and Garforth, 1980).

(a) Snapshot A (b) Snapshot B

Figure 3.5: Exemplary snapshots of the seeded reacting �ow recorded using a double shutter camera.
Dotted line represents the coherent signal edge on snapshot A. The seeding density only
appears di�erently on the snapshots as the light scaling di�ers by an order of magnitude.

Figure 3.5 presents an example of instantaneous snapshots recorded using the PIV double-
shutter camera. The second snapshot is recorded during a longer exposure time. Thus, line-
of-sight integrated light from the luminous zone of the �ame is visible (Sec. 2.1.5). Blurring
of discrete particle signals around the �ame, visible on snapshot A, results from rapidly
changing refractive indexes. The coherent signal edge on the �rst snapshot results from the
sudden reduction of the particle density induced by volumetric expansion of the gas �ow. If
the motion of the seeding particles is slower compared to the gas �ow due to inertia e�ects,
the detected signal edge would be downstream of the maximum density gradients in the gas
�ow. However, comparing the signal edge to the location of the luminous zone on the second
snapshot shows that the signal edge is upstream of this zone. Thus, the detected edge can
be associated to a location in the �ame front, potentially within the preheat zone. The
inaccuracy regarding the exact location in the �ame front is considered in the uncertainty
assessment of the presented laminar burning velocities. In Sec. 4.2 the signal edge is further
compared to the velocity �eld.

Principally, the QLS technique delivers the same location in the �ame structure as the
Schlieren technique as both depend on density gradients. An advantage compared to the
Schlieren method is that the QLS technique is planar, whereas the Schlieren technique is
line-of-sight integrated, which introduces inaccuracies when imaging the long prismatic �ame
from the front. Compared to �ame imaging or radical detection, the edge detected from den-
sity gradients is closer to the upstream boundary of the preheat zone.
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3.3.4 Gas analyzer

As shown in Fig. 3.3b, a probe is positioned above the burner exit for measuring local emission
concentrations. Hot gas is extracted through a 1mm hole in the probe lance. The probe lance
is double-walled and water-cooled to around 60 � through the outer layer for restraining the
reaction progress, freezing species concentrations. The probed gas is transported through a
heated tube (around 180 � ) to a cold steam trap approximately 1m downstream of the
probe location to remove humidity. A relatively long line of around 50m leads subsequently
to the gas analyzer, where the gas is analyzed for CO (±1%), NO (±0.8%), NO2 (±1.5%),
O2 (±1%) and CO2 (±1%). The given measurement uncertainties denote relative quantities
from the measured value, and are based on the calibration of the gas analyzer in 2014.

The measurement process is relatively expensive in time, and therefore only performed for
selected test points, mainly for stoichiometric mixtures. For each test point, emissions were
measured at three downstream positions relative to the �ame tip: 0mm, 10mm, and 20mm.
The spatial di�erence to the �ame tip was observed using the PIV camera located at the slot
front (Fig. 3.3b).

3.3.5 Suction pyrometer

Next to the gas probe, a suction pyrometer was positioned for measuring hot gas temperatures
simultaneous to the emission concentrations. The suction pyrometer used for the experiments
was developed, and tested against infrared spectroscopy measurements, by S. Clausen and A.
Fateev from Risø DTU in collaboration with Göke (2012). The pyrometer consists of a type B
thermocouple shielded by two layers of ceramic tubes. Hot gas is rapidly sucked through the
outer tube avoiding direct contact with the thermocouple. Errors associated with thermocou-
ple measurements at high temperatures that mainly stem from radiative and convective heat
exchange of the metal junction with the surrounding hot gas, are signi�cantly reduced in a
suction pyrometer. The uncertainty of the type B thermocouple in the relevant temperature
range between 1100 � and 1800 � amounts to ±1�+ 0.0034 (Tmeas (�)− 1100).

In the present experiments, the suction pyrometer exhibits a hole of 1mm diameter for hot
gas extraction. Compared to the small dimensions of the �ame, particularly for hydrogen
�ames, stabilized on 5mm slots, this opening is relatively large. Another drawback is the
strong in�uence of rapid hot gas extraction on the �ame. Thus, the presented probe-based
data give rather average values of the probe hole surroundings, than local information. An
in�uence of the axial probe position is clearly distinguishable.

3.4 Damping of �ame oscillations

A shortcoming of the burner setup is that the �ame couples with the resonance frequency of
the burner under certain conditions. This is frequently observed for the 10mm slot width at
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dry conditions, and stoichiometric steam-diluted conditions. An example of thermoacoustic
�ame oscillations at di�erent phase angles is shown in Fig. 3.6.

0° 90° 180° 270°

Figure 3.6: Phase-averaged �ow �eld of an unstable stoichiometric, dry methane �ame without
damping. The color code gives the absolute velocity; the �ame front is located around
its maximum gradient.

In a previous study, the nozzle mouth was extended in length in order to shift the resonance
frequency to values of lower �ame response (Göckeler et al., 2014a), an approach also followed
by Selle et al. (2011). However, the extension of the nozzle leads to thicker wall boundary
layers, which contribute to the risk of �ashback.

Figure 3.7: Time-averaged �ow �eld of sta-
ble �ame with damping of acous-
tics (dry, stoichiometric methane
�ame)

Therefore, another approach is followed in this
thesis. A hole was placed in the wall of the
burner settling chamber of 30mm diameter, and
covered with a less than 5µm thin metal foil1.
Motion of the metal membrane potentially in-
creases the dissipation of acoustic energy while
the acoustic boundary condition of the burner
is being modi�ed. The thermoacoustic oscilla-
tions of the �ame are e�ciently damped. In or-
der to avoid damage of the fragile foil by pres-
sure waves, such as are induced by �ashback, a
�ne grid was placed outside of the foil. A weak
impinging air �ow from the outside inhibited the
foil from sticking to the grid. Figure 3.7 presents
the time-averaged �ow �eld of the dry, stoichiometric �ame in Fig. 3.6 with activated damp-
ing. The sharp gradient of absolute velocity indicates that the �ame is stable during the
acquisition time. A drawback of this method is that occasional replacement of the thin metal
foil is required.

1The idea for this damping approach originates from Prof. Jonas P. Moeck.
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3.5 Determination of the laminar burning velocity

3.5.1 Flame surface area

As has been already introduced in Sec. 2.2.1, laminar burning velocities can be determined
from stationary Bunsen �ames by the �ame surface area method. This requires measurement
of the mass �ow rate of unburned gases ṁu, their density ρu, and the �ame surface area Af

at the upstream boundary of the preheat zone,

Sl =
ṁu

ρuAf
. (3.7)

The mass �ow rate is measured directly, and the density is computed from the ideal gas
law using the measured temperature at the nozzle exit. The surface area of the �ame Af

is obtained from the two-dimensional �ame length Lf in the measurement plane multiplied
with the slot length H, thus, assuming a uniform distribution of the �ame along its length,

Af = LfH . (3.8)

The actual �ame di�ers from this shape at the front sides of the slot, which is visible in
Fig. 3.2. The in�uence of three-dimensional e�ects at these edges on the total �ame area is
relatively small, which is quanti�ed later in this section.

(a) Random image (b) Time-averaged image (c) Flame surface

Figure 3.8: Di�erent stages of data post-processing: (a) random QLS image, (b) time-averaged
image, and (c) computed spline function at the signal edge giving the �ame surface
area.

The two-dimensional �ame length Lf is determined from the measured QLS images, which
give a clear edge at the location of steep density gradients. The recorded image series of
600 frames is processed using a correlation method in order to detect images, on which the
�ame shape deviates from the time-averaged shape. At very stable conditions, the correlation
method rejects 1%-2% of the frames from the image series with the threshold of the correlation
coe�cient set to 98%. Closer to lean or wet blow out limits, up to around 20% of the images
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are sorted out. The remaining images are time-averaged, eliminating the discrete signal
from seeding particles. An example of an instantaneous image, and the corresponding time-
averaged image is provided in Fig. 3.8.

An edge detection algorithm based on the Canny method is used to detect the coherent signal
edge. Further improvement of the reliability of the edge detection was achieved by using a
moving average (20 times 2x2 px2), which reduces local gradients within the unburned and
burned regions. The identi�ed image points are �tted with a spline function s(y) by means of
a least-square error method. The computed spline of the image example is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The �ame length Lf is then calculated from the line integral (Albin et al., 2012),

Lf =

∫ √
1 + (ds(y)/dy)2dy . (3.9)

As visible in Fig. 3.8, laser re�ections from seeding sediments dominate the light signal at
the burner rim. In this area, the computed spline is linearly extrapolated towards the burner
exit.

In Sec. 2.2.5, it has been already emphasized that the prismatic Bunsen �ame is only weakly
in�uenced by �ame stretch, since the stationary �ame sheet is mainly planar, and velocities
at the �ame surface are constant over most of the �ame area. Estimation of the �ame tip
area, which is exposed by �ame stretch and curvature, yields fractions of the total �ame area
of around 1%. This is considered in the assessment of the measurement uncertainty. In DNS
simulations of a similar burner setup, Selle et al. (2011) quanti�ed the in�uence of �ame
stretch on the burning velocities to be around only 1% for methane. The authors suggested
that the error might increase for lower Lewis number fuels such as hydrogen due to wrinkling
of the �ame front. In that regard, the present experiments reveal no di�erences for the tested
fuels, the �ame front is smooth also for hydrogen �ames. Consequently, the presented data
is not corrected for �ame stretch, which is particularly rare for hydrogen.

3.5.2 Measurement uncertainty

The quantities used in Eq. 3.7 for determining the burning velocity are associated with
individual measurement uncertainties of ∆ṁ for the total mass �ow rate, ∆ρ for the density
of unburned gases, and ∆Af for the �ame surface area. Assuming a statistical independence
of these quantities, their combined in�uence on the uncertainty of the presented burning
velocities ∆Sl is assessed by following the Gaussian principle of uncertainty propagation,
leading to:

∆Sl =

√
∆ṁ2

(
Sl
ṁ

)2

+ ∆ρ2
(
Sl
ρ

)2

+ ∆A2
f

(
Sl
Af

)2

(3.10)

The uncertainty of the total mass �ow rate is derived from the relative uncertainties U of
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the individual mass �ow rates (Tab. 3.1) by

∆ṁ =

√
(ṁairUair)

2 + (ṁfUf)
2 + (ṁsteamUsteam)2 . (3.11)

The uncertainty of the density corresponds to the uncertainty of the thermocouple positioned
at the nozzle exit, also given in Tab. 3.1.

Several e�ects contribute to the uncertainty of the �ame surface area: deviations from the
�ame shape in the measurement plane at the slot front sides, �ame stretch and curvature
at the slot front sides, heat loss from the �ame base to the burner rim, �ame stretch at the
�ame tip, and inaccuracy regarding the o�set to the upstream boundary of the preheat zone.
Whereas heat losses are di�cult to assess, the remaining e�ects can be estimated.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the three dimensional �ame shape. The areas A1 and A2 compensate each
other for dz = B/2.

Figure 3.9 presents a schematic comparison of the assumed �ame area in the post-processing
routine, and the actual �ame area, which is inclined at the slot front sides towards the slot
center. The area A1 is missing in the data evaluation. In turn, the front sides of the �ame
are not considered. If the inclination distance dz equals half the slot width B/2, both areas
compensate each other, and the evaluation routine is exact (disregarding curvature e�ects).
The inclination distance serves as a measure for the deviation from the processed �ame surface
area to the actual one. It depends on the thickness of the wall boundary layer developing over
the plane surface of the slot front sides. The boundary layer thickness is calculated from the
correlation of Schlichting (1964): δwbl = 5

√
νx/u, with ν referring to the kinematic viscosity.

Images from the second camera roughly validate this inclination distance. The uncertainty
due to three-dimensional e�ects at the slot sides, is then approximated by the area

∆3D = |δwbl −B/2|Lf . (3.12)

For the 10mm slot, ∆3D/Af amounts to around 4% and represents the highest individual
uncertainty to overall accuracy. For the smaller slots, ∆3D/Af decreases to 1%-2%.
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The uncertainty regarding the o�set of the detected edge to the upstream boundary of the
preheat zone is assessed by using the thermal thickness δl computed from one-dimensional
simulations (Sec. 4.3.3). This uncertainty a�ects the computed �ame length in the measure-
ment plane, and has to be multiplied with the slot length H.

∆pz = δlH . (3.13)

For all test points, ∆pz/Af is around 1.5%.

The �ame tip area amounts approximately to ∆ft = 0.1BH, which gives values of around
∆ft/Af =1%. The total uncertainty of the �ame surface area ∆Af/Af is then computed
from

∆Af =
√

∆2
3D + ∆2

pz + ∆2
ft . (3.14)

The overall uncertainty for the presented laminar burning velocities ∆Sl/Sl amounts to 3%
to 5%.
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4 Experimental results of the Bunsen �ame

In this chapter the experimental results obtained with the slot-nozzle burner are presented.
A literature review summarizes data reported in literature that serve for comparisons to
the present experiments. Experimental investigations on laminar steam-diluted �ames are
relatively scarce. This thesis extends the existing database by laminar burning velocities for
steam-diluted hydrogen-enriched methane �ames, and supplements the scarce data available
for steam-diluted methane and hydrogen �ames.

The experimental burning velocities determined in this thesis are used to validate the reaction
mechanisms GRI-Mech 3.0 by Smith et al. (2000) and AramcoMech 1.1 by Metcalfe et al.
(2013) regarding methane oxidation at steam-diluted conditions. The hydrogen-enriched
methane mixtures are modeled using the same mechanisms. For hydrogen, two reaction
mechanisms are investigated that were derived for syngas combustion, denoting a fuel mix-
ture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. These mechanisms are the Kéromnès mechanism
(Kéromnès et al., 2013) and the mechanism of Burke (Burke et al., 2012).

The chapter is structured as follows: First, the relevant existing literature on experimental
laminar burning velocities is reviewed. Thereafter, the �ow �eld of the Bunsen �ame is
presented with focus on the uniformity of the fresh gas �ow. Measured laminar burning
velocities are then compared, where possible, to data reported in literature. Subsequently,
suitable reaction mechanisms for the detailed numerical study presented in the following
chapter are identi�ed. Finally, results of the probe-based hot gas temperature and NOx

emission measurements are discussed.

4.1 Literature review

Experimental investigations of steam-diluted laminar premixed �ames are relatively scarce.
An overview over selected studies used in this chapter for comparisons to the present exper-
imental data is available in Tab. 4.1. For methane-air-steam �ames, available experimental
data on laminar burning velocities are often limited to comparably low water vapor contents
(Babkin and V'yun, 1971; Selle et al., 2011; Boushaki et al., 2012) or to stoichiometric mix-
tures (Mazas et al., 2011; Galmiche et al., 2011). Selle et al. (2011) and Boushaki et al.
(2012) conducted experiments on a prismatic Bunsen �ame for water vapor contents up to
the saturation point in air. Mazas et al. (2011) studied methane-air-steam mixtures for mole
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fractions of steam up to 15%, and used oxygen-enriched mixtures to achieve higher steam
contents of 45%. They found a quasi-linear decrease in burning velocity with steam mole
fraction. Galmiche et al. (2011) extracted burning velocities from expanding spherical �ames
for steam mole fractions up to 25% of the stoichiometric mixture at a preheat temperature of
470K. Their results showed some deviations from a linear decrease, which the authors related
to a small, but negligible chemical e�ect of steam. Albin et al. (2012) measured burning ve-
locities over a wider equivalence ratio range and steam mole fractions up to 25% at a preheat
temperature of 480K using a prismatic Bunsen �ame and a turbulent rod-stabilized V-�ame.
The reduction in burning velocity with steam mole fraction was akin for the laminar and
turbulent �ame.

Table 4.1: Overview over selected experimental data available in literature (Andrews and Bradley,
1972b; van Maaren et al., 1994; Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos, 1998; Gu et al., 2000;
Rozenchan et al., 2002; Bosschaart and Goey, 2004; Babkin and V'yun, 1971; Galmiche
et al., 2011; Mazas et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2009; Selle et al., 2011; Tse et al., 2000; Koroll
and Mulpuru, 1986).

Publication Mixture
(w/o air)

Experimental method Reaction
mechanism

Andrews (1972) CH4 spherical �ame,
hot wire, no stretch
correction

-

van Maaren (1994) CH4 �at �ame, heat �ux Kee C1 scheme
Vagelopoulos (1998) CH4 stagnation �ame, LDV GRI 2.1
Gu (2000) CH4 spherical �ame, Schlieren GRI 1.2
Rozenchan (2002) CH4 spherical �ame, Schlieren GRI 3.0
Bosschaart (2004) CH4 �at �ame, heat �ux GRI 2.11 & 3.0,

Warnatz C4,
Smooke

Babkin (1971) CH4+H2O spherical �ame,
�ame imaging

not supplied

Galmiche (2011) CH4+H2O spherical �ame, Schlieren GRI 3.0
Mazas (2011) CH4+H2O round nozzle,

Schlieren, �ame surface
GRI 3.0,
Le Cong

Selle (2011) CH4+H2O rectangular nozzle,
�ame image, �ame
surface & angle

GRI 3.0, DNS + 2
step 2SCM2

Hu (2009) CH4+H2 spherical �ame, Schlieren GRI 3.0
Tse (2000) H2 spherical �ame, Schlieren Mueller scheme
Koroll (1986) H2+H2O round nozzle,

Schlieren, angle
Warnatz,
Baulch scheme

Experimental data for steam-diluted hydrogen-air �ames are even more scarce in literature.
Koroll and Mulpuru (1986) investigated hydrogen-air-steam �ames stabilized on a round
nozzle at a preheat temperature of 373K over a broad range of steam contents and equivalence
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ratios. The reported data were not corrected for �ame stretch, since the relevance of this
phenomenon for the experimental determination of the burning velocity was not yet fully
established. Lamoureux et al. (2002) extracted burning velocities from expanding spherical
�ames at a preheat temperature of 353K, and lean conditions below φ ≤ 0.7. The maximum
steam dilution rate tested was a volumetric fraction of 30% in the mixture. More recent
data are available for hydrogen-oxygen �ames (Kuznetsov et al., 2011) or for dilution with
carbon monoxide in syngas studies (Santner et al., 2011). To the knowledge of the author,
no reference data at steam dilution rates comparable to the experiments of this thesis are
available in the literature for steam-diluted hydrogen-enriched �ames.

The in�uence of hydrogen addition on methane-air combustion found some interest in the
past decade; experimental burning velocities are provided in a few studies (Halter et al.,
2005; Ilbas et al., 2006; Coppens et al., 2007a; Hu et al., 2009; Boushaki et al., 2012). Halter
et al. (2005) used expanding spherical �ames to measure burning velocities for enrichment
with hydrogen of 10% and 20% mole fraction in fuel. By the same method Ilbas et al. (2006)
obtained data for methane, hydrogen, and 50% hydrogen-enriched methane. A broader
range of hydrogen contents was assessed at stoichiometric conditions. Coppens et al. (2007a)
employed the heat �ux method for measuring burning velocities for hydrogen contents up
to 35%. Using expanding spherical �ames, Hu et al. (2009) published burning velocities at
normal temperature and pressure (298K, 1 atm) over a broad range of hydrogen contents
and equivalence ratios. Boushaki et al. (2012) conducted experiments on a slot-burner for
mole fractions of hydrogen up to 30% in fuel for various pressures and inlet temperatures.
They observed that the enrichment of fuel with hydrogen increases burning velocity linearly
in the tested range. Hu et al. (2009) identi�ed a transition regime between methane and
hydrogen dominated combustion for hydrogen contents between 60% to 80% in fuel, in which
the burning velocity increases exponentially with hydrogen addition.

As presented in Sec. 2.2, an extensive database exists for methane-air mixtures at normal
conditions of 298K and 1 atm. The burning velocities obtained in this thesis are compared
to data reported in Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos (1998), and Bosschaart and Goey (2004).
For hydrogen-air mixtures at normal conditions, burning velocities of Tse et al. (2000) serve
as a reference beside the ones available in Hu et al. (2009).

4.2 Flow �eld of the Bunsen �ame

The laminar burning velocities presented in this chapter are determined by employing the
quantitative light sheet (QLS) technique on a prismatic Bunsen �ame. The �ame surface area
is detected from steep spatial density gradients in the �ame front. Intrinsic to this technique
are measurements of the �ow velocities using particle image velocimetry. Hence, the �ow �eld
is available for all test points, which allows for an assessment of the uniformity of the �ow
of unburned gases. An example of the time-averaged �ow in the Bunsen �ame is provided
in Figure 4.1. The graphic presents streamlines as well as axial and radial velocity pro�les
at di�erent axial positions downstream of the burner exit. The color code illustrates the
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qualitative normalized density distribution in the �ame, obtained using the QLS technique.
The streamlines show the purely axial direction of the �ow for the unburned gases. The �ame,
anchored at the slot-nozzle exit, accelerates the �ow both in axial and lateral directions.
Su�ciently upstream of the �ame front the velocity pro�les are characterized by constant
axial and zero radial velocities. This suggests that the plane jet of fresh gases emanating from
the nozzle is uniform over most of the outlet area. The level of �ow �uctuations normalized
with the unburned gas velocity uu amounts to around 2% in average. This further justi�es an
extraction of laminar burning velocities from the present burner con�guration. Furthermore,
the �ame surface is smooth and steady. Also for hydrogen �ames, no wrinkling of the �ame
front was observed.

In the region of zero radial and constant axial velocity, the assessed density corresponds
approximately to the one at the burner outlet. Preheating from the �ame, and ultimately
heat released by reactions, alter densities and �ow velocities accordingly. The �ame front
detected from spatial density gradients is close to the onset of �ow acceleration. Upstream of
this edge the streamlines are still relatively parallel over the slot width. This indicates that
the detected edge is close to the upstream boundary of the preheat zone as required from the
de�nition of laminar burning velocity. It is emphasized that the actual velocity gradient in
the �ame front is potentially steeper than the one presented, since the PIV technique tends
to smooth velocities slightly. This results from the �nite dimensions of interrogation areas
used for the correlation algorithms during PIV post-processing. Even though a �ne image
resolution with �nal interrogation areas of only 0.3 x 0.3mm2 were achieved, these length
scales are still in the order of magnitude of the thermal �ame thickness. Therefore, a direct
extraction of burning velocities from PIV data is not recommended.
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Figure 4.1: Flow �eld of the Bunsen �ame in terms of axial velocity pro�les (black horizontal lines),
radial velocity pro�les (black dashed lines), and streamlines (gray lines). The color code
represents the spatial density distribution with a black line marking the edge detected
for the determination of laminar burning velocities (ξ = 0, Ω = 0, φ = 1, Tu=473K).
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The distribution of local �ame velocities is assessed by computing the velocities at the �ame,
normal to the detected �ame front. Figure 4.2 shows a pro�le of local normal velocities un
along the �ame length Lf . In agreement with results reported by Uberoi et al. (1958), at
the �ame base, local �ame velocities are lower than the average over the �ame length, and
are much higher in the center around the �ame tip. As has previously been described in
Sec. 2.2.1, the �ame base is a�ected by heat loss to the burner rim, which reduces local
�ame velocities. In addition, lower �ow velocities in this region might also stem from the
small boundary layer at the nozzle walls. The central acceleration of �ame velocities is a
result of �ame curvature, which was already explained in Sec. 2.2.1. The phenomenon of
�ame curvature at the tip stems from the expansion of the central stream tube (Fristrom,
1965), which is visible in Fig. 4.1. In the major part of the �ame pro�le, the tangential
velocity gradient is approximately constant. In these regions, the �ame is not a�ected by
�ame stretch (Sec. 2.2.5).
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Figure 4.2: Velocities normal to the detected �ame front along the �ame length Lf (ξ = 0, Ω = 0,
φ = 1, Tu=473K).

4.3 Laminar burning velocities

In this section the experimentally determined laminar burning velocities are presented. The
results are compared to data available in literature (Sec. 4.1) and to one-dimensional simu-
lations using di�erent reaction mechanisms.

4.3.1 In�uence of hydrogen enrichment

Figure 4.3 presents the laminar burning velocities of the dry mixtures measured at a fresh
gas temperature of 300K. An enrichment with hydrogen leads to a substantial increase in
burning velocity, extending the �ammability range towards lower equivalence ratios. A weak
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enrichment of methane with hydrogen (ξ = 0.1) only slightly increases the burning velocity.
For a fuel equally composed of methane and hydrogen (ξ = 0.5), burning velocities are
higher, but still feature the similar bell-shaped curve with the maximum located at near-
stoichiometric conditions on the rich side. An enrichment with hydrogen shifts the maximum
burning velocity of this curve towards higher equivalence ratios. A drastic change is visible
for pure hydrogen (ξ = 1). The fuel-lean side is characterized by a steep increase in burning
velocity, which extends up to equivalence ratios of φ ≈ 1.6.
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Figure 4.3: Burning velocities for methane (ξ=0), hydrogen-enriched methane (ξ=0.1, 0.5), and
hydrogen (ξ=1) at 1 atm and Tu=300K over the equivalence ratio φ. In addition, data
available in literature are presented (Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos, 1998; Tse et al.,
2000; Bosschaart and Goey, 2004; Hu et al., 2009).

For methane, the experimental data of this thesis are compared to burning velocities obtained
using the heat �ux method (Bosschaart and Goey, 2004), the zero-stretched stagnation �ame
(Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos, 1998), and the expanding spherical �ame (Hu et al., 2009).
The �rst two studies are frequently considered for the development and validation of reaction
mechanisms for methane. Hu et al. (2009) measured burning velocities for di�erent levels
of hydrogen-enrichment. At ambient temperature only near-stoichiometric �ames could be
stabilized on the slot-burner. These test points agree well to the literature reference data.
The burning velocities measured for hydrogen-enriched methane feature a wider �ammability
range. The experimental data of this thesis are highly consistent with burning velocities
reported by Hu et al. (2009) leading partly to overlapping markers in Fig. 4.3.
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For hydrogen, both literature reference datasets were measured using stretched spherical
�ames (Tse et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2009). Burning velocities published by Hu et al. (2009) are
higher compared to the data of Tse et al. (2000), which might be related to some extent to
the correction for �ame stretch. Extrapolation to zero stretch is a potential error source for
hydrogen �ames due to the rapid occurrence of cellular instabilities (Varea et al., 2014). The
data obtained in this study are higher compared to both literature datasets. For the present
experiments no correction for �ame stretch was required, as the in�uence on the prismatic
Bunsen �ame is estimated to be only around 1%. As has previously been discussed in Sec. 3.1,
the operational range of the slot-burner delimits stabilization of rich, dry hydrogen �ames.

4.3.2 In�uence of steam dilution

At constant equivalence ratio and fresh gas temperature, steam dilution decreases the burning
velocity. Figure 4.4 presents the decrease in burning velocity normalized with the one of
the dry mixture Sl,0 over the steam mole fraction XH2O. Here, the steam mole fraction is
used instead of Ω, since it represents the most common quantity for characterizing diluent
contents.

For methane and hydrogen-enriched methane �ames, the reduction in burning velocity agrees
closely. The e�ects leading to this similar behavior of the fuel blends are discussed in detail
in Chap. 5. Reference data are available in the literature for methane-air-steam mixtures.
Babkin and V'yun (1971) and Galmiche et al. (2011) measured laminar burning velocities
using expanding spherical �ames. Mazas et al. (2011) stabilized Bunsen �ames on a round
nozzle. The decrease in burning velocity reported in these studies agrees closely to the
results of the present experiments, particularly in comparison to the more recent studies.
With increasing levels of hydrogen enrichment, higher steam-dilution rates are reached in the
present experiments. For methane, and weakly hydrogen-enriched methane (ξ = 0.1) wet
blow out occurred at around XH2O = 0.17. For a higher enrichment with hydrogen (ξ = 0.5),
�ames with a steam dilution mole fraction of XH2O = 0.28 were stabilized.

For hydrogen-air �ames, the decrease in burning velocity is less steep compared to the results
for the methane-containing mixtures. This results from physical and chemical e�ects of steam
dilution (Chap. 5). In addition to the results of the present experiments, Fig. 4.4 shows
burning velocities measured by Koroll and Mulpuru (1986) using a conical Bunsen �ame. A
steam dilution range comparable to the one of the present experiments betweenXH2O = 0 and
0.45 is reported for an equivalence ratio of φ = 1.38 (provided in hydrogen mole fractions).
The full range of steam dilution rates is reached in the present experiments at stoichiometric
conditions. Therefore the direct comparison of the datasets might be a�ected in this regard.
Nevertheless, the decrease in burning velocity of the present experiments matches reasonably
the results of Koroll and Mulpuru (1986).

The slope of the decrease in burning velocity with steam mole fraction is addressed in most
studies on steam-diluted laminar �ames. For lower steam dilution rates of methane-air �ames,
this decrease is quasi-linear, as pointed out by a few authors (Babkin and V'yun, 1971;
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Figure 4.4: Decrease in burning velocity with steam mole fractionXH2O, when scaled by the burning
velocity of the dry mixture Sl,0. Data in the present study are measured at 1 atm and
Tu=473K; ξ refers to the volumetric hydrogen content in fuel. In addition, data available
in iterature are presented (Koroll and Mulpuru, 1986; Babkin and V'yun, 1971; Mazas
et al., 2011; Galmiche et al., 2011).

Dlugogorski et al., 1998; Mazas et al., 2011; Galmiche et al., 2011). However, for higher
steam contents, which are reached in the present study by an enrichment with hydrogen, the
curves gradually deviate from the linear slope. In Sec. 5.3 a semi-empirical correlation is
derived, which shows that the reduction in burning velocity for methane-dominated fuels is
well-described by an exponential function. For hydrogen the exponential decrease in burning
velocity is marginally deformed to a s-shaped curve, which is also discussed in detail in
Chap. 5.

4.3.3 Identi�cation of suitable reaction mechanisms

The entire dataset of experimental burning velocities obtained in this thesis at a preheat
temperature of 473K±5K is presented in Fig. 4.5. The experiments were conducted for
equivalence ratios reaching from fuel-rich mixtures up to the lean blow out limit, except for
hydrogen, for which limits are set by the operational range of the slot-burner (Sec. 3.1).
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Figure 4.5: Burning velocities for di�erent levels of hydrogen enrichment ξ and steam dilution rates
Ω at 1 atm and Tu=473K. Experimental results are compared to one-dimensional sim-
ulations using GRI-Mech 3.0 (Smith et al., 2000), AramcoMech 1.1 (Metcalfe et al.,
2013), as well as the mechanisms by Kéromnès et al. (2013) and Burke et al. (2012).

A dilution with steam reduces laminar burning velocities for all investigated fuels (Fig. 4.5).
For methane-air-steam �ames, a dilution with steam of only 10% of the air mass �ow reduces
the maximum burning velocity by around 40%. For hydrogen-enriched methane �ames, a
steam content of Ω = 0.3 is reached. Compared to dry conditions, the burning velocity is re-
duced by around 85%. The distribution and magnitude of burning velocities for steam-diluted
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hydrogen-enriched �ames are comparable to those of methane-air �ames, but feature a wider
�ammability range. This shows the potential of steam dilution for the stable combustion of
hydrogen-enriched methane �ames. In turn, hydrogen enrichment allows for combustion at
higher steam dilution rates.

For pure hydrogen, burning velocities in the range of dry methane �ames are reached for high
steam dilution rates of more than 60% of the air mass �ow (considering only stoichiometric
mixtures). At stoichiometric conditions, a dilution of Ω = 0.7 reduces the burning velocity
by 90%. The reduction in burning velocity is accompanied with decreasing gradients over
the equivalence ratio. Hence, the steam-diluted hydrogen �ame is less sensitive to local
�uctuations of fuel-air mixture fractions, and consequently easier to stabilize. This agrees
well with practical experiences obtained during the acquisition of the experimental data. The
risk of �ashback was noticeably reduced at steam-diluted conditions.

In addition to the experimental data, Figure 4.5 presents burning velocities computed from
one-dimensional simulations of freely propagating planar premixed �ames. The simulations
were conducted using the actual preheat temperature of the individual test points in the
experiments. The computational domain consists of more than 500 grid points for methane
and hydrogen-enriched methane. For hydrogen as fuel, a larger mesh size of more than
1000 grid points was used. The relative and absolute tolerances at steady state were set to
10−10 and 10−12, respectively. More information on the numerical setup is available in the
introduction of Chap. 5.

For methane and hydrogen-enriched methane, numerical simulations were conducted using
the GRI-Mech 3.0 by Smith et al. (2000), and the AramcoMech 1.1 (Metcalfe et al., 2013).
Supported by the Gas Research Institute, the GRI-Mech was speci�cally developed to de-
scribe methane and ethane combustion at high temperatures (Westbrook et al., 2005). The
mechanism is based on rate constant parameters �tted to an extensive range of experimental
data, as suggested by Frenklach et al. (1992). Since its development, it is employed in most
studies on methane and natural gas oxidation (Tab. 4.1). The GRI-mech 3.0 consists of 325
elementary reactions and 53 species, including NOx formation chemistry. The ArmacoMech
was developed by the research group of Prof. Henry Curran at the National University of
Ireland in Galway. The rate constant parameters were assessed with minimum optimization
based on recent experiments on, e.g., rate constants, ignition time delays, species pro�les,
and burning velocities (Metcalfe et al., 2013). In contrast to the GRI-Mech 3.0, it includes
low temperature chemistry, and is build in a hierarchical structure. The AramcoMech 1.1
consists of 766 elementary reactions, and 125 species.

For the investigated methane-based fuels, the AramcoMech predicts slightly higher burning
velocities compared to the GRI-Mech 3.0 at rich and steam-diluted conditions. For methane,
the experimental data are more consistent with the GRI-Mech 3.0, which models the burning
velocities with 2% accuracy (5% for the AramcoMech). The hydrogen-enriched fuels are
slightly better described by the AramcoMech, which is potentially related to the limited
ability of the GRI-Mech in the modeling of hydrogen chemistry (Olm et al., 2014). For
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10% hydrogen enrichment, the agreement of the GRI-Mech 3.0 with the experimental data
amounts to 3% and to around 2% for the AramcoMech. For 50% hydrogen enrichment,
deviations to the GRI-Mech 3.0 increase to 8% in average, whereas the ArmacoMech models
the experimental data with 4% agreement. At dry and moderately steam diluted conditions,
both mechanisms yield lower burning velocities compared to the experiments. In total, both
mechanisms seem to capture the in�uence of steam dilution on the burning velocity. For the
numerical study presented in the subsequent chapter, the GRI-Mech 3.0 is selected due to
its better performance for methane, lower complexity of the mechanism, and widespread use
in literature.

For hydrogen, reaction mechanisms have recently been reviewed considering an extensive set
of experimental data (Olm et al., 2014). The authors identi�ed the Kéromnès mechanism
(Kéromnès et al., 2013) to feature the best overall performance. The Kéromnès mechanism
also originates from the group at NUI Galway. It was developed based on previous ver-
sions describing the oxidation of syngas, i.e. mixtures of hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
Optimization of the current version was done regarding recent high pressure data and new
evaluations of rate constant parameters (Kéromnès et al., 2013). It includes a subset for
the excited OH radical (OH*). The mechanism consists of 36 elementary reactions, and 15
species. In addition, the mechanism of Burke (Burke et al., 2012) for syngas oxidation is em-
ployed, which is an updated version of the widespread Li mechanism; both versions achieved
reasonable rankings in the review of Olm et al. (2014). The Burke mechanism consists of 27
elementary reactions, and 13 species.

The broad investigated range of steam-diluted hydrogen-air �ames (Fig. 4.5d) is fairly well
described by both mechanisms. The close agreement of the experimental data with the
extensively tested mechanisms at dry conditions, suggests that the burning velocities of
hydrogen �ames measured in this study are reliable without a correction for �ame stretch
e�ects. With increasing steam dilution rates, the Burke mechanism yields slightly lower
burning velocities compared to the Kéromnès mechanism. For lower steam dilution rates the
experimental data are more consistent with Kéromnès mechanism (2%, 5% for Burke). At
higher steam dilution rates of more than Ω = 0.5, the agreement is closer with the Burke
mechanism (3%, 5% for Kéromnès). Both mechanisms are suitable for modeling steam-
diluted hydrogen-air �ames. For the numerical study conducted in the subsequent chapter,
the mechanism of Kéromnès is selected due to the better performance over the main part of
the investigated range, and because of the overall good performance reported in Olm et al.
(2014).

4.4 Global NOx emissions

This section addresses brie�y the probe-based emission and hot gas temperature measure-
ments, performed at three axial positions downstream of the �ame tip xp. At the lowest
position, the adjointly positioned probes were located approximately 1mm downstream of
the �ame tip. Two more positions at xp =10mm and 20mm were assessed. A previous
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campaign showed a close agreement of emissions measured for methane and 10% hydrogen
enrichment, therefore only the results for the latter are presented here.

The hot gas temperatures, measured using a suction pyrometer, are presented in Fig. 4.6.
The measured temperatures are relatively constant at the di�erent positions in the post-
�ame zone. This indicates that the observed area is not a�ected by cool surrounding air
being entrained into the �ame. The measured hot gas temperatures decrease with increasing
steam dilution rate due to heat absorption by the diluent fraction. For hydrogen, noticeable
interaction of the probe with the �ame prevented measurements at steam contents below
Ω = 0.2. At this steam content the hot gas temperatures are about 50K cooler compared
to the dry, weakly hydrogen-enriched �ame. For higher dilution rates of the hydrogen �ame,
the hot gas temperature decreases further to around 1100K at Ω = 0.7.
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The corresponding NOx emissions are shown in Fig. 4.7. With increasing distance from
the �ame tip NOx emissions further increase potentially due to thermal NO formed in the
post-�ame zone. Steam dilution signi�cantly reduces NOx at constant equivalence ratio
and preheat temperature. NOx formed in the post-�ame zone is substantially restrained
leading to similar NOx emissions at the di�erent positions. An enrichment with hydrogen
reduces NOx levels at the present conditions of similar post-�ame temperatures. This is
potentially related to a dilutional e�ect; the fraction of molecular nitrogen in the fresh gas
mixture decreases at constant equivalence ratio when hydrogen is added to the fuel. This
e�ect was also observed in simulations conducted for a constant adiabatic �ame temperature
(Sec. 5.5.2). For pure hydrogen as fuel, only very low NOx emissions were measured at the
investigated steam dilution rates above Ω ≥ 0.2, suggesting that steam e�ectively restrains
NOx also for hydrogen �ames.

Nevertheless, the presented data exhibit a number of uncertainties: the �ame is uncon�ned,
hence, small quantities of air are potentially mixed into the post-�ame zone, the rapid ex-
traction of hot gas and the relatively large probe hole diameter with respect to the �ame
dimensions result in averaging and smearing over a certain area around the probe hole, the
intrusive measurement technique a�ects the �ame, and the unavoidable long distance to the
gas analyzer potentially a�ects accuracy. This omits modeling of the emission formation at
the measured temperatures, and thus, prevents a more detailed kinetic analysis at the present
conditions. For adiabatic conditions, a detailed analysis of chemical e�ects of steam dilution
on emission formation for methane and hydrogen-enriched methane �ames is provided in
Sec. 5.4.4 and Sec. 5.5.2, respectively.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter the experimental results obtained from the slot-nozzle burner were presented.
The �ow of unburned gases at the burner exit was shown to be reasonably uniform and
stationary, which justi�es an extraction of laminar burning velocities from the Bunsen �ame
experiments.

At dry conditions and normal temperature of 298K, burning velocities are available in lit-
erature for all investigated fuels. For methane and hydrogen-enriched methane, the liter-
ature reference data agreed closely to the results of the present study. Burning velocities
of hydrogen-air �ames were higher compared to the published data, which also exhibited
scatter. The relative decrease in burning velocity with steam mole fraction was found to be
very similar for methane and hydrogen-enriched methane, and was steeper compared to that
for hydrogen-air �ames. Literature data reported for steam-diluted methane and hydrogen
�ames were consistent with the experimental results of this study. Enrichment with hydrogen
increased the burning velocity of methane �ames, extending the �ammability range towards
leaner and more wet conditions. In turn, steam dilution reduced the burning velocity of
hydrogen-rich fuels down to levels comparable to that of methane �ames. For hydrogen, this
requires a high steam content of 60% of the air mass �ow.
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The experimental burning velocities were compared to results from one-dimensional simu-
lations of freely propagating planar premixed �ames. For the individual fuels two reaction
mechanisms were employed. For methane, the GRI-Mech 3.0 performed slightly better com-
pared to the AramcoMech 1.1, which yielded in turn more convincing results for hydrogen
rich methane. Both mechanisms are suitable for describing the in�uence of steam dilution
on the burning velocity. For the detailed numerical study presented in the following chapter,
the GRI-Mech 3.0 is selected due to its widespread use and lower complexity.

For hydrogen, the mechanisms of Kéromnès and Burke were investigated. Both mechanisms
closely modeled the burning velocities measured in this thesis. Agreement with the Kérom-
nès mechanism was slightly better at steam dilution rates below 50% of the air mass �ow.
For higher steam contents, the mechanism of Burke performed marginally better. For the
numerical study, the Kéromnès mechanism is selected.

This thesis provides new reliable burning velocities of steam-diluted laminar �ames, extending
the existing database towards hydrogen-enriched methane. For hydrogen, the present results
might enrich the existing database by providing burning velocities of �ames with negligible
in�uence of �ame stretch.
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dilution

In this chapter the in�uence of steam dilution on the burning velocity and emission formation
is investigated numerically. In the previous chapter (Sec. 4.3.3) it has been shown that both
reaction mechanisms tested for methane and hydrogen-enriched methane reasonably capture
the e�ects of steam dilution on the burning velocity. For methane, the GRI-Mech 3.0 by Smith
et al. (2000) showed a closer agreement to the experimental burning velocities compared to the
AramcoMech 1.1 by Metcalfe et al. (2013), which featured a better performance for hydrogen-
enriched methane. For the numerical study the GRI-Mech 3.0 was selected in order to ease
comparisons with previous studies. Another advantage compared to the AramcoMech 1.1
is the lower complexity, which reduces computational and post-processing e�ort. For pure
hydrogen, the mechanism of Kéromnès et al. (2013) is selected as it performed slightly better
than the mechanism of Burke et al. (2012). The reaction numbering refers to the GRI Mech
3.0 also for pure hydrogen.

One-dimensional simulations of freely propagating planar premixed �ames (Sec. 2.1) are con-
ducted using the �FreeFlame� class from the open source software package Cantera (version
2.0) with relative and absolute tolerances at steady state set to 10−10 and 10−12, respectively1.
The grid re�nement criteria are set to a ratio of 2, a slope of 0.02, and a curvature of 0.002,
resulting in more than 500 grid points for methane and hydrogen-enriched methane. Taking
steeper gradients for hydrogen and a lower computational cost into account, the slope crite-
ria is reduced to 0.005, resulting in over 1000 grid points for hydrogen. A mixture-averaged
transport model is applied, as multicomponent e�ects are relatively small for combustible
mixtures diluted with air-nitrogen (Law, 2006). The Soret e�ect is accounted for, whereas
the Dufour e�ect as well as �ame radiation are not implemented in Cantera. Thermodynamic
properties are taken from NASA polynomials as de�ned in the reaction mechanisms.

The chapter is structured as follows: The next section provides an extensive review on exist-
ing literature related to the e�ects of steam dilution on the oxidation of methane, hydrogen,
and other relevant fuels like syngases composed of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Since
studies on the in�uence of steam dilution on the burning velocity of laminar premixed �ames

1The original script for the computation of laminar burning velocities was provided by Dr. Oliver Krüger.
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are relatively scarce, the review also includes investigations in di�erent combustion con�g-
urations, such as counter�ow di�usion �ames or swirl-stabilized turbulent �ames, as well
as other measures of reactivity, like extinction strain rates and auto-ignition time scales.
In addition to these fundamental combustion properties, the in�uence of steam dilution on
emission formation is reviewed. Thereafter, it is discussed how steam dilution in�uences
burning velocities by physical means. The contribution of physical and chemical to overall
e�ects are quanti�ed by using a virtual species. In the subsequent section a semi-empirical
correlation is derived, which describes the reduction in burning velocity for methane and the
tested hydrogen-enriched methane fuels with excellent accuracy. The remainder consists of
a detailed chemical study conducted over a broad range of �ame temperatures and equiv-
alence ratios, which identi�es important chemical mechanisms of steam dilution. Starting
with methane, it is then shown that the identi�ed mechanisms are very similar for the tested
fuels, but di�er in proportions.

5.1 Literature review

Water and steam have a long history in their usage as cooling agents for material concerns and
NOx control. The renewed interest of steam dilution for humidi�ed gas turbines (Bhargava
et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2002; Hermann et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2002; Derksen, 2005; Ebara
et al., 2006; Göke and Paschereit, 2013; Krüger et al., 2013; Göckeler et al., 2014a; Göke et al.,
2014), �ue gas recirculation (Park et al., 2002; Hwang et al., 2004; Seiser and Seshadri, 2005;
Le Cong and Dagaut, 2009; Matynia et al., 2009; Mazas et al., 2011; Galmiche et al., 2011),
and syngas composition (Santner et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2012) foster the question if steam
in�uences fundamental combustion properties by other means than by a reduction of the
�ame temperature. Early, steam was reported to promote the oxidation of carbon monoxide
under certain conditions (Garner and Ro�ey, 1929). For hydrogen, higher burning velocities
compared to inert dilution with nitrogen were observed (Kuehl, 1962). The idea that steam
dilution might actively participate in chemical reactions motivated other studies. Babkin
and V'yun (1971) compared the in�uence of steam and nitrogen dilution on methane �ames.
They observed a sharper reduction of burning velocity for steam dilution, contradicting an
overall promoting chemical e�ect for methane. They associated the sharper decrease mainly
to a stronger reduction in �ame temperature. In a review study on steam dilution, Dryer
(1977) stated that steam probably exhibits an inhibiting chemical e�ect on hydrocarbon
auto-ignition kinetics, and named potential mechanisms to be addressed in the following.

The assessment of chemical e�ects is complicated by the strong in�uence of steam dilution
on the �ame temperature, which requires a compensating adjustment of another parameter.
For methane, Dryer (1977) observed in simulations with gradual replacement of air-nitrogen
by steam no signi�cant e�ect on overall consumption rate, but a drastic change in radical
pool. Seiser and Seshadri (2005) investigated the in�uence of water vapor on extinction and
auto-ignition of hydrogen and methane �ames. Emphasizing the importance of maintaining
the �ame temperature and the equivalence ratio, they adjusted the amount of nitrogen for
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increasing water vapor concentrations, and found for both fuels that �ames are more easy to
extinguish and di�cult to ignite when steam is present in the fresh gases. Other studies kept
the �ame temperature constant by increasing the equivalence ratio (Bhargava et al., 2000;
Göke and Paschereit, 2013) or the preheat temperature (Zhao et al., 2002), and showed that
steam dilution reduces NOx emissions also at constant adiabatic �ame temperatures. A few
years ago inert virtual species were introduced in numerical simulations, e.g., in Dlugogorski
et al. (1998), that feature the same thermodynamic properties as the actual species. This
allows for isolating chemical e�ects at constant operating conditions. In this way, Mazas
et al. (2011) showed that steam dilution signi�cantly inhibits burning velocities of methane
by chemical means. This has been supported in a previous study (Göckeler et al., 2014a),
whereas Galmiche et al. (2011) found deviations to virtual H2O to be negligible. All three
studies were conducted using the GRI-Mech 3.0.

A potential chemical mechanism has been early identi�ed to result from the relatively high
e�ciency of water as a catalytic promoter for the hydrogen-oxygen radical recombination
reaction (H+O2+M
HO2+M), which lowers H radical concentrations, and thereby re-
strains the main chain branching reaction (H+O2
O+OH), leading subsequently to lower
O radical concentrations (Dryer, 1977). Koroll and Mulpuru (1986) supported this e�ect for
premixed hydrogen. They suggested that promotion of the exothermic chain terminating
reaction also initiates a redistribution of heat release. In order to survey the role of steam as
a third body collision partner, the authors reduced the chaperon e�ciency of steam in the
reaction set to the one of nitrogen, and obtained corresponding results. A similar approach
was followed by Seiser and Seshadri (2005). By scaling the chaperon e�ciencies and progress
rates of selected reactions, that they identi�ed using sensitivity analysis, they showed that the
highest contributions to extinction strain rates of hydrogen �ames stem from the third body
chain terminating reactions H+O2+M
HO2+M and H+OH+M
H2O+M, whereas
ignition time delays are in�uenced solely by the �rst of the mentioned reactions. Using jet-
stirred reactors and corresponding simulations, Le Cong and Dagaut (2009) supported the
important e�ect of a catalytic participation of steam in reactions for hydrogen oxidation in the
temperature range from 800K to 1300K. Another �nding was that the fuel started to react
at higher temperatures. Accordingly, Krüger et al. (2013) showed numerically that the heat
release spreads, and that the preheat zone becomes thicker at steam-diluted conditions.

For methane, Seiser and Seshadri (2005) also attributed the chemical in�uence of steam dilu-
tion mainly to third body e�ects. Their simulations showed, that in addition to the reactions
reducing extinction strain rates for hydrogen reactions, for methane also the third body reac-
tions CH3+H+M
CH4+M, CH3+OH+M
CH3OH+M, and HCO+M
H+CO+
M are important, the latter with a promoting e�ect on reactivity. Le Cong and Dagaut
(2009) argued that steam dilution restrains methane oxidation by catalytic promotion of the
hydrogen-oxygen recombination reaction, which competes in the decomposition of methane
in H radical consumption, and by another mechanism reducing reaction of methane with O
radicals. This other prominent e�ect is the reduction of O radical concentrations by pro-
motion of the reaction with H2O in H2O+O
 2OH. Mazas et al. (2011) named the same
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chemical e�ects and showed that they diminish at higher �ame temperatures, which they
tested by enrichment of air with oxygen.

Promotion of H2O consumption in H2O+O
 2OH has also frequently been reported to lead
to higher OH concentrations. Zhao et al. (2002) observed in counter�ow di�usion �ames of
methane that steam dilution promotes OH production in H2O+O
 2OH, and suppresses
OH consumption through OH+H2
H+H2O. Hwang et al. (2004) suggested that promoted
OH production explains enhanced reaction rates in the principle chain branching reaction
they observed at moderate steam dilution rates for the investigated methane counter�ow
di�usion �ames. Koroll and Mulpuru (1986) emphasized with respect to hydrogen that these
reactions are comparably slow, and therefore unlikely to a�ect burning rates. Le Cong and
Dagaut (2009) found OH not to be signi�cantly increased, which they related to restrained
production in principle chain branching, H+O2
O+OH, and enhanced consumption in
other reactions, compensating promoted production by the H2O dissociation. Accordingly,
Göke and Paschereit (2013) obtained similar OH concentrations in their chemical reactor
network model and by species measurements in a turbulent, swirl-stabilized �ame.

Dryer (1977) reviewed that increased production of OH, promotes carbon monoxide con-
version to carbon dioxide in CO+OH
CO2+H. A reaction which is also crucial for the
burning rate of methane. Atreya et al. (1999) studied physical and chemical mechanisms
of �re suppression by water. They supported the chemical enhancement of CO burnout to
CO2, and also con�rmed a reducing e�ect on soot. They also pointed out that the radiative
heat loss of the �ame is increased by higher concentrations of H2O in the �ame. For syngas,
composed of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, Das et al. (2011) measured �ame speeds in
a counter�ow twin-�ame con�guration. At constant preheat temperature and equivalence
ratio, mixtures consisting primarily of carbon monoxide showed an increase of laminar �ame
speed at moderate steam dilution rates up to around 15%, stemming from the previously
described chemical e�ect, and a subsequent decrease for higher water vapor contents due
to �ame cooling. For hydrogen contents above approximately 15%, �ame speeds decreased
monotonically. This e�ect was supported by Singh et al. (2012) for freely propagating pre-
mixed �ames. In an atmospheric gas turbine test facility Lee et al. (2012) showed that
dilution of syngas with steam and other diluents reduced NOx per unit power at low CO
emission levels, and stated that the reduction is logarithmically related to the product of
diluent mass �ow and its isobaric heat capacity.

The formation of NOx at steam-diluted conditions has been addressed in a few studies.
Reduced O radical concentrations are commonly reported to restrain the thermal and the
N2O pathways (Bhargava et al., 2000; Le Cong and Dagaut, 2009; Göke and Paschereit,
2013). Using a virtual species Le Cong and Dagaut (2009) obtained numerically that at gas
turbines conditions (elevated pressure of 20 atm and constant preheat temperature of 700K)
substitution of air nitrogen by steam leads to NOx reduction primarily by thermal e�ects.
Beside chemical and thermal e�ects, dilution of oxygen and nitrogen by steam addition plays
a role for NOx reduction (Bhargava et al., 2000; Le Cong and Dagaut, 2009). Zhao et al.
(2002) showed that prompt NOx dominates under their conditions, and found NOx to be
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decreased in total due to lower CH concentrations, lowering also N and HCN production
rates. Göke and Paschereit (2013) simulated the e�ects of steam dilution on NOx formation
pathways in a chemical reactor network model, and conducted experiments using a swirl-
stabilized premixed burner for both natural gas and hydrogen. They emphasized that the
in�uence on the radical pool depends on the steam dilution rate and the equivalence ratio.
They showed that the thermal, the N2O, and the NNH pathways are signi�cantly restrained
at steam-diluted conditions, primarily triggerd by lower O atom concentrations, whereas
prompt NOx was slightly enhanced at the investigated conditions.

The in�uence of pressure on the laminar burning velocity was studied regarding hydrogen-
oxygen-steam mixtures by Kuznetsov et al. (2011) for pressures up to 72 bar at di�erent
preheat temperatures. They observed that the burning velocity of the dry mixture initially
increased with pressure and subsequently decreased. For �ames diluted with more than 20%
steam, an increase in pressure led to a direct reduction of burning velocity. They related
this non-monotonic in�uence of steam with initial pressure, to a change of chain branching
to straight chain kinetics, reducing the overall reaction order that in�uences the pressure
dependence. Santner et al. (2011) showed that at constant adiabatic �ame temperature of
around 1600K augmenting pressure increased the inhibiting e�ect of water vapor on mass
burning rate of syngas equally composed of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. For natural gas,
Göke et al. (2014) conducted experiments on a turbulent swirl-stabilized �ame for pressures
up to 9 bar, and modeled the emission formation in a chemical reactor network. The reducing
e�ect of steam on NOx formation is reported to be enhanced with pressure. Mainly, the
thermal pathway was restrained as a result of lower O radical concentrations, whereas the
prompt pathway becomes less relevant.

The in�uence of hydrogen addition on methane-air combustion found some interest in the
past decade (Hawkes and Chen, 2004; Halter et al., 2005; Dagaut and Nicolle, 2005; Ilbas
et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2006; Coppens et al., 2007b; Disarli and Benedetto, 2007; Coppens
and Konnov, 2008; Hu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Konnov et al., 2010; Mével et al., 2011;
Bougrine et al., 2011; Boushaki et al., 2012; Göckeler et al., 2014a). Hydrogen enrichment
of natural gas promises reduced CO and CO2 emissions from gas turbines. It also o�ers a
potential of NOx reduction by extending �ammability limits towards lower equivalence ratios
(Dagaut and Nicolle, 2005). This results from an increase of the laminar burning velocity
with hydrogen fraction in fuel, which, e.g., Huang et al. (2006) found to be exponential in
the tested equivalence ratio range of 0.6 ≤ φ ≤ 1.4. Hawkes and Chen (2004) performed
DNS simulations and showed that hydrogen enrichment increases the turbulent �ame speed
due to a higher laminar burning velocity, a larger �ame surface area, and a higher burning
rate per unit area. Emissions of carbon monoxide decreased, whereas NOx per unit heat
release increased by 50% compared to the methane �ame mainly as a results of locally
higher temperatures and radical concentrations. Disarli and Benedetto (2007) and Hu et al.
(2009), both identi�ed di�erent regimes of hydrogen enrichment, (1) a methane-dominated
regime up to 50%-60% hydrogen content in fuel with approximately linear growth of the
burning velocity, (2) a transition regime with exponential growth, (3) and a methane-inhibited
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hydrogen regime for hydrogen contents higher than 80%-90%, in which the burning velocity
again increases approximately linearly. Disarli and Benedetto (2007) showed that the increase
in burning velocity correlates with maximum H radical concentrations with quantitative
agreement for stoichiometric mixtures and qualitative agreement at lean and rich conditions.
Increase of H radicals promotes principle chain branching leading also to higher OH and O
concentrations, particularly important at lean conditions (Disarli and Benedetto, 2007; Hu
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009). In the hydrogen-dominated regime, methane addition to
hydrogen removes H radicals by reaction with methane and methyl radicals. With respect to
steam dilution, it has been shown in a previous study on premixed �ames (Göckeler et al.,
2014a) that laminar burning velocities decrease similarly for methane and hydrogen-enriched
methane of 10% and 50% hydrogen content in fuel, and more pronounced compared to virtual
H2O.

Summarizing, steam dilution is mostly reported to chemically inhibit methane-air oxidation
rates. For hydrogen, a promoting e�ect compared to inert dilution is reported under certain
conditions, whereas frequently also an inhibiting e�ect is observed. The formation of NOx

emissions is commonly reported to be reduced by thermal e�ects, and mostly shown to
be chemically restrained. Considering previous studies discussed throughout this section, it
remains controversial to what extent the chemical e�ect is relevant for reactivity and emission
formation of steam-diluted �ames. Furthermore, it exists some scatter in the discussion of
relevant chemical mechanisms of steam dilution, particularly for methane. For hydrogen,
commonly promoted chain terminating reactions are named, but it is not yet satisfyingly
explained why sometimes promoting e�ects of steam dilution were observed. The present
numerical study aims at contributing to the general understanding of steam dilution e�ects
by demonstrating that seemingly controversial observations can frequently be related to the
choice of operating conditions. A detailed chemical study identi�es coupling of mechanisms
that have partly been mentioned previously. These mechanisms are similar for the tested
fuels of methane, hydrogen, and hydrogen-enriched methane, but di�er in proportions.

5.2 Dilutional, thermal, and chemical e�ects

Diluents may alter the reactivity of a combustible mixture by physical and/or chemical e�ects.
The sometimes contradictorily reported behavior of steam dilution can partly be associated
to a not su�ciently stringent isolation of these e�ects. This includes di�erent approaches
for altering operating conditions in order to compensate for the lower reactivity at diluted
conditions. Therefore, the �rst part of the numeric study is focused on how dilution a�ects
the burning velocity by physical e�ects, and on identifying related characteristic quantities.

For understanding the in�uence of diluents on the burning velocity, it is helpful to start by
considering analytic solutions for simpli�ed combustion problems. For a one-dimensional
laminar �ame propagating into a premixed gas mixture with constant relative propagation
velocity, a number of assumptions, such as a reduction of kinetics to one-step global chemistry,
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generally yield a proportional dependence of the burning velocity on a transport term and a
reaction rate term,

Sl ∝
√
αLe

ρ

√
ω̇ . (5.1)

The formulation in Law (2006) includes the Lewis number Le and the density ρ in the trans-
port term, which is also often expressed solely by the thermal di�usivity α. This correlation
shows that the consumption speed depends not only on the reaction rate term ω̇ describing
the simpli�ed one-step reaction, but equally on the di�usive transport of heat and species
towards the fresh gas mixture. In an adiabatic system, all heat generated by combustion is
used to raise the temperature of the unburned mixture up to equilibrium temperature. The
transport term in�uences how rapid required temperatures and radical concentrations are
reached for sustaining fuel decomposition.

Adding a diluent to the combustible mixture a�ects both, the transport and the reaction rate
term, by physical means,

Sl(Xdil) ∝
√
α(Xdil)Le(Xdil)

ρ(Xdil)

√
ω̇(Teq, Xdil) . (5.2)

For the transport term usually the unburned mixture is considered. Thus, changes in density
ρ, thermal di�usivity α and Lewis number Le depend at given operating conditions primarily
on the dilution mole fractionXdil. The reaction rate term is in�uenced by two physical e�ects,
that can hardly be separated. Dilution with an inert species lowers the concentration of active
species by (1 − Xdil), which reduces their collision probability, and therewith the reaction
rate (Warnatz et al., 2006). Simultaneously, the equilibrium temperature reduces as the
additional diluent fraction needs to be heated up (Poinsot and Veynante, 2012). The thermal
e�ect of dilution refers to the extend of �ame cooling depending on the �uid properties of
the diluent.

The equilibrium temperature is derived from the conservation balance of speci�c enthalpy in
the unburned and burned mixture under the condition of minimum Gibb's enthalpy at this
temperature. For a mixture of N species of mass fractions Yk the speci�c enthalpy h,

h =

N∑

k=1

(
hof,k + hs,k

)
Yk =

N∑

k=1

(
hof,k +

∫ T

T o

cp,kdT

)
Yk , (5.3)

consists of the formation enthalpy hof of the species at standard state, and a temperature
dependent sensible enthalpy hs (Poinsot and Veynante, 2012), which is expressed by the
heat capacities cp of the species. The balance of speci�c enthalpy in the unburned (�u�) and
burned (�b�) mixture then yields

N∑

k=1

hof,k (Yu,k − Yb,k) =

N∑

k=1

(∫ Tb

T o

cp,kdT

)
Yb,k −

N∑

k=1

(∫ Tu

T o

cp,kdT

)
Yu,k . (5.4)
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Assuming that the heat capacity integral does not depend signi�cantly on di�erences in
mixture composition for the unburned and burned gases, which is a good approximation for
nitrogen-dominated mixtures like air-fuel blends, Eq. 5.4 simpli�es to

N∑

k=1

hof,k (Yu,k − Yb,k) =

∫ Tb

Tu

N∑

k=1

cp,kYu,kdT . (5.5)

This expression underlines the previous statement of combustion heat being converted into
sensible enthalpy (Poinsot and Veynante, 2012). In a next step, a diluent is added as the
N th component of the gas mixture. Equation 5.4 then reads

N−1∑

k=1

hof,k (Yu,k − Yb,k) + hof,dil (Yu,dil − Yb,dil)

=

N−1∑

k=1

(∫ Tb

T o

cp,kdT

)
Yb,k −

N−1∑

k=1

(∫ Tu

T o

cp,kdT

)
Yu,k

+

(∫ Tb

T o

cp,dildT

)
Yb,dil −

(∫ Tu

T o

cp,dildT

)
Yu,dil . (5.6)

If the diluent is inert, it exhibits the same mass fraction Ydil in the unburned and burned
mixture, which eliminates the second term on the left hand side of Eq. 5.6. Assuming again
that the in�uence of di�erent mixture compositions in the burned and unburned mixture on
the heat capacity is low, the enthalpy balance reduces to

N−1∑

k=1

hof,k (Yu,k − Yb,k) =

∫ Tb

Tu

(
N−1∑

k=1

cp,kYu,k + cp,dilYdil,u

)
dT . (5.7)

Thus, the extent of reduction in equilibrium temperature (here �Tb�) for dilution with an inert
species can be attributed exclusively to the heat capacity of the diluent. If the diluent species
participates in combustion reactions, the equilibrium temperature may alter additionally by
changes in the diluent fraction, which can also contribute to heat release from the formation
enthalpy of the diluent. In this regard, steam is quasi inert, i.e. equilibrium concentrations
of the products vary approximately with (1−Xdil).

Summarizing, relevant quantities for the physical in�uence of dilution on the laminar burning
velocity are the thermal di�usivity, Lewis number, the �uid density, and the adiabatic �ame
temperature de�ned by the heat capacity of the diluent. Figure 5.1 shows how these quantities
develop for a dilution of stoichiometric mixtures with nitrogen and steam. The �uid density
is not plotted for sake of clarity. As the dilution rates of steam and nitrogen are equivalent
in molar quantities, Fig. 5.1 presents the molar heat capacity. For methane (Fig. 5.1a), a
dilution with nitrogen only weakly e�ects the molar heat capacity, as nitrogen is the dominant
component in the un-diluted mixture. Also, the thermal di�usivity and Lewis number do not
alter substantially. A dilution with steam increases the molar heat capacity resulting in a
steeper reduction of the adiabatic �ame temperature compared to nitrogen dilution. Steam
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Figure 5.1: Development of thermal di�usivity α, Lewis number of fuel Lef , molar heat capacity cp,
and equilibrium temperature Teq with diluent mole fraction Xdil for dilution of di�erent
fuels with nitrogen and steam (Tu =473K, φ = 1). The hydrogen fraction in fuel ξ is
varied from pure methane (a) to pure hydrogen (d).

also has a more signi�cant e�ect on the thermal di�usivity, which increases with higher steam
dilution rates, leading additionally to a higher Lewis number of methane in the mixture.
Considering Eq. 5.2, steam dilution may promote the burning velocity of methane by an
increased transport term, but reduces the reaction rate term by dilution and signi�cantly
reduced �ame temperatures.

For hydrogen, similarly to methane, the molar heat capacity of the mixture increases with
steam dilution and stays relatively constant for nitrogen dilution (Fig. 5.1d), resulting in a
stronger reduction of equilibrium temperature with steam addition. However, the transport
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term is in�uenced in a di�erent way. In the hydrogen mixture, steam lowers the thermal con-
ductivity, which lowers the thermal di�usivity, and the Lewis number of hydrogen. Hence, at
the present conditions of constant preheat temperature, dilution with steam reduces laminar
burning velocities of hydrogen through the reaction rate and transport term. The case of
10% hydrogen enrichment exhibits very similar results compared to methane. For the case
of 50% hydrogen enrichment in Fig. 5.1c, the curves are in between those for pure methane
and hydrogen with clear preference to methane, even though the fuel is composed equally in
mole fractions by hydrogen and methane.

The previously described e�ects stem entirely from changes in �uid properties. In addition,
steam has been frequently reported to actively participate in reactions. For separating this
in�uence from dilutional and thermal e�ects, an arti�cial species is added to the reaction
mechanism, which exhibits the same thermodynamic properties as steam. As this species
does not appear in the reaction scheme, it is purely inert. This approach has been followed
frequently in the past years (Dlugogorski et al., 1998; Mazas et al., 2011; Galmiche et al., 2011;
Vancoillie et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2014) in order to isolate the chemical e�ect of a diluent. The
reduction in burning velocity for a dilution with nitrogen, steam and virtual H2O (denoted as
�vH2O�) is presented in Fig. 5.2 for the di�erent fuels tested, and varying equivalence ratios.
The temperature of the unburned mixture is kept constant at 473K. For all cases, dilution
with virtual H2O leads to lower burning velocities compared to nitrogen dilution due to the
additional thermal e�ect that steam has as a result of its higher heat capacity. For most of the
cases, a dilution with actual steam (�H2O�) leads to a further decrease in burning velocity.
This di�erence can solely be associated to a contribution of steam in chemical reactions.
Though much smaller compared to physical e�ects, this chemical contribution seems to be
non-negligible, particularly at higher dilution rates.

The right hand side of Fig. 5.2 illustrates the normalized burning velocities for methane
and the hydrogen-enriched methane �ames. For lean and stoichiometric conditions, the
relative decrease in burning velocity matches closely, whereas pure hydrogen (left hand side
of Fig. 5.2) shows a characteristically di�erent curve exhibiting a turning point at moderate
steam dilution rates. The observed di�erences correspond well to �ndings of, e.g., Hu et al.
(2009), who stated that the combustion chemistry of methane-hydrogen blends is dominated
by methane up to molar hydrogen contents of 60% in fuel. The fuel-rich case for 50% hydrogen
enrichment forms an exception, as the mixture potentially contains su�cient hydrogen to
initiate transition to the hydrogen-dominated regime. The similar decrease of the burning
velocity suggests, that also the chemical contribution of steam dilution is similar for the
tested methane-hydrogen mixtures. The decrease in burning velocity by both physical and
chemical e�ects is also a function of the stoichiometry, as the slopes for virtual H2O and
nitrogen dilution di�er for the presented equivalence ratios. For methane and hydrogen-
enriched methane, the chemical contribution is less pronounced at fuel-rich conditions. For
hydrogen, the chemical in�uence of steam seems to be even slightly promoting reactions
at low dilution rates, leading to higher burning velocities compared to virtual H2O. For
understanding these phenomenona, and other e�ects related to chemical contributions of
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Figure 5.2: Burning velocity Sl normalized with the one of the un-diluted mixture Sl,0 over the
dilution mole fraction Xdil. The equivalence ratio φ varies from top to bottom, and the
hydrogen content in methane ξ from left to right (Tu =473K). The curves for ξ = 0 and
ξ = 0.1 overlap.
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steam on kinetics, a detailed numerical study is conducted. Before these results are presented,
the next section provides a functional correlation for the reduction in the burning velocity
for an increasing dilution with steam, which also aims to further sensitize for the choice of
operating conditions.

5.3 Semi-empirical correlation for burning velocity

The probably most prominent correlation describing the reduction in burning velocity with
the steam mole fraction is the one of Koroll and Mulpuru (1986) for hydrogen:

Sl/Sl,0
√

(α0/α) = (1−Xdil/XL) . (5.8)

It states that, when corrected with the thermal di�usivity, the burning velocity decreases
linearly with the dilution mole fraction Xdil. The slope depends on the �ammability limit
of dilution XL. Koroll and Mulpuru (1986) suggested that inert diluents feature this linear
decrease, whereas chemical e�ects lead to deviations from Eq. 5.8. More recently, Szabó
et al. (2012) used Eq. 5.8 to describe burning velocities of hydrogen-air �ames diluted with
steam. Galmiche et al. (2011), who compared carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and steam dilution
of methane �ames, as well as Vancoillie et al. (2013), who investigated e�ects of steam
and nitrogen dilution on methanol oxidation, proposed similar models describing a linear
reduction with the slope depending on the heat capacity of the diluent and on the equivalence
ratio (Vancoillie et al., 2013). The model of Galmiche et al. (2011) predicted the e�ect of
virtual H2O with an error of 6%, Vancoillie et al. (2013) noted that the error increases from
1% to 10% for steam dilution rates higher than 10%. Also the present simulations deviate
noticeably at higher steam dilution rates from a linear least square �t applied to lower steam
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Figure 5.3: Least square �t of the linear correlation in Eq. 5.8 to the decrease in burning velocity
of hydrogen-enriched methane (ξ = 0.5) and hydrogen (ξ = 1) at lower steam contents
with XL as an optimization parameter (Tu=473K, φ = 1).
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Table 5.1: Operating conditions of selected cases for the numerical study. The remaining part from
unity can be related to argon and rounding errors. The equivalence ratio is kept constant
at φ = 0.8.

ξ Ω Tu Tad XCH4 XH2 XO2 XN2 XH2O

- - K K mol% mol% mol% mol% mol%
0 0 605 1973 6.0 0 15.0 78.4 0
0 0.2 782 1973 6.0 0 15.0 55.5 22.9
0.1 0 599 1973 5.8 0.6 14.9 78.0 0
0.1 0.2 775 1973 5.8 0.6 14.9 55.2 22.8
0.5 0 556 1973 4.6 4.6 14.4 75.7 0
0.5 0.2 733 1973 4.6 4.6 14.4 53.6 22.1
1 0 474 1973 0 18.5 11.5 69.4 0
1 0.3 721 1973 0 18.5 11.5 42.9 26.5

contents, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The error is signi�cantly higher for methane-dominated
mixtures. Therefore, it seems worth re-visiting basic assumptions of a possible correlation.

Following the approach of Koroll and Mulpuru (1986), Eq. 5.2 serves as a base for the cor-
relation derivation. The transport term is assessed by considering a mixture, which varies
primarily in its fresh gas properties, when steam is added. Flame cooling is compensated by
increasing temperatures of the fresh gas mixture Tu, resulting in constant adiabatic �ame
temperatures Tad. Dilution e�ects of fuel and oxidizer are eliminated by gradually replacing
steam with nitrogen, when decreasing the steam mole fraction, starting with the concentra-
tion in air for Ω = 0.2. Table 5.1 lists selected test points of the corresponding operating
conditions. As shown in Fig. 5.4, a dilution with steam leads to increased burning velocities
for this choice of operating conditions, which shows that steam can actually be promoting
with respect to the burning velocity. In order to correct for an increased fresh gas tempera-
ture, Fig. 5.4 presents additionally the mass burning �ux fu,

fu = ρuSl . (5.9)

For virtual H2O, the mass burning �ux increases, which according to Eq. 5.2 results from a
higher transport term with steam dilution. However, chemical inhibition leads to a decreasing
reactivity with respect to the mass burning �ux for actual steam dilution. For hydrogen, the
di�erences are more pronounced due to higher changes in the density ratio. Correcting the
burning velocity for a transport term as it is given in Eq. 5.1 brings the curves for virtual
H2O closer to unity. For methane, deviations from unity are small, suggesting that the
transport term is described well. For hydrogen, the in�uence of transport properties seems
more complex, potentially as a result of the high mass di�usivity of hydrogen. The deviations
can be captured by the empirical coe�cients of the model in the reaction rate term.

The reaction rate term is approximated with the progress rate of a �ctional one-step reaction
of fuel and oxidizer depending on a pre-exponential factor A, an activation temperature Ta,
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Figure 5.4: Normalized burning velocity (1), mass burning �ux (2), and burning velocity scaled
with a transport term (3). The steam mole fraction Xdil is varied between test points
listed in Tab. 5.1.

and a temperature exponent b̃, as well as on the mole fractions of fuel (�f�) and oxidizer
(�ox�), and their stoichiometric coe�cients ν,

ω̇dil ≈ A T b̃dil exp

(
− Ta
Tdil

)
Xνf

f X
νox
ox (1−Xdil)

(νf+νox) . (5.10)

Normalizing with a corresponding reaction rate term of the un-diluted mixture (Index �0�)
eliminates the fuel and oxidizer fraction Xf and Xox, respectively,

ω̇dil

ω̇0
∝
(
Tdil
T0

)b̃
exp

(
Ta
T0
− Ta
Tdil

)
(1−Xdil)

(νf+νox) . (5.11)

Modeling of this expression yields that the temperature terms scale approximately with
(1− âXdil)

b̂, in which â and b̂ are model parameters. This allows for reducing the model
variables to Xdil with the new empirical coe�cients a and b,

ω̇dil

ω̇0
∝ (1− aXdil)

b . (5.12)

Together with the transport term, the proposed correlation reads

Sl,dil
Sl,0

=

√
αdilLedilρu,0
α0Le0ρu,dil

(1− aXdil)
b . (5.13)

This function basically extends the correlation of Koroll and Mulpuru (1986) by an exponent
of (1− aXdil), which alters the reduction in burning velocity from a linear to an exponential
one. The exponent b re�ects the exponential temperature dependence of the reaction rate
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Figure 5.5: Least square �t of the proposed correlation in Eq. 5.13 to the decrease in burning velocity
of hydrogen-enriched methane (ξ = 0.5) and hydrogen (ξ = 1) (Tu=473K, φ = 1).

term. The excellent agreement with the curves for virtual H2O in Fig. 5.5 suggests that also
for inert diluents the decrease in burning velocity is exponential in nature. The exponent b
also includes the stoichiometric coe�cient of the fuel. For hydrogen, the optimized values of
b are relatively close to unity (b = 1.06 for φ = 0.7, b = 0.83 for φ = 1), which explains why
the linear slope showed only small deviations. For methane, the value of b at stoichiometric
conditions is b = 1.75. For all test points using virtual H2O, the model error is below 1%. For
methane and hydrogen-enriched methane, the correlation also describes the curves for actual
steam dilution within 1% and less at stoichiometric and lean conditions. The optimized
empirical coe�cients are available in Tab. 5.2. For pure hydrogen, the error increases to
3%, as the s-shaped curve cannot be matched by the simple model, suggesting that chemical
e�ects for hydrogen might be more complex. The next sections discuss the chemical in�uence
of steam dilution in detail, starting with methane.

Table 5.2: Optimized empirical coe�cients of the proposed correlation in Eq. 5.13 for dilution of
methane-hydrogen blends of hydrogen content ξ with steam.

ξ
φ = 0.7 φ = 1 φ = 1.3
a b a b a b

0 1.73 2.98 2.04 1.97 2.59 2.00
0.1 1.69 3.07 2.02 1.99 2.67 1.90
0.5 1.53 3.45 1.80 2.29 2.51 1.84
1 2.20 1.28 2.15 0.80 2.19 0.61
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5.4 Chemical in�uence of steam dilution on methane �ames

In this section the kinetic mechanisms involved in the chemical in�uence of steam dilution are
studied for methane. As pointed out in the literature review (Sec. 5.1), studies thoroughly
investigating the in�uence that steam has on the methane oxidation rate are relatively scarce.
Whereas cooling e�ects of steam on the burning rate and on NOx emission formation are
well known, more information is needed on how these quantities are a�ected by steam at
constant adiabatic �ame temperature, which is crucial for the realization of humidi�ed gas
turbines.

Focusing on the role of an active participation of steam in reactions, operating conditions
for the numerical study are chosen as in Tab. 5.1, i.e. with increasing steam content, the
�ame temperature, equivalence ratio, and fuel mole fraction are kept constant at 1973K,
φ = 0.8, and XCH4 = 6%, respectively. The e�ect of �ame cooling is compensated by
increasing temperatures of the fresh gas mixture. For further isolating the chemical in�uence
from thermal and dilutional e�ects, all simulations are conducted additionally using virtual
H2O.

The identi�ed mechanisms are then tested over a broader parametric range, as results re-
ported in literature seem to be sensitive to the operational range chosen. The equivalence
ratio of the steam-diluted �ame is varied between φ = 0.8 and φ = 1.2 by scaling of the pre-
heat temperature, while keeping the �ame temperature constant at 1973K. The in�uence of
the �ame temperature is assessed between 1673K and 2073K at a constant equivalence ratio
of φ = 0.8. Overall, preheat temperatures are varied between 373K and 923K, which en-
sures the steam to be in gas phase avoiding evaporation e�ects, and does not exceed preheat
temperatures achievable in current gas turbines.

With the variation of the preheat temperature the numerical study is outside of the range
validated experimentally. Though the assessed range of �ame temperatures is covered by the
experiments, the identi�ed mechanisms of steam dilution are surveyed for an additional choice
of operating conditions, which is also more reasonable for practical considerations. Thereby
�ame cooling is compensated by an increase in equivalence ratio from lean, dry conditions
(Ω = 0, φ = 0.585) towards higher values at steam-diluted conditions (Ω = 0.2, φ = 0.825).
The preheat temperature is kept constant to the one used in the experiments (473K), and
the �ame temperature is with 1773K in the range of values achievable in current gas turbine
combustors.

5.4.1 Sensitive reactions for the burning velocity

The main species and reaction pathways for the decomposition of methane are presented in
Fig. 5.6. In order to identify important reactions for the burning velocity within the complex
reaction scheme, the relative sensitivity coe�cients Es,r of the individual reactions r were
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Figure 5.6: Reaction pathways for methane oxidation (Law, 2006).

computed according to

Es,r =
Q̇r
Sl

∂Sl

∂Q̇r
≈ Q̇r

Sl

∆Sl

∆Q̇r
. (5.14)

The perturbation factor for the progress rate Q̇r, applying to both forward and backward
rates of reverse reactions, was set to 1.05 (∆Q̇r/Q̇r = 0.05). This level of perturbation was
checked to be at the upper limit of a linear regime, above which results start to become
sensitive to the perturbation factor itself (Fig. 5.7). Within the linear regime the di�erential
to di�erence approximation in Eq. 5.14 is assumed to be su�ciently accurate. Qualitatively,
the presented results also agree with computations using the more common perturbation
factor of two. Figure 5.8 shows the relative sensitivity coe�cients of reactions with Es > 3%
for increasing dilution rates of steam (solid bars) and virtual H2O (streak pattern) from top
to bottom rows. Both, the equivalence ratio and the adiabatic �ame temperature are kept
constant, resulting in increasing temperatures of the fresh gas mixture, as has been discussed
previously. Since a positive scaling of the rate of progress of each reaction was used, positive
sensitivity coe�cients indicate an increase in reactivity, whereas negative values indicate a
decrease in burning velocity.
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R55: H + HCO  <=> H2 + CO 
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R10: O + CH3  <=> H + CH2O 

R98: OH + CH4  <=> H2O + CH3 

R36: H + O2 + N2  <=> HO2 + N2 
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R168: O2 + HCO  <=> HO2 + CO 

R35: H + O2 + H2O  <=> H2O + HO2 

R52: H + CH3  <=> CH4 

 

 

Ω = 0
Ω = 0.1
Ω = 0.2

Figure 5.8: Relative sensitivity coe�cients Es for reactions with Es > 3%. From top to bottom
the steam content is varied from Ω = 0 (dark) to Ω = 0.2 (white) as given in Tab. 5.1
(φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K, Tu=605-782K). The streaked pattern refers to virtual H2O.
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Generally for hydrocarbon oxidation at high temperatures (T ≥ 1100K), the most important
elementary reaction featuring the highest relative sensitivity with respect to the burning
velocity is the chain branching reaction (Gardiner, 2000; Warnatz et al., 2006)

H + O2 
 O + OH . (R38)

This reaction is the major source for atomic oxygen (O) and hydroxyl radicals (OH), which are
the driver, among the hydrogen radical (H) itself, for the decomposition of methane in the �rst
oxidation step (Fig. 5.6). Since a high activation energy, for instance of 17041 cal/mol in the
GRI-Mech 3.0 (Tab. A.1), is required, R38 is the rate-limiting reaction within the oxidation
process, i.e. the overall consumption speed is mainly determined by the rate at which R38 can
provide oxygen and hydroxyl radicals for the decomposition of CH4 and, more importantly,
CH3. Therefore, an increase in forward rate of progress accelerates the combustion process,
substantially increasing the burning velocity. At steam-diluted conditions, burning velocities
become more sensitive to this reaction.

R38 competes with the important chain terminating reactions

H + O2 + M 
 HO2 + M , (R33-37)

H + O2 + H2O 
 HO2 + H2O , (R35)

in which the highly reactive H radical is consumed to form the less reactive hydroperoxy
radicals (HO2). R33-37 are third body reactions with di�erent collision partners, in which
H2O occurs in R35. Steam features relatively high chaperon e�ciencies of usually above six
(Tab. A.1). Therefore, the relative sensitivity of this reaction increases in amount if steam is
added. If virtual H2O is used instead, R35 becomes less important, as virtual H2O exhibits
the default chaperon e�ciency of unity. This dilutes the concentration of product H2O in the
exhaust, which could act as a collision partner in R35, as well as other collision partners in
R33-37 (argon, ethane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, molecular nitrogen, and molecular
oxygen). The inhibiting e�ect of steam on R38 through catalytic promotion of R35 is well
known, and has early been identi�ed as a potential mechanism for the reducing in�uence
that steam has on reactivity by chemical means (Dryer, 1977). Seiser and Seshadri (2005)
supported this regarding extinction strain rates, and Le Cong and Dagaut (2009) for burning
velocities in the temperature range below 1300K.

Another important chain terminating reaction in Fig. 5.8 is the recombination of methane
(CH4) from methyl radicals (CH3) through

H + CH3 (+M) 
 CH4 (+M) . (R52)

The parenthesis around the third body indicate that this reaction is of fallo� character. At
the present conditions, R52 is the most important chain terminating reaction. As a third
body reaction, it is similarly in�uenced by steam as R35 with higher sensitivities at steam-
diluted conditions. Interestingly, the principle chain branching reaction R38 and major chain
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terminating reactions R35 and R52 are in�uenced by H radicals, which shows the crucial
importance of this species for the burning rate.

Other sensitive reactions are mainly encountered in the �rst decomposition steps of the
reaction scheme (Fig. 5.6). Decomposition of methane (CH4) to methyl radicals (CH3) is
initiated by attack of the chain carrier radicals atomic hydrogen (H), atomic oxygen (O), and
hydroxyl radicals (OH) through

H + CH4 
 H2 + CH3 , (R53)

OH + CH4 
 H2O + CH3 , (R98)

O + CH4 
 OH + CH3 . (R11)

These radicals, along with heat released by reaction, are transported by di�usion from the
reaction zone towards the fresh gas mixture sustaining the �ame. Once "ignited" no chain
initiation reactions are needed, and do therefore not appear as those in Fig. 5.8. From the
aforementioned reactions, attack by H and OH radicals feature sensitivities higher than 3%.
As the reactivity of the CH3 radical is lower compared to the main chain carriers, both
reactions exhibit negative sensitivities. On the contrary, R11 promotes the burning rate,
however only to a relatively low extent, and is therefore not shown. The sensitivity of R53
and R98 increases for virtual and actual H2O, however slightly less for the latter.

For further reaction of methyl radicals (CH3), di�erent pathways exist depending on the
attacking radical. The main routes are depicted in Fig. 5.6. Their branching ratio depends
on the concentration of the involved radicals. If su�cient oxygen radicals are present, methyl
radicals (CH3) mainly oxidize to formaldehyde (CH2O) in

O + CH3 
 H + CH2O , (R10)

with noticeably decreasing sensitivity for higher steam contents. Subsequently, CH2O reacts
to formyl radicals (HCO) with negligible in�uence on burning rate. The next decomposition
step, building carbon monoxide (CO) through

HCO + H2O 
 H + CO + H2O , (R166)

HCO + M 
 H + CO + M , (R167)

is promoted at steam diluted conditions, as H2O acts as a catalytic collision partner in
R166, enhancing the sensitivity of this reaction. Besides carbon monoxide, R166 produces
H radicals leading to positive sensitivity coe�cients. Thus, steam promotes the burning
velocity through R166. Seiser and Seshadri (2005) also identi�ed this reaction to lead to
higher extinction strain rates. The competing reaction R55 becomes less important.

A side branch of the CH2O path is started by attack of CH3 by hydroperoxy radicals (HO2)
building CH3O,

HO2 + CH3 
 OH + CH3O . (R119)
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The methoxy radical (CH3O) is unstable at high temperatures. It rapidly decomposes to
CH2O in a third body reaction (R57), joining the previous branch (Gardiner, 2000). The
initiation reaction for this path, R119, is important for the burning velocity, and becomes
more relevant at steam-diluted conditions.

Besides the CH2O path, oxidation of CH3 may lead directly to carbon monoxide through

O + CH3 
 H2 + H + CO . (R284)

This path is not depicted in Fig. 5.6, but R284 seems to be important for increasing the
burning velocity at dry conditions. Similarly to the oxidation of CH3 in R10, its sensitivity
reduces with steam dilution.

Attack of CH3 by OH radicals initiates another pathway relevant at under and near stoi-
chiometric conditions. It generates the highly reactive electronically excited CH2(s), which
mainly releases its energy in a third body reaction to form CH2 (in R142 with N2 and in
R148 with H2O), and subsequently decomposes to CH. The initiation reaction

OH + CH3 
 H2O + CH2(s) . (R97)

has one of the highest sensitivity coe�cients in the reaction set. At steam-diluted conditions,
its importance decreases.

At fuel-rich conditions, an alternative reaction pathway becomes more dominant. Due to their
high concentration, methyl radicals (CH3) preferably react with each other building ethane
(C2H6), which then decomposes to ethyl radicals (C2H5), ethylene (C2H4), and further mainly
to CH2 or HCO, releasing H radicals. Initiation proceeds through

2 CH3 (+M) 
 C2H6 (+M) . (R158)

Though R158 is a third body reaction, its sensitivity coe�cients is reduced by an increased
presence of steam. A promoted reaction in the C2x pathway is decomposition of C2H5 in

C2H4 + H (+M) 
 C2H5 (+M) . (R74)

Due to the production of H radicals, R74 contains positive sensitivity coe�cients.

Finally, the oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) to carbon dioxide (CO2) occurs almost
exclusively through

OH + CO 
 H + CO2 . (R99)

The level of CO burnout is determined by the equilibrium of R99, which is highly in�uenced
by temperature, as it is strongly exothermic. After R38, R99 is the most important reaction
with respect to burning velocity. The sensitivity coe�cients slightly decrease with steam
addition.
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A reaction that has often been reported to be highly promoted at steam-diluted conditions
with important consequences for NOx emission formation (Le Cong and Dagaut, 2009; Göke
and Paschereit, 2013) is the reaction of H2O with O radicals in the reverse reaction of

2 OH 
 O + H2O . (R86)

Indeed, this reaction becomes more important at steam-diluted conditions. However, sen-
sitivity coe�cients are still relatively low, suggesting that its in�uence with respect to the
burning velocity is limited. R86 competes with the chain branching reaction R3 in the con-
sumption of O radicals,

H2 + O 
 H + OH . (R3)

Accordingly, sensitivity coe�cients of R3 decrease. Of similar importance for methane oxi-
dation is

H2 + OH 
 H + H2O . (R84)

It competes with R3 in the consumption of molecular hydrogen. R84 also features lower
sensitivity coe�cients for steam dilution.

As a preliminary sum up, it seems, that steam does not a�ect reactions of methane oxidation
in a very drastic way; sensitivity coe�cients keep the same sign and order of magnitude. So
far, an in�uence of steam has been identi�ed for reactions, in which steam occurs as a third
body collision partner (e.g., R35, R52, R166, R74), or as a reactant (e.g., R86). This in�uence
is frequently inhibiting, and sometimes promoting. Indirectly, a promoting e�ect on some
reactions with OH has been observed (R98), and a restraining e�ect on other reactions with
OH (e.g., R97, R84), and O radicals (R3, R10), which are potentially induced by changes in
the radical pool. Therefore, the next section is focused on identifying mechanisms of steam
dilution with respect to the �ame structure and the radical pool by means of reaction rate
analysis.

5.4.2 Relevant mechanisms for the �ame structure

This section identi�es relevant mechanisms of steam dilution for the �ame structure and
the radical pool, which can then be assigned directly to the burning velocity and emission
formation. The results are presented in terms of reaction rates. Additionally, sensitivity
coe�cients with respect to maximum and �nal species concentrations have been computed
as a supportive tool for the analysis. Following the approach of Koroll and Mulpuru (1986)
and Seiser and Seshadri (2005) conclusions are veri�ed by systematic manipulation of the
reaction scheme. Both studies surveyed the role of steam in third body reactions by reducing
the original chaperon e�ciency. Seiser and Seshadri (2005) additionally lowered the progress
rate of relevant reactions promoted by steam, in order to assess their individual in�uence
on reactivity. In the present study, these approaches are extended by making use of the
simulations with virtual H2O. The role of catalytic participation in third body reactions is
evaluated by reducing the chaperon e�ciency of real H2O to the default value of unity. The
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role of direct participation of steam in reactions is assessed by eliminating selected reactions
in simulations for both, H2O and virtual H2O. When all relevant reactions are identi�ed and
their in�uence with respect to steam dilution eliminated, both simulations should yield the
same result. This allows for drastic manipulation of the reaction scheme, as results are not
compared to the original computations, but only between H2O and virtual H2O, focusing on
chemical e�ects.
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Figure 5.9: Flame structure in terms of temperature and selected species pro�les for simulations
using (1) the original mechanism in the �rst column, (2) a mechanism with eliminated
third body e�ciency of H2O in the second column, and (3) an additional elimination of
R84, R86, R89, R96, R97, R98, R127, and R147 in the third column. Solid lines refer
to H2O, dashed lines to virtual H2O (curves for (3) overlap), and x = 0 denotes the
location of maximum temperature gradient (φ = 0.8, Ω = 0.2, Tad = 1973K).
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For sake of better comparison among di�erent species and temperature pro�les, Figure 5.9
already presents all pro�les of relevant species discussed in this section. The �rst column
shows the results obtained for the original mechanism. The second column plots the pro�les
for simulations, in which the third body e�ect of steam is eliminated from the reaction
scheme. The last column presents results for computations, in which in addition to the third
body e�ect, selected reactions are eliminated, for reasons that are discussed throughout this
section. A list of all third body reactions in the GRI-Mech 3.0, and all reactions that involve
H2O is available in the appendix in Tab. A.3 and Tab. A.2, respectively.

5.4.2.1 H radical

Relevant reactions for the production and consumption of H radicals are shown in Fig. 5.10 in
terms of their spatially integrated net reaction rate. The H radical is involved in most of the
reactions that have previously been identi�ed as being important for the burning velocity,
particularly in the principle chain branching reaction R38, in the main chain terminating
reactions R35 and R52, as well as in the CO burnout reaction R99. This suggests a strong
correlation of maximum H radical concentration and burning rate, as has previously also been
argued by Disarli and Benedetto (2007), as well as by Qiao et al. (2005) and Singh et al.
(2012) regarding both H and OH radicals. As has been discussed in Sec. 5.3, the burning

−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1∫
ω̇Hdx (mol/m2s)

R99: OH + CO  <=> H + CO2 

R84: H2 + OH  <=> H + H2O 

R10: O + CH3  <=> H + CH2O 

R3: H2 + O  <=> H + OH 

R284: O + CH3  => H2 + H + CO 

R167: HCO  <=> H + CO 

R166: H2O + HCO  <=> H + H2O + CO 

R52: H + CH3  <=> CH4 

R46: H + HO2  <=> 2 OH 

R58: H + CH2O  <=> H2 + HCO 

R35: H + O2 + H2O  <=> H2O + HO2 

R53: H + CH4  <=> H2 + CH3 

R38: H + O2  <=> O + OH 

 

 
Ω= 0
Ω= 0.1
Ω = 0.2

Figure 5.10: Spatially integrated net reaction rates ω̇ for hydrogen radical conversion of reactions
with values higher than 0.1mol/(m2s). From top to bottom the steam content is varied
from Ω = 0 (dark) to Ω = 0.2 (white) as given in Tab. 5.1 (φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K,
Tu=605-782K). The streaked pattern refers to virtual H2O.
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Figure 5.11: Net reaction rate for hydrogen radical conversion ω̇H of selected reactions along the
�ame coordinate x with x = 0 referring to the location of maximum temperature
gradient (Ω = 0.2, φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K, Tu=782K).

velocity increases under the present conditions when steam is added due to an enhanced
species and heat transport. Therefore, most production and consumption rates increase for
dilution with virtual H2O. Comparison to the rates for actual steam dilution reveals that
most relevant reactions are chemically restrained leading to lower H radical concentrations
for steam dilution than for the virtual component (Fig. 5.9), consistently with results reported
by Mazas et al. (2011). Chemical inhibition lowers most reaction rates to levels below the one
of the dry mixture, despite increasing burning velocities with steam dilution. This suggests
that the H radical concentration rather scales with the mass burning �ux, which reduces at
the present conditions with steam dilution (Sec. 5.3).

The main consumption and production reactions of H radicals are linked with OH and O
radicals. Consumption of H radicals mainly proceeds through R38 by release of OH and O
atoms. These species are needed in turn to provide H radicals, mostly through reaction of OH
with CO in R99 and H2 in R84. It will be shown later how the CO production rate in turn
is in�uenced by the O radical concentration. At comparably lower rates, H is produced by O
radical attack of H2 (R3) and CH3 (R10 and R284). Consequently, all of these reactions are
a�ected by the rate of R38. It competes in H radical consumption with the decomposition
of methane (R53), CH2O (R58), HO2 (R46 and R45), and the third body reactions R35 and
R52. Whereas the third body reactions increase slightly for R52 and signi�cantly for R35 in
total reaction rate, H production through the other reactions is restrained. In addition to
the spatially integrated reaction rates, Fig. 5.11 presents the reaction rate pro�les along the
�ame of selected reactions. Despite its comparably low spatially integrated reaction rate, the
�ame pro�le reveals that H consumption through R52 is relevant, and even higher than R35,
in a region where the increase in reaction rate of R38 is maximum, which is supported by
high sensitivity coe�cients for maximum H concentration. Thus, H consumption through,
most importantly, R38 decreases in rate by promotion of both, R35 and R52. Another third
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body reaction on the production side is R166, which decomposes HCO to CO at signi�cantly
higher rates compared to virtual H2O.

Except for R84, H2O only occurs in the relevant H balance reactions as a third body collision
partner in, most prominently, R35, R52 and R166. Other noteworthy third body reactions,
not shown in Fig. 5.10, are R74, R56 and R57, producing H radicals, and R43, consuming H
radicals (Tab. A.3). Eliminating the third body e�ciency of steam in all third body reactions
leads to more similar H radical pro�les in the �ame (Fig. 5.9). Additionally, HO2 and HCO
pro�les agree closer, as they are involved in R35 and R166, respectively. If R84 besides other
reactions involving H2O is additionally eliminated, the pro�les overlap.

A �rst important chemical mechanism of steam dilution is the enhanced third body e�ciency,
which leads to lower H radical concentrations by promotion of the chain terminating reactions
R35 and R52 that restrain principle chain branching in R38, which in�uences H production.
The promoting e�ect on R166 reduces this e�ect.

5.4.2.2 OH radical

Relevant reactions for the production and consumption of OH radicals are depicted in
Fig. 5.12. The most important production reaction is the chain branching reaction R38,
which is restrained at steam-diluted conditions by promotion of competing third body reac-
tions, as has previously been discussed. At higher H2O concentration rates in the fresh gas

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5∫
ω̇OHdx (mol/m2s)

R38: H + O2  <=> O + OH 

R86: 2 OH  <=> O + H2O 

R46: H + HO2  <=> 2 OH 

R3: H2 + O  <=> H + OH 

R11: O + CH4  <=> OH + CH3 

R85: 2 OH  <=> H2O2 

R287: OH + HO2  <=> O2 + H2O 

R101: OH + CH2O  <=> H2O + HCO 

R97: OH + CH3  <=> H2O + CH2(S) 

R98: OH + CH4  <=> H2O + CH3 

R84: H2 + OH  <=> H + H2O 

R99: OH + CO  <=> H + CO2 

 

 

Ω= 0
Ω= 0.1
Ω = 0.2

Figure 5.12: Spatially integrated net reaction rates ω̇ for hydroxyl radical conversion of reactions
with values higher than 0.1mol/(m2s). From top to bottom the steam content is varied
from Ω = 0 (dark) to Ω = 0.2 (white) as given in Tab. 5.1 (φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K,
Tu=605-782K). The streaked pattern refers to virtual H2O.
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Figure 5.13: Forward and reverse rates for hydroxyl radical conversion ω̇OH,fwd and ω̇OH,rev, re-
spectively, of selected reactions along the �ame coordinate x with x = 0 referring to
the location of maximum temperature gradient. For sake of better comparison, the
negative forward rate is plotted (Ω = 0.2, φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K, Tu=782K).

mixture, production through the reverse reaction of R86 gains importance due to signi�cantly
promoted consumption rates of H2O (Zhao et al., 2002; Hwang et al., 2004; Le Cong and
Dagaut, 2009; Göke and Paschereit, 2013). Less relevant, but competing with R86 in the
consumption of O radicals, R3 and R11 reduce in production rate. Also, the reduced H atom
concentration lowers the OH production rate of R46. In total, enhanced production through
R86 alone does not compensate reduced production in R38.

The most important OH consumer is the CO burnout reaction R99. It is reduced in con-
sumption rate compared to virtual H2O due to lower CO production rates, which will be
addressed later in this section. Besides that, OH mainly reacts to H2O. In order of decreas-
ing consumption rate, this proceeds by reaction with H2 (R84), CH4 (R98), CH3 (R97),
CH2O (R101), and HO2 (R287). Of lower rate, but promoted with steam, is the third body
reaction of two OH radicals to H2O2 (R85). Hence, almost all relevant reactions involved in
the consumption of OH radicals can potentially be directly in�uenced by the concentration of
steam in the fresh gas mixture. For identifying reactions besides R86, in which steam occurs
as a reactant, Fig. 5.13 shows forward and reverse reactions of relevant reversible reactions
involving H2O and OH along the �ame. For both, R86 and R84, forward and reverse rates
increase signi�cantly for dilution with real H2O with a higher e�ect on reverse reactions.
Also, reverse rates of R97 and R98, as well as R89 and R96 (not shown) enhance noticeably
with steam dilution. The same e�ect occurs for many other reactions involving H2O, however
of lower in�uence. Reverse rates of R101 and R287 are negligibly small, and are therefore not
a�ected. Promoted reverse rates are the reason for restrained net rates of OH consumption
through R84 and R97 compared to the virtual species.

The reverse rates of, most importantly, R86, R84, and R97 convert H2O to OH. Therefore, OH
radical concentrations can be higher compared to dry conditions, despite lower production
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rates through R38, which agrees with most other studies (Dryer, 1977; Bhargava et al., 2000;
Mazas et al., 2011). At the present conditions the concentration excess is relatively low
(Fig. 5.9). If the steam content is not replaced with nitrogen at lower dilution rates in order
to keep the fuel mole fraction constant, steam dilution increases OH concentration more
pronounced. Le Cong and Dagaut (2009) and Göke and Paschereit (2013) emphasized that
consumption of OH is enhanced accordingly by steam dilution. This can be supported for
reactions that are not a�ected by promoted reverse rates.

Eliminating the third body e�ect, and therewith the restraining e�ect on R38, leads to
substantially higher OH concentrations compared to virtual H2O (Fig. 5.9). The higher
OH concentration favors forward rates of R84 and R97, i.e. counteracts the higher H2O
concentration, resulting in less restrained net rates of progress of R84 and R97. Eliminating
additionally R86, and other reactions identi�ed here, in which steam occurs as a reactant
(R84, R97, R98, R89, and R96 besides others discussed later) leads to very similar OH
pro�les. In this case, the OH concentration is extremely high, as relevant consumers had to
be eliminated. It serves mainly as a veri�cation that all in�uences of steam dilution have
been captured.

A second important mechanism of steam dilution is the promotion of reactions converting
H2O to OH, leading to higher OH concentrations, but also to direct suppression of important
OH consumption reactions that are in turn relevant for H radical production (R84).

5.4.2.3 O radical

The O radical concentration is consistently reported to be reduced with steam dilution com-
pared to dry conditions (Dryer (1977); Seiser and Seshadri (2005); Le Cong and Dagaut
(2009); Göke and Paschereit (2013)), and to virtual H2O (Mazas et al. (2011)). There are

−0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4∫
ω̇Odx (mol/m2s)

R38: H + O2  <=> O + OH 

R11: O + CH4  <=> OH + CH3 

R284: O + CH3  => H2 + H + CO 

R3: H2 + O  <=> H + OH 

R86: 2 OH  <=> O + H2O 

R10: O + CH3  <=> H + CH2O 

 

 

Ω= 0
Ω= 0.1
Ω = 0.2

Figure 5.14: Spatially integrated net reaction rates ω̇ for oxygen radical conversion of reactions with
values higher than 0.1mol/(m2s). From top to bottom the steam content is varied from
Ω = 0 (dark) to Ω = 0.2 (white) as given in Tab. 5.1 (φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K, Tu=605-
782K). The streaked pattern refers to virtual H2O.
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only few reactions needed to describe relevant production and consumption of O radicals
(Fig. 5.14). Production is almost exclusively performed through R38, and chemically inhib-
ited by steam addition as has previously been discussed. At the present conditions, chemical
inhibition of R38 becomes only evident by direct comparison to virtual H2O. Compared to
dry conditions, the rates are only slightly lower due to competing physical and chemical
e�ects, which is why the chemical in�uence can easily be overseen.

Consumption through R86 is signi�cantly increased at higher H2O concentrations. The
remaining consumption reactions are not directly in�uenced by H2O. Hence, their rates de-
crease due to lower production in R38 and increased consumption in R86. Most importantly,
oxidation of H2 (R3), CH3 (R10 and R284), and CH4 (R11) are restrained. Eliminating the
inhibiting third body e�ect on R38 leads to more similar rates, as the competing e�ect with
R86 becomes less relevant. If direct participation of H2O in selected reactions among R86
is eliminated additionally, O pro�les match closely (Fig. 5.9). Comparing the di�erence in
maximum O concentrations for the original mechanism and the manipulated ones suggests
that the in�uence that third body e�ects have on O concentration is of similar importance
as promotion of R86. This is supported by high sensitivity coe�cients of R38, R35, R52 for
maximum O concentration. A third mechanism that results from the �rst two is a signi�cant
reduction in O radical concentration compared to virtual H2O and dry conditions.

5.4.2.4 CH3 pathways

The altered concentrations of H, O, and OH radicals a�ect the branching ratio of the methane
oxidation pathways discussed in the previous section (Sec. 5.4.1). Important production and
consumption reactions are available in Fig. 5.15. At steam-diluted conditions, the content
of O and H radicals in the �ame is substantially reduced, leading to reduced production of
CH3 through R11 and R53, respectively. Formation of CH3 from C2H5 in R159 is restrained
by promotion of the competing third body reaction R74. This leads directly to increased
production through R98, competing with the e�ect of promoted reverse rates.

Consumption of CH3 by oxidation in R10 and R284 is noticeably reduced compared to virtual
H2O due to lower O concentrations. The branching ratio of the oxidation pathways reduce
from 46% for Ω = 0 to 36% for Ω = 0.2. The side branch of the CH2O pathway initiated by
R119 enhances slightly by 2% in share compared to dry conditions. The third body e�ect
leads to higher consumption of CH3 by R52. Despite higher OH concentrations, R97 proceeds
at lower consumption rates compared to virtual H2O, since higher H2O concentrations in the
fresh gas favor its reverse reaction. The branching ratio of the CH2(s) pathway stays relatively
constant. Not shown here, but noteworthy, is the slightly enhanced reaction of CH3 with
OH (1) in the promoted third body reaction R95 forming CH3OH leading subsequently to
CH2OH and then to CH2O, (2) in R61 generating directly CH2OH, and (3) in R96 producing
CH2.

In the CH2(s) pathway, a few reactions exist that are also directly in�uenced by H2O. Con-
version of CH2(s) to CH2 occurs mainly in a third body reaction. Thus, the rate of R148 with
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−0.4 −0.3 −0.2 −0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6∫
ω̇CH3dx (mol/m2s)

R98: OH + CH4  <=> H2O + CH3 

R53: H + CH4  <=> H2 + CH3 

R11: O + CH4  <=> OH + CH3 

R159: 2 CH3  <=> H + C2H5 

R119: HO2 + CH3  <=> OH + CH3O 

R158: 2 CH3  <=> C2H6 

R52: H + CH3  <=> CH4 

R284: O + CH3  => H2 + H + CO 

R97: OH + CH3  <=> H2O + CH2(S) 

R10: O + CH3  <=> H + CH2O 

 

 

Ω= 0
Ω= 0.1
Ω = 0.2

Figure 5.15: Spatially integrated net reaction rates ω̇ for methyl radical conversion of reactions with
values higher than 0.05mol/(m2s). From top to bottom the steam content is varied
from Ω = 0 (dark) to Ω = 0.2 (white) as given in Tab. 5.1 (φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K,
Tu=605-782K). The streaked pattern refers to virtual H2O.

H2O as a collision partner increases, and at lower rates H2O reaction with CH2(s) to CH3OH
in R147 is enhanced. The only remaining relevant direct in�uence of steam on reactions is
promotion of R127, in which H2O reacts with CH to H and CH2O. Though oxidation of
CH to HCO is reduced simultaneously, CH concentrations are reduced when steam is added
(Fig. 5.9). R127 and R147 are the last reactions that are eliminated from the reaction set in
order to obtain almost identical results for H2O and virtual H2O.

Equally for H2O and virtual H2O, the C2x pathway also becomes more relevant, as the con-
centration of CH3 increases compared to the concentration of O radicals (9% for Ω = 0 to 12%
for Ω = 0.2). R158 is a third body reaction, which should be promoted compared to virtual
H2O. However, production rates of CH3 are lower compensating this e�ect. Eliminating third
body e�ects from the reaction set as shown in Fig. 5.9, yields higher CH3 concentrations, as
O radical concentrations are more similar. Additionally eliminating the reducing e�ect on O
radical concentration through R86 and restraining e�ects of R97 results in CH3 pro�les in
close agreement.

Summarizing, the important initial reactions of CH4 and CH3 decomposition are mainly
chemically restrained by reduced O and H radical concentrations. Despite higher OH concen-
trations, corresponding reactions can be restrained by promoting e�ects on reverse reactions
(R97), which is more pronounced at higher steam dilution rates.
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5.4.2.5 CO burnout

The CO burnout reaction R99, in which CO oxidizes to CO2, is the most important H pro-
ducer for R38, and thus the second most important reaction for burning velocity after R38.
It is also almost exclusively the only CO2 production reaction. At constant �ame temper-
ature, pressure, and fresh gas mixture composition, the rate of R99 is in�uenced by local
OH and CO concentrations. Figure 5.16 indicates why the conversion rate of R99 is lower
compared to dry and to steam-diluted conditions, despite slightly higher OH concentrations.
The production rate of CO through the third body reaction R166 noticeably increases when
steam is added. However, simultaneously, CO production through R168 reduces. Further-
more, the lower O atom concentration restrains CO production in R284, reducing the overall
production rate. The lower CO production rate is the reason for the reduced consumption
rate of R99. In this way, the reduced O concentration a�ects H radical concentration and the
burning velocity. If CO is used as fuel, for instance as syngas with hydrogen, H2O addition
chemically promotes R99 due to higher OH concentrations, as has been frequently reported
(Dryer, 1977; Das et al., 2011).

For practical considerations, the progress rate of R99 is not only important because of its
in�uence on burning velocity, but it also determines the time required to reach equilibrium
concentrations of CO, which a�ects combustor design. The region of super-equilibrium CO in
Fig. 5.9 is not noticeably wider for H2O than for virtual H2O. Göke (2012) also found similar
time scales for CO burnout in a reactor network model for increasing rates of steam dilution
at constant �ame temperature. Hence, the e�ect of promoted chain terminating reactions on
reactivity in terms of ignition time delay is potentially more relevant for de�ning minimum
combustor space at steam-diluted conditions than CO burnout.

Equilibrium concentrations of CO for H2O and virtual H2O are essentially identical. In-
creasing the steam ratio at constant adiabatic �ame temperature, equivalence ratio, and fuel
concentration, results in constant CO levels. A variation of adiabatic �ame temperature and

−1 −0.5 0 0.5∫
ω̇COdx (mol/m2s)

R168: O2 + HCO  <=> HO2 + CO 

R284: O + CH3  => H2 + H + CO 

R167: HCO  <=> H + CO 

R166: H2O + HCO  <=> H + H2O + CO 

R99: OH + CO  <=> H + CO2 

 

 
Ω= 0
Ω= 0.1
Ω = 0.2

Figure 5.16: Spatially integrated net reaction rates ω̇ for carbon monoxide conversion of reactions
with values higher than 0.05mol/(m2s). From top to bottom the steam content is
varied from Ω = 0 (dark) to Ω = 0.2 (white) as given in Tab. 5.1 (φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K,
Tu=605-782K). The streaked pattern refers to virtual H2O.
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equivalence ratio in�uence �nal CO concentrations of a steam-diluted �ame in an equivalent
way as for a dry �ame (Sec. 2.3.2). It follows that the in�uence of steam on CO emissions
is largely determined by how operating conditions are changed in order to compensate for
the lower reactivity and �ame temperature at steam-diluted conditions. At non-adiabatic
conditions, increased �ame radiation by higher H2O concentrations might play a role, as the
rate of R99 is strongly in�uenced by the �ame temperature.

5.4.2.6 Temperature pro�le

The temperature pro�les in Fig. 5.9 show that compared to virtual H2O, the preheat zone
upstream of the point of in�ection (x = 0) is longer for actual steam dilution, consistently
with �ndings for hydrogen reported by Le Cong and Dagaut (2009) and Krüger et al. (2013).
As a consequence, ignition time delays are increased. This e�ect mainly stems from promoted
third body chain terminating reactions, and to some extent from direct participation of steam
in reactions, which can be concluded by comparing simulations using the original mechanism
with the ones for the manipulated mechanisms in Fig. 5.9.

For opposed-�ow di�usion �ames, Zou et al. (2014) observed slightly higher maximum tem-
peratures for simulations with H2O than for the virtual species using the GRI-Mech 3.0. The
authors related this deviation among other chemical e�ects to catalytic promotion of the
exothermic reaction R35. For the present simulations, �ame temperatures are also higher
for actual steam dilution for the �ame range shown in Fig. 5.9. Further downstream actual
steam dilution mostly leads to slightly lower equilibrium temperatures of around 5K, which
is not assumed to have a signi�cant e�ect on the results.

5.4.2.7 In�uence of the �ame temperature

For investigating the in�uence of the �ame temperature on the identi�ed mechanisms of steam
dilution, the fresh gas temperature is varied at constant equivalence ratio and steam dilution
rate of φ = 0.8 and Ω = 0.2, respectively, which results in adiabatic �ame temperatures
between 1673K and 2073K. The mixture composition is available in Tab. 5.1; the fresh gas
temperature is varied between 378K and 917K.

The maximum concentrations of O, H, and OH radicals, illustrated in Fig. 5.17, increase
together with the �ame temperature. Over the entire temperature range O and H concentra-
tions are lower compared to virtual H2O, whereas OH concentrations are higher, as expected.
With increasing �ame temperatures, maximum O and more pronounced H concentrations for
real H2O increase relative to virtual H2O, suggesting a reduced in�uence of chemical e�ects.
Figure 5.17b shows the spatially integrated net rates of progress of important reactions, that
have been identi�ed in the previous section. The relevant third body reactions R35, R52,
and R166 are only weakly in�uenced by the temperature compared to the other reactions
plotted. Third body reactions are often relatively insensitive to temperature variations, as
su�cient activation energy is provided by collision (Law, 2006). Thus, the mechanism of
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Figure 5.17: In�uence of �ame temperature on maximum hydroxyl, oxygen, and hydrogen radical
concentrations Xmax in the �ame and on spatially integrated net rates of progress∫
Q̇rdx of selected reactions for the original mechanism (�Original�), and for reduced

chaperon e�ciency of H2O (�ε(H2O,all)=1�). Operating conditions: Ω = 0, φ = 0.8,
Tu =378K-917K.

promoted third body chain terminating reactions is less relevant at high �ame temperatures
above around 1873K.

Eliminating third body e�ects from the reaction set yields more similar H radical pro�les for
H2O and virtual H2O, higher O radical concentrations relative to virtual H2O, and a higher
overshoot of OH radicals for actual steam dilution, consistent with what has previously been
shown for a �ame temperature of 1973K. When varying the �ame temperature the ratio
of maximum concentrations for H2O to virtual H2O remains relatively constant for H and
O, whereas it slightly increases for OH. Comparing the net progress rates of the main H
producing reactions R99 and R84 shows that production rates are lower for real H2O. Both
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e�ects can be associated with the mechanism of promoted reverse rates consuming H2O.
For R84 this is a direct in�uence of H2O on reverse rates. For R99 the reduction stems
from an increased progress rate of R86 with steam dilution, reducing O concentrations and
therewith CO production rates. This inhibiting mechanism of steam resulting from an active
participation in reactions is relatively una�ected by the �ame temperature.

5.4.2.8 In�uence of the equivalence ratio

The in�uence of the equivalence ratio can hardly be separated from other parameters. It
is chosen to keep the �ame temperature and the steam dilution rate constant at 1973K
and Ω = 0.2, respectively. Thus, at stoichiometric conditions, the preheat temperature is
lowest (494K), and increases for both richer and leaner conditions. The maximum fresh
gas temperature for φ = 0.7 amounts to 930K. The equivalence ratios of φ = 0.9 and
φ = 1.2 exhibit similar preheat temperatures of around 625K, which allows for an un-biased
comparison of rich and �lean� conditions.

The maximum O and OH concentrations in the �ame increase towards the fuel-lean side,
whereas the H radical is generated from the fuel and increases towards the fuel-rich side
(Fig. 5.18). Relative to virtual H2O, H radicals are slightly less constrained at rich conditions.
Decrease in O radicals and increase in OH radicals is slightly more pronounced towards lean
conditions. Observing the spatially integrated net progress rates yields that promotion of
R35 by steam addition is more relevant at lean conditions, whereas R52 dominates at rich
conditions. H production through R166 is slightly higher in rate at rich conditions, but more
promoted by steam addition at lean conditions. Overall, inhibiting third body e�ects on R38
are most dominant around stoichiometric conditions, and decrease slightly towards the rich
and lean sides.

At lean conditions, the net rate of R38 increases with decreasing equivalence ratio, despite
higher progress rates of R35, due to higher oxygen concentrations and to some extent due
to higher fresh gas temperatures. Hence, the progress rate of R38 decouples partly from
the H radical concentration. Enhanced O radical production increases the rate of R86, and
due to chemical contribution of H2O, stronger for dilution with H2O. Thus, the in�uence of
R86 on maximum O and OH concentrations is more pronounced at lean conditions. At rich
conditions, the rate of R84 exceeds the one of R99. Also, sensitivity coe�cients of maximum
H concentration decrease signi�cantly for R99, analogous to dry �ames (Warnatz et al., 2006).
Chemical suppression of R84 is more pronounced as OH concentrations are lower. This e�ect
restrains H radical production at rich conditions. However, in total, H radical production is
less suppressed at rich conditions.

Eliminating third body e�ects, brings all curves closer together (except for OH), but keeps
their trends with respect to equivalence ratio. This suggests that the equivalence ratio mainly
a�ects the mechanism of direct participation of steam in reactions.
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Figure 5.18: In�uence of equivalence ratio on maximum hydroxyl, oxygen, and hydrogen radical
concentrations Xmax in the �ame and on spatially integrated net rates of progress∫
Q̇rdx of selected reactions for the original mechanism (�Original�), and for re-

duced chaperon e�ciency of H2O (�ε(H2O,all)=1�). Operating conditions: Ω = 0,
Tad =1973K, Tu =494K-930K.

5.4.3 Burning velocity re-visited

In this section the previously identi�ed mechanisms of steam dilution are related to the
burning velocity. In order to scale individual reactions with respect to their importance,
chaperon e�ciencies are eliminated successively for relevant reactions. Additionally, reactions
with a direct participation of steam are individually and jointly erased from the reaction
set. This is a helpful tool besides sensitivity analysis, as not only the change in selected
quantities can be observed, but also for all progress and reaction rates. This allows for
better identi�cation of coupling mechanisms between reactions. Furthermore, forward and
reverse rates cannot be scaled individually in Cantera, as has been done, e.g., by Curran
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et al. (1998). The separate promotion of reverse rates is however an important mechanism
of steam dilution.

From the tested reactions, only the most important ones with highest e�ect on burning
velocity are shown in Fig. 5.19. As the burning velocities for steam dilution are presented
normalized with the ones for virtual H2O, results relate equally to the mass burning �ux. The
ratio of burning velocities is plotted against the steam dilution rate Ω, �ame temperature
Tad, and equivalence ratio φ, while keeping the other parameter constant by scaling the
fresh gas temperature, as discussed earlier in the introduction of this section (Sec. 5.4). In
addition, the in�uence of steam dilution is assessed at constant preheat and adiabatic �ame
temperature of 473K and 1773K, respectively, by increasing the equivalence ratio.

5.4.3.1 Role of catalytic participation in reactions

At all operating conditions presented in Fig. 5.19, the original mechanism yields lower burning
velocities of steam dilution relative to the virtual species. Thus, the chemical in�uence of
steam is always inhibiting on methane oxidation rate. This inhibiting e�ect on reactivity is
mainly a result of promoted third body chain terminating reactions. As expected, setting the
chaperon e�ciency of individual reactions to unity, yields that catalytic promotion of R35 and
R52 are most important for the burning rate. The inhibiting e�ect of R35 increases towards
lower �ame temperatures and lower equivalence ratios. Thus, it dominates at conditions
more realistic for practical considerations as in Fig. 5.19c. In that case, the ratio of burning
velocities approaches the curve of reduced chaperon e�ciency in R52, as the equivalence
ratio increases with the steam dilution rate. The inhibiting e�ect of R52 dominates at
rich conditions, as it requires methyl and hydrogen radicals. Also, at near stoichiometric
and leaner conditions, the in�uence of catalytic promotion of R52 is relevant, however less
frequently reported in literature compared to chemical inhibition through R35.

Eliminating the third body e�ect on R166 leads to burning velocities lower than for the
original mechanism, as expected. Promoted H radical production through R166 enhances
not only R38, but also R35 and R52. Their total net progress rates decrease compared to the
original mechanism by around 15%, 25%, and 30%, respectively, when catalytic promotion of
R166 is eliminated. However, R38 proceeds at signi�cantly higher rates resulting in an overall
promoting in�uence on consumption rate. This e�ect is more relevant at lean conditions,
where it partially counteracts the inhibiting e�ect of R35. The strong coupling between R35,
R52, and R166, and their combined in�uence on R38 is the most important e�ect that steam
has on methane oxidation rate.

In addition to R35, R52 and R166 other relevant third body reactions not shown here are
R74 (particularly important at rich conditions), R148, R56, and R57 with promoting e�ect
on burning rate, and R43, R158, R85, and R95 with decreasing e�ect on reactivity (Tab.A.3).
Setting the chaperon e�ciency to unity for all third body reactions in the reaction set leads
to signi�cantly lower deviations between H2O and virtual H2O compared to the original
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Figure 5.19: Ratio of the burning velocities computed for H2O and virtual H2O over (a) the steam
dilution rate Ω at varying preheat temperature, (b) the adiabatic �ame temperature
Tad, (c) the steam dilution rate Ω at constant preheat temperature (φ increases),
and (d) the equivalence ratio φ. The original mechanism is compared to manipulated
mechanisms with reduced chaperon e�ciency of H2O (�ε(H2O)=1�) for R35, R52, R166
and for all reactions, as well as to zero progress rate (�Q̇ = 0�) of R86, both R86 and
R84, and for R* referring to R86, R84, R97, R98, R89, R96, R147, and R127.

mechanism at most operating conditions. The remaining deviation to unity can be associated
to direct participations of steam in reactions, to be addressed in the following.

With increasing �ame temperature the overall inhibiting third body e�ect diminishes, since
third body reactions become less important, while chain branching in R38 is strongly en-
hanced. Therefore, relative to virtual H2O, the burning velocity increases together with the
�ame temperature. This potentially explains why studies replacing air-nitrogen by steam
report weak e�ects on reactivity, as �ame temperatures are considerably higher compared
to dilution of fuel-air mixtures. With respect to the equivalence ratio the overall inhibiting
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e�ect of catalytic participation of H2O in reactions is most pronounced around stoichiometric
conditions, and diminishes slightly towards richer and leaner mixtures. A larger in�uence
of equivalence ratio seem to result from a direct participation of steam in reactions, as the
curve for the original mechanism and eliminated third body e�ects feature similar slopes. This
agrees to the in�uence of equivalence ratio on maximum radical concentrations discussed in
Sec. 5.4.2.8.

5.4.3.2 Role of direct participation in reactions

So far, the strongest direct in�uence of H2O on reactions was observed for R86 and R84.
Despite its relatively low sensitivity, R86 alone in�uences burning velocities noticeably due to
a drastic change in net rate of progress when steam is added. This promoting e�ect becomes
stronger at lower �ame temperatures and at lean conditions, in accordance to changes in
the sensitivity coe�cients. Mostly, promotion through R86 is similar in extent compared to
R166. However, switching o� R86 a�ects other sensitive reactions. R86 competes with R3 in
the consumption of O radicals. Increasing the concentration of H2O in the fresh gas favors
R86, and restrains R3. If R86 is eliminated, the net rate of progress of R3 triples at steam-
diluted conditions, and is more similar for H2O and virtual H2O. In turn, R3 competes with
R84 in H2 consumption. Thus, by promoting R86, steam dilution partly shifts H production
from R3 to R84.

The coupled in�uence of R84 and R86 on the burning velocity is shown in Fig. 5.19. Elim-
inating only R86 decreases burning velocities compared to the original mechanism, which
partly stems from the restrained forward reaction of R84 at steam-diluted conditions. Scal-
ing the progress rate of both, R84 and R86, to zero results again in higher burning velocities.
Thus, in the original mechanism chemical promotion through R86 by steam dilution is partly
compensated for by inhibition of R84. Reducing the �ame temperature at constant steam
content (Fig. 5.19b) favors the promoting e�ect of R86 leading to values for Q̇(R84, R86) = 0

below the ones computed for the original mechanism. At higher equivalence ratios the re-
straining e�ect of R84, previously discussed for maximum H radical concentrations, exceeds
resulting in burning velocities higher than for the original mechanism.

In addition to R86 and R84 other relevant reactions with direct participation of H2O were
identi�ed in the previous section: R97, R98, R89, R96, R127, and R147 (Tab. A.1). Elimi-
nating these reactions together with the catalytic participation of H2O in reactions, burning
velocities computed for H2O and virtual H2O agree closely at all operating conditions inves-
tigated. Thus, from the numerous reactions involving H2O in the reaction set (Tab. A.2)
only few reactions in�uence the burning velocity by their sensitivity to the concentration of
steam in the fresh gas mixture.
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5.4.4 Formation of nitric oxides

In this section it is shown how the identi�ed mechanisms of steam dilution on �ame structure
(Sec. 5.4.2) restrain formation of nitric oxides. In literature, reduction of NOx at constant
adiabatic �ame temperature is mainly related to reduced oxygen radical concentrations re-
straining the thermal and N2O pathways (Sec. 5.1). This study adds to the understanding
of purely chemical contributions of steam dilution by a direct comparison to virtual H2O.
The individual contributions of the thermal, prompt, N2O and NNH pathways (Sec. 2.3) are
assessed by eliminating corresponding reactions from the reaction scheme2. The results are
subtracted from NOx values obtained using the original mechanism. Together, the assessed
pathways sum up to around 97% of total NOx formation. At the presented conditions the
share of NO2 is negligible. Thus, the results basically refer to NO formation.
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Figure 5.20: Mole fraction of NOx along the �ame coordinate x with x = 0 referring to the location
of maximum temperature gradient.

Figure 5.20a presents NOx pro�les along the �ame at dry and steam-diluted conditions for
an equilibrium temperature of 1973K as well as for a wet �ame at 1773K. The contribution
of the thermal, N2O, prompt, and NNH pathways to total NOx production for the steam-
diluted �ame at 1973K are presented in Fig. 5.20b. The sudden increase in the reaction
zone mainly results from the prompt pathway, followed by the NNH and N2O pathways.
The subsequent slower formation of NOx in the post-�ame zone stems from thermal NO
and, to a much smaller extent, the N2O pathway. The Zeldovich mechanism depends highly
on temperature and dominates for temperatures above around 1850K. Already at a �ame
temperature of 1773K, the NOx pro�le of the steam-diluted �ame is relatively �at, and total
NOx production mainly depends on the remaining pathways.

Compared to dry conditions, Fig. 5.20a shows that the sudden increase of NOx in the �ame
front is reduced, as well as the slope of NOx increase in the post-�ame zone. Comparison to

2Identi�cation of relevant reactions for the individual pathways is adopted from Dr. Sebastian Göke
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virtual H2O reveals that NOx is also chemically inhibited by steam. Particularly the NNH
pathway is signi�cantly restrained, whereas the prompt pathway is not noticeably a�ected at
the present conditions. Thermal NO as well as N2O seem to be inhibited only over a certain
distance downstream of the reaction zone, while their pro�les approach the ones for virtual
H2O further downstream. This is potentially related to higher temperatures for actual steam
dilution observed in this range of the �ame (Sec. 5.4.2.6).

In a next step, NOx emissions are plotted over a broader parametric range. NOx mole
fractions are compared at a �xed location in the post-�ame zone at x = 50mm. This
in�uences results presented for thermal, N2O, and total NOx quantitatively. It should be
kept in mind that deviations between H2O and virtual H2O are more pronounced for lower
values of x, whereas they are less signi�cant further downstream. Analogous to the parametric
study regarding the burning velocity (Sec.5.4.3), the in�uence of the steam dilution rate Ω,
equivalence ratio φ, and �ame temperature Tad on NOx formation is assessed by keeping the
other constant. Therefore, fresh gas temperatures are scaled as explained in the introduction
of this section (Sec.5.4).

Figure 5.21 shows that total NOx emissions reduce if the dry mixture is diluted with steam at
constant �ame temperature, equivalence ratio, and fuel mole fraction, hence, at the conditions
that have been applied throughout the numerical study. For virtual H2O, NOx emissions are
also reduced by two thirds compared to real H2O, which means that the reduction mainly
stems from physical e�ects. At the present conditions, the nitrogen fraction is varied in
order to keep the fuel and oxygen mole fraction for di�erent steam dilution rates constant.
Additional simulations with argon replacing steam at dilution rates lower than Ω = 0.2

veri�ed that the reduction observed in Fig. 5.21a can be mainly associated with lower nitrogen
contents for the steam-diluted mixtures.

Thermal NO is chemically restrained by an addition of steam due to lower concentrations of
atomic oxygen, which lowers the rate of the initial reaction

O + N2 
 NO + N (-R178)

by two third between H2O and virtual H2O (Ω = 0.2). The negative sign of the reaction
number indicates that the reaction is listed in reverse in the GRI-Mech 3.0. The reduction is
most e�ective in the vicinity of the reaction zone. As has been demonstrated in Fig. 5.20a,
chemical inhibition is compensated further downstream at adiabatic conditions, potentially
dominated by slightly higher temperatures for H2O compared to virtual H2O in that region.
Hence, the NOx reduction potential by steam dilution through the thermal pathway depends
on the residence time in hot combustor regions, analogous to dry �ames. The strong sen-
sitivity to temperature is illustrated in Fig. 5.21, which shows how thermal NO increases
exponentially along with the �ame temperature. Reducing the �ame temperature down to
1673K makes the thermal pathway the least relevant for total NOx production. Since O
radicals are needed in the initiation reaction of the thermal pathway, it is more dominant at
lean conditions.
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Figure 5.21: Contribution of di�erent pathways to total NOx concentration at x = 50mm over
(a) the steam dilution rate Ω at varying preheat temperature, (b) the adiabatic �ame
temperature Tad, (c) the steam dilution rate Ω at constant preheat temperature (φ
increases), and (d) the equivalence ratio φ.

Similar to the thermal pathway, the N2O pathway is inhibited in the vicinity of the reaction
zone, as O atoms are required in the initial step:

N2 + O (+M) 
 N2O (+M) . (-R185)

A noticeable reduction is also obtained for N2O consumption in

N2O + H 
 N2 + OH , (R183)

due to lower H radical concentrations. Much lower in rate, but still at lower rates compared
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Figure 5.22: Contribution of di�erent pathways to total NOx concentration at x = 50mm when the
steam dilution rate Ω is varied at constant fuel, oxygen, and nitrogen concentration,
as well as constant adiabatic �ame temperature and equivalence ratio by scaling the
argon content and preheat temperature (φ = 0.8, Tad =1973K). Legend as in Fig. 5.21

to virtual H2O, is N2O oxidation to NO through

N2O + O 
 2 NO . (R182)

The N2O pathway is more relevant at stoichiometric and lean conditions, where chemical
inhibition is also more e�ective. With increasing �ame temperature, NOx formed in the
N2O pathway increases slightly and is less restrained by chemical means, accordingly with
chemical in�uences on O and H radical concentrations.

A high contribution to NOx suppression by purely chemical means at all conditions stems
from the NNH pathway, in which molecular nitrogen is split up by hydrogen radical attack
to form NNH that further oxidizes to NO:

N2 + H 
 NNH , (-R204)

N2 + H + M 
 NNH + M , (-R205)

NNH + O 
 NH + NO . (R208)

Formation of NNH is restrained due to lower hydrogen radical concentrations, particularly
through R204. Lower O atom concentrations reduce oxidation rates of NNH to NO. This
e�ect increases slightly towards lower equivalence ratios, where chemical suppression of H and
O radicals has been shown to be slightly more pronounced (Sec. 5.4.2.8). With increasing
�ame temperature, NOx produced in the NNH pathway increases by enhanced progress rates
of R204. Nevertheless, chemical suppression remains e�ective over the observed temperature
range.
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The in�uence of H2O participation in reactions on Fenimore NOx is very limited. This
pathway is initiated by CHx radicals, mainly through

CH + N2 
 HCN + N , (R240)

CH + N2 (+M) 
 HCNN (+M) . (R241)

This pathway is strongly in�uenced by the equivalence ratio. It becomes dominant at rich
conditions, where CHx concentrations are high. Slightly lower CH concentrations due to
promotion of R127, reduce HCNx production compared to dilution with the virtual species
for near-stoichiometric and rich conditions. At equivalence ratios below φ = 0.9 at the
present conditions, the restraining chemical in�uences on prompt NOx diminish, and seem
rather slightly promoting. This has also been emphasized by Göke and Paschereit (2013).
The authors increased the equivalence ratio for higher steam dilution rates to maintain the
adiabatic �ame temperature, similar to the present approach shown in Fig. 5.21. In that
case, prompt NOx mainly increases due to the in�uence of the equivalence ratio.

In total, NOx levels are reduced also if the equivalence ratio is increased to compensate for
the lower �ame temperatures at steam-diluted conditions. Suppression of NOx formation
by chemical means results from the inhibition of the thermal, N2O and NNH pathways as a
consequence of reduced O and H radical concentrations. The prompt pathway may partly
compensate for the reduction in the other pathways, depending on the equivalence ratio
chosen at steam-diluted conditions.

5.4.5 Brief summary

Steam dilution directly in�uences reaction kinetics of methane oxidation by catalytic and
active participation in reactions. The most important �ndings regarding these in�uences are
summarized in the following:

� The high chaperon e�ciency of steam promotes third body reactions. Most importantly,
the promoted chain terminating reactions R35 and R52 decrease reactivity, whereas
R166 promotes the burning velocity. The overall in�uence of the catalytic participation
of steam in reactions reduces burning velocities. Other relevant third body reactions
are R74, R148, R56, and R57 with a promoting e�ect on burning rate, and R43, R158,
R85, and R95 with a decreasing e�ect on reactivity (Tab.A.3).

� Reactions involving H2O as a reactant are frequently sensitive to the concentration of
steam in the fresh gas mixture. Most relevant, the reverse rates of R86, R84, and R97
increase at steam-diluted conditions. Whereas this promotes burning velocities through
R86, the reactions R84 and R97 chemically inhibit the methane oxidation rate. Other
noteworthy reactions with direct participation of steam are R98, R89, R96, R127, and
R147 (Tab. A.1).
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� The inhibiting chemical e�ect of steam dilution decreases with increasing �ame tem-
peratures due to a reduced relevance of third body reactions. At �ame temperatures
below around 1950K, the overall inhibiting e�ect of steam dilution mainly stems from
the catalytic participation of steam in reactions.

� The chemical in�uence of steam dilution on the burning velocity is most pronounced
at stoichiometric conditions. Towards leaner and richer conditions, it diminishes at the
investigated conditions. This mainly results from a direct participation of steam in
reactions.

� Promoted third body chain terminating reactions reduce maximum H concentrations,
which leads to lower O and OH peak concentrations through R38. The direct in�uence
on R86 further lowers O radical concentrations, whereas it partly compensates for lower
OH production. Production of OH is further enhanced by promoted reverse rates of
mainly R84 and R97. A feedback-mechanism from OH and O concentrations on H
radicals exits via the restrained reactions R84 and R99, respectively.

� A high NOx reduction potential by chemical means stems from the restrained thermal,
N2O, and NNH formation pathways as a result of lower O and H radical concentrations.
The prompt pathway is only weakly in�uenced by chemical e�ects at lean conditions.
Here, the NOx reduction potential by chemical suppression is largest.

5.5 In�uence of hydrogen-enrichment on wet methane �ames

The in�uence of hydrogen addition on methane-air combustion is tested for two di�erent levels
of hydrogen enrichment in the methane-dominated regime. The small rate of 10% hydrogen
content in fuel is selected as this level is currently being considered for a potential enrichment
of natural gas supplies. The higher level of 50% is at the upper limit of methane-dominated
chemistry, above which transition to hydrogen-dominated chemistry is initiated. In addition,
pure hydrogen is tested in order to assess if trends observed for hydrogen enrichment are
going towards hydrogen chemistry. The operating conditions are available in Tab. 5.1. In
addition to the listed variation of steam dilution rate Ω, the �ame temperature Tad is varied
between 1673K and 2073K and the equivalence ratio φ between 0.7 and 1.2, while keeping
the other parameter constant at φ = 0.8 and Tad=1973K, respectively, by scaling of the fresh
gas temperature.

5.5.1 Burning velocity

In Sec. 5.3, it has been shown that the reduction in burning velocity can be described by fairly
similar functions for methane and the tested hydrogen-enriched methane �ames. The under-
lying mechanisms of steam dilution described in detail in the previous section for methane,
are very likely similar for the hydrogen-enriched fuels. Analogous to methane, a parametric
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Figure 5.23: Relative sensitivity coe�cients Es for reactions with Es > 1% for hydrogen (ξ = 1)
and Es > 3% for ξ =0, 0.1, 0.5. From top to bottom the hydrogen content is varied
from ξ = 0 (white) to ξ = 1 (dark red). The streaked pattern refers to virtual H2O
(Ω = 0.2, φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K, Tu=647-782K).

study with varying steam dilution rates Ω, �ame temperatures Tad, and equivalence ratios φ
has been conducted. Important di�erences are discussed in the following.

The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Fig. 5.23. At constant �ame tempera-
ture (1973K), and equivalence ratio (φ = 0.8), the mole fraction of hydrogen in fuel increases
from top to bottom bars from methane (ξ = 0), over ξ = 0.1 and ξ = 0.5 to pure hydrogen
(ξ = 1). As expected the sensitivity coe�cients of reactions involved in the consumption of
molecular hydrogen increase signi�cantly for hydrogen-enriched methane. Hence, the impor-
tant H producing reactions R3 and R84 become more dominant,

H2 + O 
 H + OH , (R3)

H2 + OH 
 H + H2O . (R84)

Also noticeably promoted by hydrogen enrichment is chain branching through

H + HO2 
 2 OH , (R46)

which is potentially enhanced by higher H radical concentrations.

For pure hydrogen, a further drastic increase in the sensitivity coe�cients of R84, R46, and
R3 is observed. In contrast to methane, R84 is the most important reaction for overall
consumption speed. Also in hydrogen �ames, the radical pool is established by the relatively
slow break-up of molecular oxygen (R38). Compared to methane less oxygen is needed for
stoichiometric oxidation of hydrogen. Thus, the hydrogen consumption reactions exceed in
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Figure 5.24: Progress rates Q̇r of selected relevant reactions along the �ame coordinate x with
x = 0 referring to the location of maximum temperature gradient (Ω = 0.2, φ = 0.8,
Tad=1973K).

rate. Figure 5.24a compares the net rates of progress of important reactions along the �ame
for 50% hydrogen enrichment of methane (Fig. 5.24a) and hydrogen (Fig. 5.24b). Already for
the hydrogen-enriched �ame, net rates of progress of R84 approach the ones for R38 compared
to methane (Fig. 5.11); at rich conditions they even reach similar values. For pure hydrogen,
the rate of R38 is reduced to less than half the one of R84 (following stoichiometry), and
is more similar in range as chain branching in R3 and R46, as well as chain termination in
R35. For virtual H2O, R86 mainly proceeds in forward reaction producing H2O, leading to
a change in sign for the corresponding sensitivity coe�cient. For actual steam dilution H2O
is mostly consumed, however, less important for the burning velocity compared to methane
dominated chemistry. This suggests that direct participation of steam in reactions is less
relevant for hydrogen than for methane.

Regarding reactions involving carbon (Fig. 5.23b), the sensitivity coe�cients are mostly
reduced for hydrogen-enriched methane. Most prominently, R99 becomes less relevant with
hydrogen enrichment. Considering that for ξ = 0.5 the fuel consists equally of CH4 and H2

in mole fraction, it is noteworthy that R99 is still among the major rate-limiting reactions,
and exhibits sensitivity coe�cients twice as large as R3 and R84. The comparatively slow
CO burnout reaction, which is also visible in Fig. 5.24a, might be a reason, why hydrogen-
enriched methane �ames feature methane-dominated chemistry up to high rates of enrichment
of around 60% hydrogen in fuel.

Analogous to R99, other relevant carbon-containing reactions that reduce in sensitivity are
reactions that are not pre-dominantly consuming H radicals, such as decomposition by OH
and O radical attack of CH4 in R98 and R11, of CH3 in R97 and R10, the steam-promoted
decomposition of HCO in R166, as well as oxidation of HCO in R168. Considering the chain
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Figure 5.25: Mole fraction of oxygen (O), hydrogen (H), and hydroxyl (OH) radicals along the
�ame coordinate x shifted by di�erent o�sets xoff to adjointly arrange the tested fuels
of hydrogen content ξ in fuel (Ω = 0.2, φ = 0.8, Tad=1973K).

terminating reactions, R35 gains importance, but carbon-containing R52 still features higher
sensitivity coe�cients also for ξ = 0.5.

The signi�cant increase in H radical concentration with hydrogen enrichment is demonstrated
in Fig. 5.25. Whereas also O and OH radial concentrations increase, the gain in H radicals is
more pronounced. For pure hydrogen, H radicals largely exceed the concentrations of O and
OH. Compared to virtual H2O, trends agree closely with the ones observed previously for
methane. For all fuels, H and O radical concentrations are chemically restrained by steam
dilution, whereas the OH concentration is enhanced. Increase in OH radicals is less signi�cant
for pure hydrogen, which supports the less relevant role of non-catalytic participation of
steam in reactions. Eliminating third body e�ects from the corresponding reaction sets also
yields the same results that have been previously discussed for methane. Pro�les for H2O
and virtual H2O are more similar for H radicals. O radicals are less restrained, whereas
OH concentrations are further increased. For hydrogen, O radicals match even closer, as
R86 is less important. This suggests that particularly the role of catalytic participation of
steam in reactions is equally important for hydrogen-enriched methane and hydrogen, as for
methane.

For evaluating the e�ect of third body reactions on the di�erent fuels, Fig. 5.26 presents
the ratio of burning velocity for real to virtual H2O over a broader parametric range. The
curves for methane and 50% hydrogen enrichment evolve similarly. The reduction in burning
velocity for the original mechanism is stronger for the hydrogen-enriched case, which stems
from a reduced promoting in�uence of R166. Eliminating only the chaperon e�ciency of H2O
in R166 yields similar results for methane and hydrogen-enriched methane. For hydrogen,
the most important chain terminating reactions from the sensitivity analysis are R35 and
R43 (Fig. 5.23a), which agrees with the �ndings of Seiser and Seshadri (2005). Compared
to the other fuels, chemical suppression is more dependent on �ame temperature. At lower
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Figure 5.26: Ratio of the burning velocities computed for H2O and virtual H2O versus (a) the steam
dilution rate Ω at varying preheat temperature, (b) the adiabatic �ame temperature
Tad, (c) the steam dilution rate Ω at constant preheat temperature (φ increases), and
(d) the equivalence ratio φ. The original mechanism is compared to manipulated
mechanisms with reduced chaperon e�ciency of H2O (�ε(H2O)=1�).

�ame temperatures, steam e�ciently restrains the reactivity of hydrogen by chemical means.
At higher �ame temperatures, important chain branching reactions are less restrained by
competing chain terminating reactions. An additional lower dilution rate of Ω = 0.1 is shown,
which allows for increasing �ame temperatures up to 2400K. At these high temperatures, no
signi�cant di�erence between H2O and virtual H2O remains.

The diminishing chemical e�ect at higher �ame temperatures explains the s-shaped curves
observed for hydrogen in Fig. 5.2. At constant preheat temperature and equivalence ratio, the
�ame temperature decreases with increasing steam dilution rates to levels, in which promoted
third body chain terminating reactions become inhibiting for principle chain branching. Fur-
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thermore, at high temperatures and over-stoichiometric, a promoting e�ect is evident at
moderate steam dilution rates. The sensitivity coe�cient of R35 changes in sign, and the
chain terminating reaction becomes promoting. This results from coupling with R46, which
converts HO2 radicals to OH radicals, required for the decomposition of H2 (R84).

Summarizing, the catalytic action of steam in reactions is similarly important for methane
and the tested hydrogen-enriched fuels. Direct participation in R86 plays no signi�cant role
for pure hydrogen, whereas reverse rates of R84 remain slightly in�uenced. The diminishing
e�ect of increasing �ame temperature is more pronounced for hydrogen. Besides mechanisms
identi�ed for methane, a new promoting e�ect occurs for hydrogen, in which OH produc-
tion is enhanced through increased production of HO2 at steam-diluted conditions. As a
consequence, chemical e�ects of steam dilution on hydrogen depend stronger on operating
conditions.

5.5.2 Formation of nitric oxides

This section brie�y shows how hydrogen enrichment a�ects NOx formation pathways com-
pared to methane, which has been discussed in Sec. 5.4.4. As di�erences for only 10%
hydrogen enrichment are relatively low, Fig. 5.27 presents NOx levels for 50% hydrogen en-
richment of methane over the steam dilution rate Ω, �ame temperature Tad, and equivalence
ratio φ.

Compared to methane (Fig. 5.21), hydrogen enrichment reduces NOx at dry conditions in
all pathways except for the NNH route. The NNH pathway increases as a result of higher
H radical concentrations. The prompt pathway reduces in share as it requires CHx radicals.
The thermal and less pronounced N2O pathways decrease NO formation despite higher O
radical concentrations in the hydrogen-enriched �ame. The reaction rate of R178 (Sec. 5.4.4),
initiating the thermal pathway, decreases by 13% for an enrichment of methane with 50% hy-
drogen in volume. The �ame temperature and equivalence ratio are kept constant compared
to the methane �ame, and can consequently neither explain the lower NOx values. A po-
tential mechanism for the reducing in�uence on these pathways and on total NOx formation
might stem from a higher mole fraction of fuel and lower concentration of molecular nitrogen
in the fresh gas mixture as a result of the altered stoichiometry.

The chemical e�ect of steam dilution on NOx formation remains as for methane, leading to
similar curves as in Fig. 5.21. Chemical suppression of the NNH pathway is more pronounced
resulting in low NOx emissions in the range as obtained for the N2O pathway for actual
steam dilution. Analogous to methane, the prompt pathway is strongly in�uenced by the
equivalence ratio, and only weakly a�ected by chemical means. The thermal pathway reduces
due to lower O radical concentrations at steam-diluted conditions.
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Figure 5.27: Contribution of di�erent pathways to total NOx concentration 50mm downstream of
the reaction zone against (a) the steam dilution rate Ω at varying preheat temperature,
(b) the adiabatic �ame temperature Tad, (c) the steam dilution rate Ω at constant
preheat temperature (φ increases), and (d) the equivalence ratio φ.

5.5.3 Brief summary

The most important �ndings regarding the in�uence of hydrogen-enrichment on chemical
e�ects of steam dilution are summarized in the following:

� The tested levels of hydrogen enrichment of 10% and 50% mole fraction in fuel are
in�uenced by the same mechanisms of steam dilution as for methane. Mainly third
body chain terminating reactions chemically restrain the burning velocity. For increas-
ing hydrogen fractions, the promoting e�ect of the carbon-containing reaction R166
decreases leading to slightly enhanced inhibition compared to methane.
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� For hydrogen, burning velocities are less restrained by chemical e�ects of steam dilu-
tion. The role of catalytic promotion by steam is pre-dominant leading to a stronger
dependency on the �ame temperature. At �ame temperatures above around 2000K,
chemical inhibition of steam dilution is negligible. A promoting e�ect of steam dilution
is observed for high �ame temperatures at stoichiometric and lean conditions through
promotion of OH production in R46 by enhanced HO2 formation in R35.

� With increasing hydrogen content in fuel, the NNH pathway gains importance for
overall NOx formation. Analogous to methane, the NNH pathway is restrained due to
lower H radical concentrations, whereas reduced O radical concentrations inhibit the
thermal and N2O pathways. At the same �ame temperature and equivalence ratio the
hydrogen-enriched �ame produces lower NOx emissions, potentially as a result of the
altered stoichiometry modifying the concentrations of fuel and molecular nitrogen in
the mixture.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter the in�uence of steam dilution on the oxidation kinetics of methane, hydrogen-
enriched methane, and hydrogen �ames was investigated based on one-dimensional simula-
tions of adiabatic planar premixed �ames. An extensive literature review in the �rst section
showed scatter in existing theories on the kinetic e�ects of steam dilution. For a better sepa-
ration of physical and chemical e�ects, a virtual species was used for comparison purposes.

At constant preheat temperature and equivalence ratio, steam dilution reduces the burning
velocity by thermal, dilutional, and chemical e�ects:

The thermal e�ect reduces the adiabatic �ame temperature of the mixture. It was shown
that the extent of �ame cooling mainly depends on the heat capacity of the diluent. Steam
features relatively high heat capacities, e.g., compared to that of nitrogen, leading to a
stronger reduction in burning velocity.

The dilutional e�ect lowers the concentration of active species resulting in lower reaction
rates. Simultaneously, transport properties are in�uenced characterized by the thermal dif-
fusivity, Lewis number, and �uid density. Compensating for the thermal e�ect by increasing
the fresh gas temperature when steam is added in order to maintain the �ame temperature,
results in higher burning velocities compared to the dry mixture. This shows that steam
dilution can be promoting regarding the reactivity by physical means; in this case due to
enhanced transport properties in the fresh gas mixture.

The chemical e�ect is non-negligible at most investigated conditions. Generally, chemical
e�ects reduce the burning velocity of methane-air mixtures, as well as for hydrogen-enriched
methane (10% and 50% in volume). For hydrogen, chemical suppression is less e�ective;
for over-stoichiometric mixtures at high temperatures, steam dilution even slightly increases
burning velocities compared to inert dilution.
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Considering the in�uences, a semi-empirical correlation was derived, which describes the de-
crease in burning velocity with steam mole fraction with excellent agreement. The exponen-
tial correlation extends an existing linear correlation by taking the exponential temperature
dependence of the reaction rates into account, which improves the model quality particularly
for higher steam dilution rates of methane-dominated fuels.

The chemical in�uence of steam dilution was subsequently analyzed for mixtures that vary
primarily in fresh gas temperatures, when steam is added, while the equivalence ratio, adi-
abatic �ame temperature, as well as the fuel and oxidizer mole fraction remained constant.
In addition, results were compared to those with virtual H2O. For methane, two e�ects are
important:

Catalytic participation of steam in reactions promotes third body chain terminating
reactions due to the relatively high chaperon e�ciency of H2O. Mainly, R35 (H+O2+M

HO2+M) and R52 (CH3+H+M
CH4+M) reduce principle chain branching in R38
(H+O2
OH+O). This e�ect is reduced by R166 (HCO+M
 H+CO+M), which pro-
motes the burning velocity. As a consequence, H radicals are reduced leading subsequently
to lower O concentrations by restraining the progress of R38. Third body e�ects diminish
with increasing �ame temperature. For �ame temperatures below around 1950K catalytic
participation of steam in reactions is the dominant mechanism for chemical e�ects.

Direct participation of steam in reactions promotes reactions, in which steam occurs
as a reactant. Most importantly, reverse rates of R86 (2OH
O+H2O), R84 (OH+H2
H
+H2O), and R97 (OH+CH3
CH2(s)+H2O) increase at steam-diluted conditions. Where-
as this promotes burning velocities through R86, the reactions R84 and R97 chemically inhibit
the methane oxidation rate. R86 further reduces O radical concentrations, but compensates
partly for lower OH production by catalytic e�ects. OH production is further enhanced by
the reverse rates of R84 and R97.

Formation of NOx was shown to be restrained by the thermal, N2O, and NNH pathways due
to reduced H and O radical concentrations. Prompt NOx is restrained at rich conditions, but
only weakly in�uenced by chemical e�ects of steam dilution at lean conditions.

Enrichment with hydrogen increases maximum H radical concentrations, and to a lower extent
O and OH radicals. Carbon-containing reactions become less important. The mechanisms
of steam dilution identi�ed for methane analogously apply to hydrogen-enriched fuels with a
decreasing relevance of R166 and an increasing importance of the NNH pathway.

Chemical inhibition of hydrogen �ames by steam dilution is pre-dominantly in�uenced by
catalytic promotion of R35 (H+O2+M
HO2+M) and R43 (H+OH+M
 H2O+M).
The promoting e�ect observed for over-stoichiometric conditions at high �ame temperatures
results from the coupling of R35 with chain-branching in R46 (H+HO2 
 2OH).

It was shown that the chemical in�uence that steam has on the �ame structure, the burning
velocity, and emission formation originates from only a few of the numerous reactions in
the reaction scheme involving H2O. The mechanisms and the relevance of related reactions
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identi�ed throughout this chapter, of which the most important are mentioned above, were
veri�ed by systematic manipulations of the reaction scheme. Eliminating the catalytic e�ect
of steam dilution as well as the few relevant reactions featuring a direct participation of
steam yields almost identical species pro�les and burning velocities for H2O and virtual
H2O, suggesting that the relevant chemical e�ects were captured.
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In this thesis the in�uence of steam dilution on the burning velocity of laminar premixed
�ames was investigated experimentally and numerically. Laminar burning velocities were
measured for methane, hydrogen-enriched methane (10% and 50% in volume), and hydrogen
�ames diluted with various amounts of steam at a preheat temperature of 473K. A slot-
nozzle burner of adjustable slot width was used to stabilize prismatic Bunsen �ames with
negligible in�uence of �ame stretch. The �ame front was detected from spatial density
gradients, which were obtained by employing the quantitative light sheet (QLS) technique.
Enrichment with hydrogen increased the burning velocity of methane �ames, extending the
�ammability range towards leaner and more wet conditions. Volumetric enrichment with
50% in fuel raised wet blow out limits from 15% to 30% steam in the air mass �ow. Hence,
steam dilution represents a promising approach for compensating for the higher reactivity of
hydrogen-enriched methane, whereas hydrogen-enrichment improves �ame stability at highly-
steam diluted conditions, which are targeted in wet gas turbine cycles. High steam dilution
rates of more than 60% of the air mass �ow were required to reduce burning velocities of
hydrogen-air �ames towards the levels of methane-based mixtures. The relative decrease in
burning velocity with steam mole fraction was less steep for hydrogen fueled �ames, and was
found to be very similar for the methane-based fuels.

The experimental data was used to validate existing reaction mechanisms at highly steam-
diluted conditions. Burning velocities were computed from one-dimensional simulations of
freely propagating planar premixed �ames. For methane and hydrogen-enriched methane,
the GRI-Mech 3.0 and the AramcoMech 1.1 reliably captured the decrease in burning velocity
for increasing levels of steam dilution. The GRI-Mech 3.0 showed a better performance in
modeling the oxidation rate of methane, whereas the AramcoMech 1.1 was more convincing
for the fuel blends. Steam dilution of hydrogen-air �ames was modeled with close agreement
to the experimental data by using the mechanisms of Kéromnès and Burke. The validated
reaction mechanisms were used for a detailed numerical study on the in�uence of steam
dilution on the high temperature oxidation kinetics of the investigated fuels.

The �rst part of the numerical study showed that steam dilution reduces the burning velocity
at constant preheat temperature and equivalence ratio by (1) thermal e�ects, which reduce
the adiabatic �ame temperature primarily depending on the heat capacity of the diluent, (2)
dilutional e�ects, which lower the concentration of active species in the fresh gas mixture
and alter its transport properties characterized by the thermal di�usivity, the Lewis number,
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and the unburned gas density, as well as by (3) chemical e�ects, which result from catalytic
and direct participation of steam in reactions. Comparative simulations using virtual H2O
showed that chemical e�ects are non-negligible, despite being less dominant than physical
e�ects. Considering the in�uences an exponential semi-empirical correlation was derived
which describes the decrease in burning velocity with the steam mole fraction with excellent
agreement. This correlation extends an existing linear correlation by taking the exponential
temperature dependence of the reaction rate into account.

The chemical in�uence of steam dilution on the �ame structure, the burning velocity, and
emission formation was shown to originate from a few relevant reactions. For methane and
hydrogen-enriched methane the mechanisms are very similar. The main in�uence stems
from catalytic promotion of the chain terminating reactions R35 (H+O2+M
HO2+M)
and R52 (CH3+H+M
CH4+M), reducing maximum H radical concentrations, which are
required for the principle chain branching reaction R38 (H+O2
OH+O). Enhanced H rad-
ical production in R166 (HCO+M
 H+CO+M) reduces this e�ect. The inhibiting third
body e�ect becomes less e�ective with increasing �ame temperatures. Direct participation
of steam in reactions further reduces O radical concentrations by enhanced reaction with
H2O to OH in R86 (2OH
O+H2O). In addition, enhanced reverse reaction rates of R84
(OH+H2
H+H2O) and R97 (OH+CH3
CH2(s)+H2O) decrease the burning velocity.
Lower O and H radical concentrations restrain NOx formation in the thermal, N2O, and NNH
pathways, whereas the prompt pathway is only weakly a�ected by chemical means at under-
stoichiometric conditions. The chemical in�uence on hydrogen �ames results pre-domiantly
form catalytic promotion of the chain terminating reactions R35 (H+O2+M
HO2+M)
and R43 (H+OH+M
 H2O+M). The coupling of R35 with R46 (H+HO2 
 2OH) leads
to the higher burning velocities compared to inert dilution observed at high temperatures
and fuel-rich conditions.

Eliminating the identi�ed e�ects of steam dilution from the reaction scheme returns almost
identical results for H2O and virtual H2O over a broad range of equivalence ratios and �ame
temperatures, suggesting that the relevant chemical e�ects were identi�ed. The choice of
operating conditions is important. Catalytic participation of steam in reactions becomes less
e�ective in reducing the burning velocity at higher �ame temperatures. Increasing the equiv-
alence ratio at steam-diluted conditions for maintaining the �ame temperature counteracts
the reduction in H radical concentration, while increased NOx production through the prompt
pathway compensates partly for the lower NOx formation in the remaining pathways.

This thesis showed the potential of steam dilution for reducing the burning velocity of
hydrogen-rich fuels, which will potentially become more important in the near future. For
de�ning upper limits of hydrogen enrichment for existing gas turbines, supplementary stud-
ies on burning velocities and autoignition time scales at gas turbine operating conditions
are needed. The important role of third body reactions for the chemical in�uence of steam
further raises the need for investigations of laminar premixed �ames at elevated pressure in
order to make the next step possible towards operating gas turbines at these conditions.
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Appendix A. Appendix

Table A.1: Rate constant parameters of relevant reactions in the GRI-Mech 3.0 by Smith et al.
(2000) (partly rounded)

Number Reaction A b E (cal/mol)
R35 H + O2 + H2O 
 HO2 + H2O 1.13·1013 -0.760 0
R38 H + O2 
 OH + H 2.65·1013 -0.671 17041
R43 H + OH + M 
 H2O + M 2.20·1016 -2.000 0

ε(M) AR: 0.38, C2H6: 3, CH4: 2, H2: 0.73, H2O: 3.65
R46 H + HO2 
 2 OH 8.40·1010 0 635
R52 H + CH3 (+M) 
 CH4 (+M) k1 1.39·1013 -0.534 536

k0 2.62·1027 -4.760 2440
Troe (0.783, 74, 2941, 6964)

ε(M) AR: 0.7, C2H6: 3, CH4: 3, CO: 1.5, CO2: 2, H2: 2, H2O: 6
R74 H + C2H4 (+M) 
 C2H5 (+M) k1 5.40·108 0.454 1820

k0 6.00·1035 -7.620 6970
Troe (0.9753, 210, 984, 4374)

ε(M) AR: 0.7, C2H6: 3, CH4: 2, CO: 1.5, CO2: 2, H2: 2, H2O: 6
R84 OH + H2 
 H + H2O 2.16·105 1.510 3430
R85 2 OH (+M) 
 H2O2 (+M) k1 7.40·1010 -0.370 0

k0 2.30·1012 -0.900 -1700
Troe (0.7346, 94, 1756, 5182)

ε(M) AR: 0.7, C2H6: 3, CH4: 2, CO: 1.5, CO2: 2, H2: 2, H2O: 6
R86 2 OH 
 O + H2O 3.57·101 2.400 -2110
R87 OH + HO2 
 O2 + H2O 1.45·1010 0 -500
R95 OH + CH3 (+M) 
 CH3OH (+M) k1 2.79·1015 -1.430 1330

k0 4.00·1030 -5.920 3140
Troe (0.412, 195, 5900, 6394)

ε(M) C2H6: 3, CH4: 2, CO: 1.5, CO2: 2, H2: 2, H2O: 6
R96 OH + CH3 
 CH2 + H2O 5.60·104 1.600 5420
R97 OH + CH3 
 CH2(S) + H2O 6.44·1014 -1.340 1417
R98 OH + CH4 
 CH3 + H2O 1.00·105 1.600 3120
R99 OH + CO 
 CO2 + H 4.76·104 1.228 70
R127 CH + H2O 
 H + CH2O 5.71·109 0 -755
R147 CH2(S) + H2O (+M) 
 CH3OH (+M) k1 4.82·1014 -1.160 1145

k0 1.88·1032 -6.360 5040
Troe (0.6027, 208, 3922, 10180)

ε(M) C2H6: 3, CH4: 2, CO: 1.5, CO2: 2, H2: 2, H2O: 6
R148 CH2(S) + H2O 
 CH2 + H2O 3.00·1010 0 0
R166 HCO + H2O 
 H + CO + H2O 1.50·1015 -1 17000
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Table A.2: Reactions involving H2O in the GRI-Mech 3.0 (Smith et al., 2000)

Number Reaction
R43 H + OH + M 
 H2O + M
R44 H + HO2 
 O + H2O
R48 H + H2O2 
 OH + H2O
R62 H + CH2OH 
 CH2(S) + H2O
R67 H + CH3O 
 CH2(S) + H2O
R84 OH + H2 
 H + H2O
R86 2 OH 
 O + H2O
R87 OH + HO2 
 O2 + H2O
R88 OH + H2O2 
 HO2 + H2O
R89 OH + H2O2 
 HO2 + H2O
R93 OH + CH2 
 CH + H2O
R96 OH + CH3 
 CH2 + H2O
R97 OH + CH3 
 CH2(S) + H2O
R98 OH + CH4 
 CH3 + H2O
R100 OH + HCO 
 H2O + CO
R101 OH + CH2O 
 HCO + H2O
R102 OH + CH2OH 
 H2O + CH2O
R103 OH + CH3O 
 H2O + CH2O
R104 OH + CH3OH 
 CH2OH + H2O
R105 OH + CH3OH 
 CH3O + H2O
R109 OH + C2H2 
 C2H + H2O
R111 OH + C2H3 
 H2O + C2H2

R112 OH + C2H4 
 C2H3 + H2O
R113 OH + C2H6 
 C2H5 + H2O
R114 OH + CH2CO 
 HCCO + H2O
R127 CH + H2O 
 H + CH2O
R145 CH2(S) + O2 
 CO + H2O
R147 CH2(S) + H2O + M 
 CH3OH + M
R193 NH + OH 
 N + H2O
R197 NH + H2O 
 HNO + H2

R203 NH2 + OH 
 NH + H2O
R210 NNH + OH 
 H2O + N2

R215 HNO + OH 
 NO + H2O
R219 CN + H2O 
 HCN + OH
R255 CH3 + NO 
 HCN + H2O
R267 HNCO + OH 
 NCO + H2O
R278 NH3 + OH 
 NH2 + H2O
R287 OH + HO2 
 O2 + H2O
R293 CH2(S) + H2O → H2 + CH2O
R301 OH + CH3CHO → CH3 + H2O + CO
R310 OH + CH2CHO 
 H2O + CH2CO
R315 OH + C3H8 
 C3H7 + H2O
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Table A.3: Third body reactions in the GRI-Mech 3.0 (Smith et al., 2000). Parenthesis around the
third body refer to fallo� reactions

Number Reaction
R1 2 O + M 
 O2 + M
R2 O + H + M 
 OH + M
R12 O + CO (+M) 
 CO2 (+M)

R33-37 H + O2 + M 
 HO2 + M
R39-42 2 H + M 
 H2 + M
R43 H + OH + M 
 H2O + M
R50 H + CH2 (+M) 
 CH3 (+M)
R52 H + CH3 (+M) 
 CH4 (+M)
R54 H + HCO (+M) 
 CH2O (+M)
R56 H + CH2O (+M) 
 CH2OH (+M)
R57 H + CH2O (+M) 
 CH3O (+M)
R59 H + CH2OH (+M) 
 CH3OH (+M)
R63 H + CH3O (+M) 
 CH3OH (+M)
R70 H + C2H (+M) 
 C2H2 (+M)
R71 H + C2H2 (+M) 
 C2H3 (+M)
R72 H + C2H3 (+M) 
 C2H4 (+M)
R74 H + C2H4 (+M) 
 C2H5 (+M)
R76 H + C2H5 (+M) 
 C2H6 (+M)
R83 H2 + CO (+M) 
 CH2O (+M)
R85 2 OH (+M) 
 H2O2 (+M)
R95 OH + CH3 (+M) 
 CH3OH (+M)
R131 CH + CO (+M) 
 HCCO (+M)
R140 CH2 + CO (+M) 
 CH2CO (+M)
R147 CH2(S) + H2O (+M) 
 CH3OH (+M)
R148 CH2(S) + H2O 
 CH2 + H2O
R158 2 CH3 (+M) 
 C2H6 (+M)

R166-167 HCO + M 
 H + CO + M
R174 C2H4 (+M) 
 H2 + C2H2 (+M)
R185 N2O (+M) 
 N2 + O (+M)
R187 NO + O + M 
 NO2 + M
R205 NNH + M 
 N2 + H + M
R212 H + NO + M 
 HNO + M
R227 NCO + M 
 N + CO + M
R230 HCN + M 
 H + CN + M
R237 H + HCN (+M) 
 H2CN (+M)
R241 CH + N2 (+M) 
 HCNN (+M)
R269 HNCO + M 
 NH + CO + M
R289 CH + H2 (+M) 
 CH3 (+M)
R304 H + CH2CO (+M) 
 CH2CHO (+M)
R312 CH3 + C2H5 (+M) 
 C3H8 (+M)
R318 CH3 + C2H4 (+M) 
 C3H7 (+M)
R320 H + C3H7 (+M) 
 C3H8 (+M)
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